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Executive Summary
The Pre-Submission Publication SouthWest Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan is a comprehensive
spatial planning policy document for the neighbourhood. It has been prepared in order to ensure
development in the area addresses local, borough wide and regional needs and the strategic priorities
set out in Burnley Action Partnership's Sustainable Community Strategy “Burnley's Future” and also
those in the community strategy for Lancashire, "Ambition Lancashire".

The South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan:

Identifies and guides opportunities to deliver development, growth and regeneration
Identifies funding to ensure public sector and private sector resources benefit the local area
Guides future housing and economic development and regeneration programmes
Identifies short, medium and long term actions required to manage regeneration and development
in the area.

The main outcomes that the South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan aims to achieve are
indicated below:

1. All development in South West Burnley and Trinity must address the vision and objectives
identified in the Area Action Plan.

2. High standards of sustainable design will be required for all development.
3. New housing sites are identified to provide 753 new homes. Existing housing that is retained

will be supported by a toolkit of measures which will tackle long-standing environmental and
social problems.

4. Affordable housing will be provided as an integral part of proposed new developments in line
with Council policies, and this will be "tenure blind".

5. Retail and other businesses and services within the Accrington Road District Centre and Coal
Clough Lane Local Centre will be protected and enhanced.

6. Sustainable and Inclusive Transport policies for the area will contribute towards the wider
regeneration of the Borough, as connectivity will be significantly improved between South West
Burnley and Trinity and other neighbourhoods and the town centre. The development of the
area will seek to maximise the use of sustainable modes of transport and support a shift towards
journeys made by public transport, walking and cycling.

Additionally the purpose of the AAP is to:

bring forward comprehensive neighbourhood renewal and housing regeneration through clearance
and redevelopment of obsolete housing stock. The plan will lead regeneration investment in the
area, and influence private investment via the development control process. The plan will support
large-scale site assembly using Compulsory Purchase Order powers, if necessary, to enable
future redevelopment.
provide a spatial plan-led investment framework to inform regeneration and housing market
renewal activity along key gateways and within the Targeted Area Initiative neighbourhoods.
The Plan will give property owners the confidence to invest in their homes, by providing certainty
of the Council’s future regeneration intentions.
guide the regeneration of former Council housing estates in partnership with the Registered
Social Landlord through a variety of interventions to the housing stock and its environment.
safeguard land uses, such as employment, open space and district centres to ensure that the
regeneration of the neighbourhood is sustainable and comprehensive.
provide the spatial planning rationale for a network of transport, public realm and environmental
improvements across the neighbourhood.
ensure that new development respects the area’s heritage and meets high design standards.

The South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan has been structured into four parts as follows:
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THE CONTEXT AND VISION (Part One)

Introduction, Spatial Portrait, Vision and Objectives

A spatial portrait, vision and series of objectives are provided in Part 1. The spatial portrait of South
West Burnley and Trinity indicates some of the issues that are facing the area and that the Area Action
Plan will need to address.

During the preparation of the Area Action Plan, a Vision for the area was developed. This sets out
the sort of place that South West Burnley and Trinity will be in the future. In order to achieve this
Vision, and in order to respond to the current issues that have been defined in the spatial portrait, 13
objectives have been defined.

Vision of the South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan

The Vision for the area provides a framework for the area's regeneration. South West Burnley and
Trinity will be developed as an attractive gateway into the town, taking advantage of its open aspect
and views, and with well connected communities supported by a strong local economy and thriving
shops and services.

Development of the Area Action Plan So Far

A planning framework for South West Burnley and Trinity has been in preparation since 2003. This
section outlines the work that has been undertaken to date in order to inform the Pre - Submission
Publication Plan.

SUBMISSION PLAN POLICIES AND PROPOSALS (Part Two)

Part 2: This section sets out policies and proposals for South West Burnley and Trinity.

Population, Housing and Local Neighbourhoods

The policies included in this chapter identify sites for 753 new homes and require developers to provide
a mix of houses, including an element of affordable housing. This chapter also identifies an area to
be covered by a Targeted Area Initiative which will address long term environmental and social
problems.

Economy and Work

The local economy and the provision of employment land are important to the future of the
neighbourhood and the creation of sustainable communities. 2.1 ha of land is identified for new
employment development.

The Environment and Sustainable Development

This chapter includes policies to protect and enhance the built and natural environment in SouthWest
Burnley and Trinity, including the historic environment.

Community Services

The policies in this chapter identify and protect the Accrington Road District Centre and Coal Clough
Lane Local Centre, and open spaces within the area.

Sustainable and Inclusive Transport

This chapter includes policies to improve access across the area and connectivity between the area
and other neighbourhoods, the town centre and to other destinations such as the open countryside.
Policies promote more sustainable travel, and the improvement of cycling networks and green
infrastructure.
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Implementation

There is a need for public sector and private sector funding for the development proposals identified
in this Area Action Plan. The Area Action Plan sets out the planning framework to give certainty to
investors about the types of proposals that would be permitted and when they are considered likely
to come forward.

DELIVERY OF THE SUBMISSION AAP (Part Three)

This part of the Area Action Plan presents the key proposals that seek to ensure that, over the next
15 years, the Vision for the area is achieved. It details the phasing of the proposals, how the proposals
will be funded and delivered, and by whom, and how the implementation of the plan's policies and
proposals will be monitored.

NEXT STEPS (Part Four)

This part of the Area Action Plan outlines what happens to the Area Action Plan now that it has reached
the Submission Stage of its preparation. It details the publication arrangements that the Council has
put in place to ensure that as many people as possible are able to see and comment on the plan and
the role of the Sustainability Appraisal in ensuring that the environmental, social and economic impacts
of the policies and proposals of the plan are taken into account. It also sets out how people can
comment on the Submission Plan policies and proposals, what will happen to the comments people
make and how they will influence the final plan to be adopted by the Borough Council.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction

Terraced Properties (Photograph supplied by Calderdale College)

1.1.1 The South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan (AAP) provides a spatial planning
framework for the sustainable regeneration of the South West Burnley, Piccadilly and Trafalgar
neighbourhoods of Burnley. The area lies to the south west of Burnley town centre and has good
access to the strategic road network and public transport. These advantages provide significant
regeneration and development opportunities that can help to achieve the vision set out in the
Sustainable Community Strategy:

"To achieve a Burnley we can all be proud of. A Burnley that will become a place with a diverse
and united community, a modern economy, a healthy, safe and clean environment and quality
services which work together for the good of the public".

1.1.2 The AAP has an important role in setting out the spatial framework for new development and
regeneration activity in a way that is both sustainable and deliverable.

History of the Area Action Plan

1.1.3 Within the Burnley borough, housing market renewal is targeted to two separate Intervention
Areas; one centred on the residential areas surrounding Burnley town centre, and another at Padiham.
These Intervention Areas are considered to have evidence of low housing market demand and
symptoms of decline including empty and abandoned properties alongside falling or stagnant house
prices.

1.1.4 In 2003, the Council started to prepare Neighbourhood Action Plans for three parts of the
borough that were undergoing significant change in order to deal with issues of housing market failure.
One of the areas, now part of the area covered by this AAP, was South West Burnley. Public
consultation on three options for change was undertaken in the summer of 2003 and, following this,
a Preferred Option was adopted as the basis for further work and to support the Council's bid for
Elevate resources. Further work to supplement this Neighbourhood Action Plan was carried out in
2005 when a masterplan was prepared to test ideas and identify any further opportunities for change.
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1.1.5 In 2004 the Council decided to to prepare plans to guide housing market renewal in two further
areas; Padiham and Piccadilly/Trafalgar which is now covered by this AAP. As with the first round
of Neighbourhood Action Plans, consultation was undertaken on three options for change, and a draft
preferred option was prepared. These were called "Area Action Plans".

1.1.6 Before these plans could be adopted as statutory planning documents, the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 introduced changes to the plan making system. This meant that the
basis upon which the plans had been drawn up had to be reconsidered in order to meet the new
requirements. Consequently, consultation on plans for the areas of South West Burnley and
Piccadilly/Trafalgar started afresh with the preparation of AAPs for each area following the guidance
that had been introduced for the new planning system. Area Action Plans for the 2 neighbourhoods
were drawn up following extensive consultation on an evidence base that had been developed between
2004 - 2006, issues and options identified in 2006 - 2007 and preferred option plans published in
February 2008.

1.1.7 A decision was made by the Borough Council in late 2009, to merge the two Area Action
Plans for South West Burnley and Piccadilly/Trafalgar into one single AAP covering the whole area:
the "South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan".

1.2 Area Action Plans
1.2.1 An Area Action Plan is one of a suite of documents contained within the Local Development
Framework (LDF), which helps guide development within an area.

1.2.2 An Area Action Plan (AAP) "should be used when there is a need to provide the planning
framework for areas where significant change or conservation is needed." (1)

1.2.3 Area Action Plans should:

Deliver planned growth areas;
Stimulate regeneration;
Protect areas particularly sensitive to change;
Resolve conflicting objectives in areas subject to development pressures; or
Focus on the delivery of area based regeneration initiatives.

1.2.4 Area Action Plans should identify the distribution of uses and their inter-relationships, including
specific site allocations, and set out as far as practicable the timetable for the implementation of the
proposals.

1.2.5 The South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan is founded on a robust and extensive
evidence base, has been the subject of public consultation at all stages of its development and has
been through a thorough Sustainability Appraisal, details of which can be found in a separate report.

What is the Local Development Framework?

1.2.6 The Local Development Framework (LDF) is a collection of Local Development Documents
"produced by the local planning authority which collectively deliver the spatial planning strategy for
its area". (2)Documents which fall under the umbrella of the LDF are set out in the diagram below:

1 PPS12: Local Spatial Planning
2 PPS12: Local Spatial Planning.
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Visual Diagram of the Local Development Framework

1.2.7 Documents contained within the LDF are currently being prepared under the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and, when adopted, will replace the existing Burnley Local Plan. The
LDF will become the statutory development plan for Burnley.

1.3 Why does South West Burnley and Trinity need an Area Action
Plan?
1.3.1 South West Burnley and Trinity is an area that has seen change through public investment,
including Sure Start development and the 'Building Schools for the Future' programme and it will
continue to change under the Housing Market Renewal (HMR) programme. The HMR Pathfinder,
introduced in 2003 by the Government's Sustainable Communities Plan, seeks to bring new life to
those neighbourhoods in East Lancashire that suffer from housing market decline and other facets
of deprivation.

1.3.2 The purpose of this AAP is therefore to:

Guide neighbourhood regeneration and renewal by informing both public and private sector
investment and providing a spatial planning framework which identifies where social, economic
and environmental improvements are required within the Housing Market Intervention Area.
Provide a level of certainty to the local community, investors and others with an interest in the
area about proposed changes and the Council's regeneration intentions.
Justify the need to acquire land and buildings, including through the possible use of Compulsory
Purchase Order (CPO) powers, by identifying where they are essential to assist the regeneration
of the area.
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Identify improvements to the environment and public realm, particularly with regard to open
spaces and improved linkages both on existing, and new, routes throughout the area, to the
town centre and to adjoining neighbourhoods.
Encourage amix of house types and tenures in discussions with private developers and registered
social landlords (RSLs), taking into account the South West Burnley Design Guidance SPD.
Protect existing employment opportunities within the area, and support new investment and
economic redevelopment
Continue to protect and enhance the built heritage, taking into account the Heritage Appraisals
for South West Burnley and Piccadilly / Trafalgar.
Support investment in Manchester Road Rail Station as part of wider transport improvements
connected with the reinstatement of a direct rail link to Manchester. The AAP will provide the
framework for land assembly for the expansion and redevelopment of the station.

Demolition to provide new housing off Cog
Lane (Photograph supplied by Calderdale

College)

1.4 Community Involvement and Sustainability Appraisal
1.4.1 The Council has involved local people and others with an interest in the area at various stages
in the preparation of this AAP. This has helped to inform the contents of the Pre-Submission Publication
AAP that we are now publishing prior to submission to the Secretary of State.

1.4.2 The AAP must be prepared with a view to contributing to the achievement of sustainable
development. It must also comply with a European Directive which requires a formal environmental
assessment of all plans that are likely to have significant effects on the environment (EU Directive
2001/42/EC). Consequently, the Pre-Submission Publication AAP is accompanied by a Sustainability
Appraisal. This is available as a separate document.
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1.4.3 Sustainability Appraisals incorporate the requirements of the EU Strategic Environmental
Assessment Directive. Their purpose is to appraise the social, environmental and economic effects
of the policies and site allocations in a Local Development Document from the outset of its preparation.
They help guide decisions made at every stage in the plan making process. The potential direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts of different policy options are identified and appraised in order to
inform decisions about which options should be promoted.
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2 The Context and Spatial Strategy

Burnley - Location Map

2.0.1 The Borough of Burnley is located in Pennine Lancashire, between the urban centres of
Preston, Leeds and Manchester, and close to the attractive countryside of the Lake District and
Yorkshire Dales National Parks.

2.0.2 The South West Burnley and Trinity area extends westwards for about a mile from Burnley
town centre and comprises several residential neighbourhoods and an industrial area. Local shops
and services, such as the health centre and day nurseries, are clustered around the Accrington Road
and Coal Clough Lane through routes, in the northern and eastern quadrants of the area.

2.0.3 South West Burnley forms the western edge of the built up area, and has good access to the
motorway network. The area has a number of existing and potential development sites. The Trinity
area lies closer to the town centre and includes a rail station, together with an attractive Conservation
Area. These advantages provide significant regeneration opportunities, that will help to achieve the
vision set out in Burnley's Sustainable Community Strategy.
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South West Burnley & Trinity AAP Area Boundary

2.1 Spatial Portrait of South West Burnley
2.1.1 South West Burnley and Trinity occupies an elevated position on a north to north east facing
slope, above the Blackpool North / Preston to Leeds and the Blackpool South / Preston to Colne rail
line and the M65 motorway. It covers an area of around 182 hectares (0.70 sq miles) and includes
a mix of uses, with a largely residential neighbourhood to the south of Accrington Road and Trafalgar
Street, and a concentration of commercial / industrial activity between Accrington Road and the rail
line. There is also a small industrial estate off Burnham Gate. The residential areas comprise a
concentration of traditional “2 up / 2 down” Victorian terraced properties to the east around Coal
Clough Lane, which are laid out in a grid iron pattern, and more modern, lower density, largely social
housing estates to the south, centre and west of the area. There is a modern estate of apartments
and detached and semi detached houses between Burnham Gate and Trafalgar Street, to the north
of the rail line.

2.1.2 The area enjoys an open aspect with outstanding views across the town centre and out to
the attractive countryside around Pendle Hill and the South Pennines. The neighbourhood has ample
open space, but this is often lacking in terms of design quality and some green spaces (notably at
Barclay Hills, Hargher Clough and Melrose Avenue) require rationalisation and investment to provide
a higher quality, more valued resource for local residents. Several “cloughs” or small steep sided,
former wooded valleys with fast flowing streams, run through the area south to north, but these water
courses are generally culverted. Where water courses emerge, as at Griffin, they tend to attract high
levels of unauthorised tipping and anti- social behaviour. There are also several small open spaces
in the Trinity area including Piccadilly Gardens, and two children's play areas at Jessie's Park and
Bevington Close. The area adjoins a Historic Park, Scott Park, to the south east.

2.1.3 The Palatine Square Conservation Area lies within the AAP boundary and includes a number
of substantial properties within an attractive environment. The north eastern tip of the AAP area also
includes a small section of the historic Weavers' Triangle regeneration area, which lies within the
Canalside Conservation Area. TheWeavers' Triangle is of national historical significance in industrial
heritage terms and the proposed regeneration of the area offers considerable opportunities for the
renewal of neighbouring South West Burnley and Trinity.
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2.1.4 South West Burnley and Trinity has a local centre on Coal Clough Lane with a library, and a
district centre on Accrington Road, and both centres provide a range of convenience shops. There
is a leisure development off Manchester Road with a pub / restaurant and cinema, and a fast food
restaurant at Burnham Gate. A community centre on Bevington Close serves the Trinity area and
another, at the South West Burnley Enterprise Centre, off Rossendale Road, provides facilities for
the estates around Stoops, Hargher Clough and Griffin.

2.1.5 There are two schools in the Cog Lane area: a primary school at Cherry Fold, and a secondary
school at Blessed Trinity Roman Catholic College, the site of which is being redeveloped as Hameldon
College under the 'Building Schools for the Future' Programme. The Rose Community BESD
(Behavioural, Emotional and Social Difficulties) Special School is located on Swindon Street, and
this is due to relocate to premises on Greenock Street in 2010. Holy Trinity Church of England Primary
School is located on Raglan Road. There is a concentration of health and social facilities along Tay
Street with a day nursery, Sure Start Centre and health and community centre.

HowardStreet CommunityHealthCentre (Photograph supplied byCalderdale
College)

2.1.6 The area is well connected to the motorway network, lying between Junctions 9 and 10 of
the M65. Manchester Road rail station, within the Trinity area, provides an hourly service westbound
to Preston and Blackpool and eastbound to Leeds and York. However, passenger facilities are very
limited and studies have been commissioned to consider how the station could be redeveloped in
order to provide a high quality passenger facility, and to consider the feasibility of providing a direct
rail link to Manchester. There are two further rail stations just outside the area, at Burnley Barracks
and Rose Grove, which provide access to the service between Blackpool South and Colne. The area
is reasonably well served by buses with bus routes along Manchester Road (X43 Service to
Manchester), Rossendale Road, Accrington Road, Cog Lane and Coal Clough Lane and more limited
services running through Hargher Clough.

2.1.7 Although the Trinity area is only a short walk from the town centre, the steepness of the
gradient, together with physical barriers such as the rail line, canal, and several busy roads, reduce
accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists.
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2.1.8 The area’s population is currently estimated to be 9948, (1) a decline of 392 inhabitants from
the 2001 figure for the same area (2). The majority of residents are White British, according to the
Census, with over 95% of the population within that ethnic group.

2.1.9 The majority of households in South West Burnley and Trinity fall within the 5%most deprived
areas as identified in the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2007, with a number of households to the east
of Cog Lane among the 1%most deprived in the country. The Index shows that the area is particularly
deprived in terms of health and the living environment. Census data indicates that the percentage
of people with a limiting long term illness is significantly higher in South West Burnley than the national
and Burnley averages (27% compared to 18.2% and 22.1% respectively). According to the 2001
census, the percentage of households without cars within the Rosegrove with Lowerhouse and Trinity
wards (at 38% and 48%), was well in excess of the regional and national figures (at 30% and 27%
respectively.)

2.1.10 Crime levels are very high in the area. In the Trinity Ward, from September 2008 to August
2009 there were 218.6 recorded crimes per 1000 population , compared to a figure 79.9 for Lancashire.
In that year, domestic burglary rates per 1000 households were almost double those of Burnley as a
whole (21.6 incidents compared to 11.2), and more than four times higher than the Lancashire figure
of 5.2.

2.1.11 Adult skills levels are low and the 2001 census showed that 52% of residents aged 16-74
years had no qualifications, compared to 36% in the borough as a whole.

2.1.12 There is a noticeable north-east/south-west split within the area in terms of housing tenure.
The south-western part is dominated by social rented housing while the north-eastern section is mainly
owner-occupied with some private rented properties. In the Trinity area, over 79% of the housing
stock is terraced property built before 1919. Vacancy rates are high and the 2001 census indicated
that 17% of dwellings in the area were vacant, compared to the 3-4% figure for a well functioning
housing market. This, together with the high proportion of properties in the private rented sector in
the east of the area (18%), indicates significant problems of housing market failure. Smaller dwellings
predominate much of the area, particularly within the Trinity Ward, where according to the 2001
census, 42% of households occupy dwellings with 4 habitable rooms or less against a national figure
of 33%.

2.1.13 The 2009 Housing Stock Condition Survey for the Borough highlights some significant issues
within the area. In the Piccadilly/ Trafalgar part of the neighbourhood, to the east of Coal Clough Lane,
the survey estimates that 59% of the housing stock would fail current decency standards, against a
Borough wide estimate of 41.3%. For the South West Burnley area, the survey identifies 42.8% of
the stock as non-decent. Thermal comfort failure is a significant issue in Piccadilly/Trafalgar, with an
estimated 46.1% of the stock within this category, against a Burnley figure of 30.7%.

2.1.14 Employment uses are concentrated in the industrial area to the north of Accrington Road
and in the Rossendale Road industrial estate immediately to the west of the neighbourhood. According
to the census, South West Burnley and Trinity remain heavily dependent on manufacturing jobs, and
this sector accounts for over 32% of all local residents’ employment, compared to 29% for Burnley
as a whole, making the area particularly vulnerable to ongoing manufacturing decline.

2.1.15 Worklessness and benefit uptake in the area are both well above national, regional and
Borough levels. 35.7% of working age residents in the Trinity Ward claim benefit (3) 18.8 % of residents
in Trinity, and 12.7% of residents in Rosegrove and Lowerhouse are in receipt of Incapacity Benefit.
Jobseeker's Allowance claim rates are also high at 5.1% in Rosegrove with Lowerhouse and 8% in
Trinity.

1 2008 LSOA mid year population estimate
2 2001 Mid Year Population estimate
3 source. ONS NOMIS February 2009
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2.1.16 These issues present a number of challenges for the area’s planning and regeneration, but
the neighbourhood enjoys a number of advantages such as its close proximity to the motorway and
rail networks, attractive views to the open countryside, and opportunities for new development. The
HousingMarket Renewal Initiative, combined with complementary interventions, affords the opportunity
to provide a greater choice of housing in the area, to stabilise the neighbourhoods and reverse the
decline.

2.2 Issues
2.2.1 The spatial portrait of South West Burnley and Trinity indicates some of the issues that are
facing the area and that the Area Action Plan will need to address. In the main, they relate to the
area's role as a largely residential neighbourhood, and the need to address a vulnerable housing
market, together with the need to support and strengthen South West Burnley and Trinity's economic
and commercial base at a time of continued economic restructuring, and loss of manufacturing
employment in the town. Issues derived from a series of consultation events in 2003 and 2005 were
the subject of further consultation in July / August 2006 and February / March 2008. There was general
consensus about these, with further issues, mainly relating to a range of social problems, accessibility
and the need for more employment land to accommodate expanding local employers, identified.

Rears of Terraced Properties (Photograph supplied by Calderdale College)

2.2.2 Key issues for the Area Action Plan are:

Substantial areas of informal open space and cleared, former housing sites. These areas
offer opportunities for investment to provide higher quality areas of open space to meet the
needs of different groups of residents and to significantly enhance the living environment of the
neighbourhood. Rationalisation of some of these areas could provide opportunities for new
development. The creative temporary use of cleared sites pending redevelopment could provide
valuable amenity space in the short term.
The relationship between some residential areas and the network of green spaces
inter-linking them. Wooded areas such as Chicken Hill and the Clough between Griffin and
Barclay Hills are targets for unauthorised tipping and anti social behaviour, and this is exacerbated
by the design of neighbouring houses which largely turn their backs on the green spaces,
reducing opportunities for overlooking and natural surveillance.
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The poor layout and design of some road networks. There is a prevalence of cul-de-sacs
and dead ends, few through routes and barriers to vehicular, pedestrian and cycle movement,
all leading to low levels of accessibility and permeability and providing more opportunities for
crime in the west of the area.
The decline of some traditional housing areas. This has given rise to vacant and poor
condition properties which attract vandalism and unauthorised tipping in rear yards. The housing
market is fragile with house prices remaining below the average for the North West, and the
wider Burnley Borough. However much of the Trinity area is not currently viewed as a priority
for funding under the Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder Initiative.
The relatively high proportion of properties in the private rented sector in the Trinity area,
many of which are poorly managed, and associated problems of poor condition, long term
vacancies and abandonment.
Absentee landlords. Some landlords do not always vet their tenants and there is a correlation
between unregulated private sector rented housing and the level of anti social behaviour. A
selective landlord licensing initiative has been introduced into this area in order to try to address
these issues more effectively.
Concentration of social problems in some streets including anti social behaviour, crime,
drug use, tipping and vandalism.
The Trinity area's proximity to neighbouring regeneration areas aroundAccrington Road,
which are undergoing significant transformation in terms of new housing development, inward
investment and environmental improvements. More economically active residents could exercise
a choice and move into neighbourhoods which offer a wider range of house types, including
high quality new housing with private gardens and parking. It is essential that the ongoing
regeneration in the west of the area, spills over into the area to the east of Coal Clough Lane,
so that neighbourhoods in this area enjoy renewed investor confidence and a reversal of decline.
An over concentration of social rented housing in some areas and a need to provide a
greater choice in terms of tenure and house type. Some of the housing is of poor design and
layout, providing opportunities for physical improvements andmore comprehensive regeneration.

Barclay Hills - Walkways and "Radburn" style layout (Photograph supplied
by Calderdale College)

Low wage and skill levels and low levels of economic activity amongst residents and high
youth unemployment.
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Pressure from a number of businesses in the Smallshaw area and around Accrington Road
for larger premises, due to rapid expansion and growth.
Poor connectivity to Burnley town centre. With low levels of local car ownership, there is a
need to improve connectivity across the area, and accessibility to local facilities, wider employment
opportunities such as Network 65, and the town centre. The network of green spaces and
through routes offers opportunities to develop a strong green infrastructure linking residential
areas to a range of facilities, open spaces and a wider network of pedestrian and cycle routes
that connects urban centres to each other and to the open countryside. There is also a need
to strengthen connectivity with adjoining areas such as theWeavers' Triangle regeneration area
in order to ensure that the proposed regeneration in this area complements that proposed in
South West Burnley and Trinity.
Physical barriers constrain pedestrian and cycle access from the Trinity Area to the town
centre. Such barriers includemain roads and the rail line and these links need to be strengthened,
particularly as the development of a neighbouring regeneration area, the Weavers' Triangle,
gathers pace.
Given poor connectivity to the Town Centre, and relatively low levels of car ownership in the
area (22.98% in Trinity and 26.15% in Rosegrove with Lowerhouse wards in 2001), it is critical
to maintain district and local centres which offer a variety of services and retail choices for
residents.
The need to improve passenger facilities and train services fromManchester Road station
is a key priority for the regeneration of the town in order to provide improved access for local
residents to employment and cultural opportunities in regional centres such as Manchester and
Leeds.
There is a need to tackle more effectively many of the underlying social issues in the
area, such as high rates of dependency on drugs and alcohol, anti social behaviour and poor
health.
The need to conserve and enhance the high quality environment around the Palatine
Square Conservation Area as a catalyst for the area's renewal, and repositioning of the area
as a desirable residential neighbourhood.

View east from Florence Avenue across former Wood Top Mill / AIT site (Photograph supplied
by Calderdale College)

2.3 Vision
2.3.1 A Vision was developed for South West Burnley based on earlier work on the Neighbourhood
Action Plan and Master Plan:

2.3.2 "The Vision for South West Burnley is for a desirable residential neighbourhood, with a strong
community spirit, good local services and excellent access to the town centre and other centres of
employment. The local heritage will be valued and enhanced and new, high quality housing will
complement the area's historic character. Residents will have a sense of pride in their neighbourhood
and visitors will feel safe and welcome".
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2.3.3 A Vision for Piccadilly/Trafalgar area was developed in consultation with local residents and
the Piccadilly/Trafalgar Area Panel during 2004/05 as part of the process for developing a draft Area
Action Plan.

2.3.4 This Vision was:

2.3.5 "A desirable residential neighbourhood, with a strong community spirit, good local services
and excellent employment access to the town centre and other centres of employment. The local
heritage will be valued and enhanced and new, high quality housing will complement the area's historic
character. Residents will have a sense of pride in their neighbourhood and visitors will feel safe and
welcome."

2.3.6 It was these Visions that were included in the Issues and Options documents that were the
subject of public consultation in July/August 2006. Although there was some support for these Visions,
Government Office North West expressed concerns that the Visions were too general and did not
reflect the places that are, and will be, South West Burnley and Piccadilly/Trafalgar.

2.3.7 Further consideration was given to the Visions, including with a number of stakeholders, and
they were further amended following the consultation on the Preferred Option AAPs in February/March
2008. The following Vision encompasses the two previous Visions for South West Burnley and
Piccadilly/Trafalgar Area Action Plans to provide one, single overarching Vision for the South West
Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan, setting out the aspirations for the area:

South West Burnley and Trinity Vision

South West Burnley and Trinity has been developed and enhanced as a key gateway into
Burnley, with high quality landscaping schemes and an attractive townscape along all
major routes. Local features of heritage interest have been retained and enhanced and
new development has been designed to respect the local context. The area is regarded
as a sought after residential location within Burnley, with an attractively restored
Conservation Area.

The SouthWest Burnley and Trinity area takes full advantage of its open aspect to Pendle
Hill and the surrounding countryside, whilst enjoying excellent public transport links to
Burnley town centre, and easy access to nearby historic Scott Park and the motorway
network. Residents enjoy good pedestrian and cycle access to Burnley town centre with
improved links across the rail line and Leeds - Liverpool Canal, and through the recently
restored and vibrant historic mill area of the Weavers' Triangle.

The area comprises a number of linked, well integrated, and mixed neighbourhoods, with
a choice of high quality residential accommodation, attractive open spaces and access
to quality employment and training opportunities on their doorsteps. Housing markets
are buoyant and the area feels well integrated with neighbouring regenerated areas such
as Burnley Wood and Healey Wood.

The neighbourhood contributes positively towards Burnley's subregional role as a town
of locational choice for residential and business development, has excellent accessibility
to the wider region by rail and road and a stable and growing economic base concentrated
along the Accrington Road corridor. Manchester Road Station has been developed to
provide high quality passenger facilities and a direct rail link to Manchester city centre.

There is a wide choice of local shops and services along Accrington Road and Coal
Clough Lane, and these are sustained by a stable and diverse community. Local businesses
are valued as an important asset within the area, and their retention and expansion are
seen as key to Burnley’s future prosperity. New businesses are attracted into the area.
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Vision Diagram - SW Burnley & Trinity

2.4 Objectives
2.4.1 In order to achieve this Vision, and in order to respond to the current issues that have been
identified, objectives have been defined. These provide specific direction to guide the spatial strategy
that will underpin this Area Action Plan.

1. To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area.

2.4.2 It is important that the regeneration of South West Burnley and Trinity does not have an
adverse impact on the regeneration of other areas. This means, for example, that proposals to increase
its attractiveness as a residential neighbourhood with opportunities for new housing development, do
not undermine efforts to strengthen the housing market elsewhere in the borough. The supply of new
housing development should be managed carefully to provide a balanced approach across the inner
areas, and it is primarily for this reason, that all 4 Area Action Plans are being developed concurrently.
Vacancy rates in all AAP areas will be monitored in order to ensure that this objective is being met.

2.4.3 Similarly, the proposals to improve and expand existing employment sites should reflect their
current size and status and be complementary to existing and proposed employment sites across the
Borough.

2.4.4 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

2. To revitalise the housing market
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2.4.5 This is a key priority for the Pennine Lancashire Multi Area Agreement (MAA) and Burnley's
Sustainable Community Strategy. South West Burnley and Trinity falls within an area covered by the
Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder, Regenerate Pennine Lancashire (formerly Elevate). The aim of
this programme is to regenerate neighbourhoods that are suffering from low housing demand, negative
equity and housing market collapse. Activities may include a whole range of measures to improve
the condition of properties and neighbourhoods and to tackle issues such as crime and anti-social
behaviour. At present, for all types of properties, house prices in the area are significantly below the
regional average.

2.4.6 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

3. To encourage a well-integrated mix of decent homes of different types and tenures to
support a wide range of households that will help to create a buoyant housing market

2.4.7 National planning policy (PPS3: Housing) indicates that plans should help deliver a mix of
housing to support a wide variety of households in all areas and to improve choice. Creating a wider
and more balanced range of housing is a key aim of 'Burnley's Future', the community strategy.
Increasing the choice of housing, especially in areas such as Trinity, which has a significant number
of small Victorian terraced houses, and SouthWest Burnley, which has a high proportion of properties
in the social rented sector, is a vital part of the strategy to restructure the borough's housing market.

2.4.8 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

4. To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all

2.4.9 The treatment of that part of the environment to which the public have free access - the
public realm - is key to achieving this objective. Areas that are unobserved, poorly lit, neglected or
dominated by the car can feel threatening and affect the public perception of an area. Good design
can help to create places that encourage positive social interaction and which feel welcoming and
safe. Success in meeting this objective would be measured by monitoring the reported incidences
of crime and anti-social behaviour in the area.

2.4.10 This objective would help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

5. To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services

2.4.11 This supports the Government's Sustainable Communities agenda and PPS1: Delivering
Sustainable Development, by helping to sustain local amenities and services. The population of the
area will be monitored in order to assess whether this objective is being met.

2.4.12 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 1 - Prosperity (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)
Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)
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6. To ensure the development and re-use of buildings that can meet different needs over
time, and that minimise the use of resources

2.4.13 This will be key to trying to ensure that development is more sustainable. Sustainable
development is the core principle underpinning planning. At its heart is the need to ensure a better
quality of life for everyone, now and for future generations. The principles of sustainable development
have been incorporated in the Government's vision for sustainable communities, set out in 'Sustainable
Communities - Building for the Future'. It is proposed that, where appropriate, new development
should incorporate sustainable drainage systems (SUDs). Furthermore, all housing development will
be encouraged to be built to the Code for Sustainable Homes standards, along with Lifetime Homes
and Building for Life criteria.

2.4.14 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

7. To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps
to create a sense of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and
character of South West Burnley and Trinity

2.4.15 Good design should enhance and protect local distinctiveness. The South West Burnley
and Piccadilly/Trafalgar Heritage Appraisals provide an assessment of the elements that give the
area its distinctive character and identify opportunities to retain or enhance this local character.
Development proposals will be expected to have regard to this along with the South West Burnley
Design Guidance SPD.

2.4.16 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

8. To promote good public transport and other transport infrastructure to improve links
to Burnley town centre, regional centres such as Manchester and other employment
opportunities

2.4.17 South West Burnley and Trinity is located close to the motorway network, the town centre,
and Network 65 Business Park, but accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists could be improved.
The neighbourhood also includes a rail station, but passenger facilities are limited and services
infrequent, with no direct link to Manchester, the regional centre. In order to achieve more sustainable
travel patterns and to create more socially inclusive communities, there needs to be better public and
community transport links between neighbourhoods and services, job opportunities, the town centre
and other employment areas.

2.4.18 This objective will help to achieve:

Strategic Priority 1 - Prosperity (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

9. To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and
improve access to employment opportunities
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2.4.19 The 'saved' Local Plan sets the context for employment growth in the borough. The
Sustainable Community Strategy indicates that by 2017, the local economy will have seen an increase
in the number of skilled knowledge-based jobs available for local people, in both manufacturing and
services. At the same time, local training opportunities will also have created new career pathways
for local people to improve their earning capacity.

2.4.20 It is proposed to reduce the percentage of working age benefit claimants within the area to
the regional average by 2021.

2.4.21 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 1 - Prosperity (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

10. To encourage the provision of a choice of local shops and services within easy reach
of communities

2.4.22 South West Burnley and Trinity has a limited choice of local shops on Accrington Road
and more shops and a library on Coal Clough Lane, together with a cinema and leisure complex on
Manchester Road. The proposed regeneration of the neighbouringWeavers' Triangle affords significant
opportunities for the provision of accessible, high quality leisure and business development on the
door step. Proposed improvements to the public realm in and around the Weavers' Triangle should
also assist with the provision of a range of enhancements to pedestrian and cycle routes from South
West Burnley and Trinity, through the Weavers' Triangle and into the town centre.

2.4.23 In order to maintain and improve local shops and services, it is a Local Plan target that 90%
of new retail development outside town centres will be located in district or local centres.

2.4.24 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

11. To promote healthy lifestyles through the development of opportunities for leisure,
recreation and sport

2.4.25 The Area Action Plan can support the Sustainable Community Plan's priority of improving
health by improving access to high quality parks and other green spaces and recreation facilities and
by locating homes, jobs and services where they will encourage journeys by walking and cycling.

2.4.26 From the baseline of the Greenspace Strategy 2007-2011, it is proposed to maintain or
improve the quality and accessibility of open spaces in the AAP area over the plan period.

2.4.27 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

12. To protect and enhance the natural environment, biodiversity and habitats

2.4.28 The rail line is an important wildlife corridor running through the area and there is significant
scope to maintain and enhance this biodiversity asset. This can help to deliver Lancashire's Biodiversity
Action Plan. There are also a number of green spaces and small wooded areas and several water
courses flowing through the area, and these provide significant opportunities for extending and
enhancing green infrastructure to link into green networks across the Borough and beyond.
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2.4.29 This objective will help achieve:

Strategic Priority 2 - Places (Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future)

13. To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and
community cohesion and to seek community involvement in planning the future of
neighbourhoods and in their management

2.4.30 It is an aim of the Community Plan that a programme of creative and cultural activity should
be developed in line with the Cultural Strategy. Meaningful community participation is an important
aspect of this. There should be a partnership approach to community engagement, including the
involvement of people in the regeneration and improvement of their neighbourhoods through the Area
Action Plan.

2.4.31 This objective will help achieve:

Burnley's Future - The Sustainable Community Strategy

2.5 Relationship with other Plans and Programmes
2.5.1 The Area Action Plan for South West Burnley and Trinity is not being prepared in a vacuum.
It has been drawn up in the context of other plans and programmes and it provides a spatial dimension
for other plans and strategies. The following paragraphs set these out, dealing firstly with the national
context, then the regional and sub-regional and finally, with local plans and strategies.

National

Planning Policy Statements and Guidance

2.5.2 The Area Action Plan for South West Burnley and Trinity has been prepared in the context
of national planning guidance as set out in Government Planning Policy Statements and Guidance
(PPSs and PPGs). The relationship between the national policy and AAP policy has been identified
within the appropriate policy evidence base.

2.5.3 Sport England has prepared planning guidance on the promotion of urban and building design
which encourages physical activity. Active Design uses three objectives to frame advice on positive
design: improving accessibility; enhancing amenity; and increasing awareness. The AAP supports
these objectives and includes policies and proposals which promote healthy lifestyles.

The Communities Plan - Sustainable Communities: Building for the Future

2.5.4 Produced in 2003 by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, this is a national, long term
programme of action to deliver sustainable communities by, for example, tackling issues of low housing
demand and improving the quality of public spaces. It aims to focus the activities of all levels of
Government and other key stakeholders to bring about development that meets economic, social and
environmental needs, now and in the future.

2.5.5 In the North West, the Plan highlights the mismatch between housing supply and housing
demand as one of the key issues with some areas suffering from housing in poor condition, low
demand and housing market failure. It identifies four Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder areas where
resources are to be focused on restructuring the urban fabric and creating sustainable living and
working environments. One of these Pathfinder areas in the North West is Pennine Lancashire. This
AAP has been developed in order to provide the spatial context for investment in housing market
renewal.

Housing Market Renewal
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2.5.6 Burnley is located within the area covered by the Pennine Lancashire Pathfinder, Regenerate
Pennine Lancashire (formerly Elevate). This is a 15 year programme where the main focus is to
"improve the quality and diversity of the housing stock in the inner areas of Burnley, along with
improving economic prosperity, the environment, community safety, cohesion, educational attainment,
health and connectivity as well as building up the image of the area". (4)

2.5.7 This AAPwill guide new developments and regeneration activity within the SouthWest Burnley
and Trinity areas, thereby providing the focus for housing market renewal funding.

Regional

Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for the North West

2.5.8 The Area Action Plan was prepared in the context of the Regional Spatial Strategy for the
North West which is now revoked. This provided "a framework for development and investment in
the region over the next fifteen to twenty years. It establishes a broad vision for the region and its
sub-regions, priorities for growth and regeneration, and policies to achieve sustainable development
across a range of topics" (5).

2.5.9 The RSS identified Burnley as a focus for investment and development within the polycentric
Central Lancashire City Region. Economic Growth should be supported by high quality investment
sites in suitable locations and matched by continual improvement to quality of life and well being. The
importance of protecting and enhancing the built heritage was stressed along with the opportunity
afforded by the quality and distinctiveness of traditional buildings to promote conservation-led
regeneration. In particular, the North West Plan indicated that strategies should exploit the Pennine
mill town heritage that exists in East Lancashire (Policy EM1). Housing market renewal was identified
as a regional priority. The evidence upon which RSS was based remains useful in terms of the
preparation of this AAP.

The North West Regional Housing Strategy

2.5.10 The Regional Housing Strategy was updated in January 2009 and its main aim is "to ensure
the Region's housing offer supports sustained long term economic growth, inclusion and regeneration
whilst playing a central role in delivering the benefits of this to all communities."(6) To achieve this,
the Strategy has identified three interconnected objectives of achieving the right quantity of housing;
continuing to raise the quality of the existing stock; and connecting people to the improved housing
offer.

2.5.11 The Strategy "provides a framework for the 5 sub-regions to shape their housing strategies
and work with their districts in establishing market interventions that will create balance across their
housing markets. Using intelligence gathered from Strategic Housing Market Assessments these
interventions will address the core three objectives through locally determined solutions and tie housing
into a wider policy environment."(7)

2.5.12 The South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan takes into consideration the aims and
objectives of this Strategy through its focus on housing regeneration both in terms of redevelopment
and the improvement and management of existing stock.

North West Regional Economic Strategy

4 Regenerate Pennine Lancashire
5 Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West
6 North West Regional Housing Strategy 2009
7 North West Regional Housing Strategy 2009
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2.5.13 The Regional Economic Strategy (2006 – 2009) provides a regional framework for economic
development, skills and regeneration. Its three main drivers are to improve productivity and "grow"
the market, increase the size and capacity of the workforce and create and maintain the conditions
for sustainable growth and private sector investment.

Sub Regional

2.5.14 The Regional Spatial Strategy set out the spatial framework for the sub-region of the Central
Lancashire City Region. It identified Burnley as the principal town in an area that stretches from
Padiham, through Brierfield and Nelson to Colne. The potential for regeneration under the Housing
Market Renewal Initiative was recognised and there are further, heritage based, regeneration
opportunities along the canal corridor and the Weaver's Triangle. As well as being a public transport
hub, Burnley is a centre for further education, retail, services and public administration for Pennine
Lancashire. It is also seen as a focal point for economic restructuring and high value manufacturing.

2.5.15 One of the strengths of this polycentric city region is its potential to maximise the benefits
offered by the close proximity of urban areas to high quality countryside. Development of the area's
green infrastructure not only affords significant opportunities for cycling and walking, addressing health
inequalities, but can also bring significant economic benefits.

The Central Lancashire City Region and the Northern Way

2.5.16 Building on the Communities Plan, the three Development Agencies for the North East,
Yorkshire and the Humber and the North West have published an economic growth strategy for the
north of England - ‘The Northern Way Growth Strategy’. This was launched in 2004 to improve the
economic position of the north, when compared to other regions. It aims to exploit the north of
England’s particular strengths, such as its outstanding countryside and its unique heritage. Creating
sustainable communities is one of the key elements in this strategy and, as success will depend on
whether the north is seen as a desirable place in which to live and invest, a more responsive housing
market is viewed as an essential component of this Growth Strategy.

2.5.17 The economic focus for the sub-region is set out in the Central Lancashire City Region
Development Programme - the City with Room to Breathe. This provides the strategic focus for driving
up productivity in the City Region in line with the Northern Way Growth Strategy. An important part
of its strategy is to support economic development through the transformation of the housing market.

Lancashire Plans

2.5.18 The Joint Lancashire Structure Plan 2001 – 2016 was adopted in March 2005. With the
exception of policies on Gypsy and Traveller site provision and car parking standards the Plan has
been replaced by the Regional Spatial Strategy. However, the Local Transport Plan (LTP) is still
prepared at a Lancashire level. This sets out policies and proposals to deliver transport improvements
in the county and the AAP has been developed in accordance with the priorities set out in LTP2 (2006
- 2010). In turn, the polices and proposals in the Submission AAP are being used to inform LTP3
which is currently being developed.

2.5.19 'Ambition Lancashire' is the Sustainable Community Strategy for Lancashire. Its vision is
that, by 2025, Lancashire will be an area of outstanding opportunity, combining a world class economy
with a breathtaking environment and exceptional communities. The Strategy will be delivered through
the Lancashire Local Area Agreement 2008 - 2011.

2.5.20 Pennine Lancashire is a smaller sub-region in the Central Lancashire City Region. It
comprises the local authority areas of Blackburn with Darwen, Burnley, Hyndburn, Pendle, Ribble
Valley and Rossendale. The Pennine Lancashire Multi Area Agreement which outlines how the
sub-region and Central Government will work together on shared issues such as transport
improvements, strategic sites and higher education facilities, has now been signed off. The MAA is
supported by the Pennine Lancashire Economic Strategy and Pennine Lancashire Housing
Strategy. The Economic Strategy focuses on the delivery of sustainable economic development
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through investment in the area's environment, culture and infrastructure, improving the quality of life,
tackling deprivation and valuing diversity. The Housing Strategy sets out the need to focus regeneration
on the creation of sustainable neighbourhoods and on linking housing with areas of economic growth,
through a "market progression model", which seeks to identify the spread of housing types and tenures
that are required throughout Pennine Lancashire.

2.5.21 South West Burnley and Trinity is identified as an area within which a housing market
intervention will be required under the Government's pathfinder initiative. Burnley Council, with
resources from the Regenerate Pennine Lancashire HMRProgramme is already tackling the problem
of low demand housing and housing market collapse in South West Burnley (the area to the west of
Coal Clough Lane). It is proposed that, if increased resources can be identified, a significant
programme will be developed and a major part of this programme will be to focus on improving the
quality and variety of housing stock. It is recognised however, that sustainable neighbourhoods and
a healthy housing market cannot be achieved through housing renewal alone. In order to make
Pennine Lancashire a place where people choose to live, work, visit and relax, there needs to be a
focus on improving economic prosperity, the environment, community safety, social cohesion,
educational attainment and health as well. From April 2010, the work of Burnley Council to deliver
this agenda will be supported by a new Pennine Lancashire Development Company, Regenerate
Pennine Lancashire, which will also take over the housing market renewal funding responsibilities of
Elevate.

Local

2.5.22 The Sustainable Community Strategy, 'Burnley's Future', provides a strategic framework
for the Borough, setting out the Local Strategic Partnership's priorities up to 2017. The Area Action
Plan must have regard to this as it can help deal with some of the issues that are important to the
local community and set the spatial framework for proposals to address these issues. 'Burnley's
Future' identifies 3 priorities:

Prosperity - securing the Borough's economic future;
Places - making sure the whole Borough is clean, green and safe; and
People - creating opportunities and sustaining ambition

2.5.23 For each of these, three year delivery pledges and ten year transformational projects are
identified.

Burnley Local Plan

2.5.24 This was adopted in 2006 and its policies are now "saved". The key issues that the Local
Plan sought to address remain key issues for the wider spatial planning of the borough and, as such,
it is anticipated that the strategy of this plan will form the basis for preparing the Core Strategy unless
there is a significant change in the thrust of national spatial planning policy.

2.5.25 The AAP must fit with the borough-wide policies contained in the Local Plan although these
will eventually be replaced by a new Core Strategy. In Summer 2009, the Council began work on its
Core Strategy with a consultation focused on housing issues and options. As a result of this work, a
Housing Position Statement has been produced and this provides a borough-wide context for the
approach being progressed in the AAP. This Position Statement suggests that there should be an
early focus on dealing with housing market failure and the over-supply of terraced housing. It is
therefore important that any further imbalance between housing supply and demand is avoided.

2.5.26 Although there is a role for the existing stock in terms of meeting market demand and the
need for affordable housing, clearance will be required. In order to avoid the blighting effect of empty
properties, it is vital that site assembly is completed and priority given to the redevelopment of
assembled sites. In the short term therefore, most new housing development will continue to be within
the Housing Market Intervention Areas, mainly within the AAP areas, and should help secure a greater
mix of properties in terms of size, type and tenure in order to address the problem of the over-supply
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of two bedroom terraced property. Where affordable housing is delivered as part of this mix, it should
be "pepper potted" to avoid re-creating some of the problems that have arisen in the past because
of concentrations of a particular type of housing.

2.5.27 The allocation of housing land, and phasing of its delivery across the AAP areas, is a critical
consideration that has been influenced by the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment,
the housing requirement set out in RSS and the borough's clearance replacement needs.

2.5.28 The Council has also produced a number of other strategies that have informed the AAP.
These include the Play Strategy 2007 - 2011, and the Green Spaces Strategy 2007 - 2012, which
has developed local standards for open space provision and suggests that there is a need to rationalise
the existing poor quality provision of play areas and ball courts in the AAP area through the
development of a small neighbourhood park.

2.5.29 Other strategies and plans relevant to the preparation of this AAP are:

Economic Development Strategy 2007 - 2017
Visitor Economy Strategy 2006 - 2016
Cultural Strategy
Arts Strategy
Sports and Physical Activity Strategy
Crime and Disorder Reduction Strategy
Burnley and Pendle Strategic Housing Market Assessment 2008
Burnley and Pendle Affordable Housing Viability Study 2009
Housing Regeneration Strategy, 2010
Burnley Tourism Strategy 2006 - 2016
Wildlife and Habitat Survey 2007

2.5.30 As the AAP is a spatial plan, it will also need to take account of the aspirations and plans of
health trusts, the police, fire and ambulance services and those of other service providers such as
Lancashire County Council and the Post Office.

2.6 Interrelationship with other Development Plan Documents
2.6.1 The South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan is one of four Area Action Plans that
are being prepared concurrently, the others being:

Daneshouse, Duke Bar and Stoneyholme
Padiham
Burnley Wood and Healey Wood
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AAP locations across Burnley

2.6.2 All of the AAP areas share challenges and opportunities related to regeneration. The most
notable is that related to housing market renewal and funding, and it is necessary to prioritise funding
across all eligible areas in the borough in order to ensure that is is targeted to those areas in greatest
need. This can only be done in a comprehensive way if all areas are considered together. The
policies and site allocations for South West Burnley and Trinity have been brought forward in the light
of the needs and priorities for action, not just in this area, but also in other areas covered by the AAPs.

2.6.3 The allocation of housing land in the context of the borough's overall housing land requirements
is also a critical inter-relationship. Again it is necessary to balance this across the AAP areas in order
to ensure that need and opportunity are approached in a more strategic way.

2.6.4 The four AAPs are set in the context of the 'saved' policies of the Burnley Local Plan which
currently forms the statutory Development Plan for the borough. The 'saved' Local Plan will eventually
be replaced by the Local Development Framework, which will include the AAPs and a Core Strategy,
setting out the strategic spatial framework for Burnley.

2.7 Strategy for Change
2.7.1 The AAPs are being prepared in advance of the Core Strategy because there is an urgent
need to guide the development and regeneration activity that is already underway. PPS12 suggests
that the Core Strategy should normally be the first document to be prepared, except where there are
up-to-date "saved" policies and the Local Development Scheme (LDS) confirms the priority for preparing
other documents. Planning Inspectorate (PINS) guidance suggests that, where there is a particular
housing need or where regeneration is urgently needed and there is a higher level policy framework
to set the scene, it may be appropriate to consider producing lower level planning documents in
advance of the Core Strategy.
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2.7.2 SouthWest Burnley and Trinity is an area where regeneration is urgently needed to restructure
the failed housingmarket using fundingmade available through the HousingMarket Renewal pathfinder
programme.

2.7.3 The key reasons why this AAP is being advanced are:

The AAP encompasses an area in need of regeneration and substantial change is envisaged
under the Housing Market Renewal Programme;
There is a need to ensure the early resolution of clearance and environmental actions already
initiated;
To provide a sound basis for the determination of planning applications, Compulsory Purchase
Orders (CPOs) and land assembly in order to maximise housing market renewal funding
opportunities;
Urgent action is required to arrest the decline of these neighbourhoods;
To provide certainty and confidence to the area and its communities;
To inform the Core Strategy, showing how the priorities of the Sustainable Community Strategy
will be delivered, such as increasing the choice and quality of housing and improving
environmental quality; and
There is a comprehensive evidence base in place to support the development of the AAP.

2.7.4 The aim of the AAP is to make South West Burnley and Trinity a location of choice for new
and existing residents by making the most of its urban structure, its proximity to the town centre and
transport links, its open views and accessibility to open spaces and the countryside. This will be
achieved whilst tackling the serious problems that exist in the area, particularly those relating to
housing and social issues, which led to its inclusion in a Housing Market Renewal Intervention Area.

2.7.5 The policies and site allocations that seek to achieve this strategy are set out in the following
sections.
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3 Policies and Site Allocations
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Consultation during the preparation of this Area Action Plan indicated that, although there
was a recognition that there are neighbourhoods within South West Burnley and Trinity where there
is a strong sense of community, major changes are needed in certain areas to bring about regeneration
and to tackle the widespread problems. This was borne out in subsequent discussions with funding
partners and others with an interest in the area.

3.1.2 Work undertaken so far indicates that the preferred way forward for South West Burnley and
Trinity is to introduce areas of significant change through housing redevelopment, supported by a
framework that complements this new development. It is considered that this offers the greatest and
most sustainable opportunity to deliver the Vision for the area in line with national, regional and local
planning guidance and the community strategy, Burnley's Future.

3.1.3 The policies and site allocations set out in this section provide a planning framework to deliver
change in a way that will diversify the area's housing stock and support existing businesses, whilst
respecting and enhancing the features of local heritage interest. The sites that have been identified
for redevelopment and the more general policies to guide development and other interventions have
evolved from the long and ongoing process of public and other stakeholder engagement that started
in 2003.

3.2 Population, Housing and Local Neighbourhoods

Population, Housing and Local Neighbourhoods

INTRODUCTION

3.2.1 The existing housing provision in South West Burnley and Trinity is somewhat unbalanced.
There is a high proportion of low density primarily social rented accommodation across the west of
the area around the Barclay Hills, Griffin, Stoops and Hargher Clough estates. By contrast, in the
south and east, smaller two bedroom terraced housing predominates. The limited residential offer
has contributed to housing market decline, which is the reason for the neighbourhood's inclusion
within a Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder Intervention Area.

Florence Street - looking north (Photograph supplied
by Calderdale College)
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3.2.2 The layout and design of the existing housing stock is an issue, as is the overall lack of high
quality new build accommodation for private sale. Improvements to some of the existing stock,
together with new housing and mixed use developments, which make the best use of previously
developed land, will help to diversify the area's housing stock and build a more sustainable and
balanced community.

3.2.3 Work undertaken so far indicates that the way forward for the area is to continue to address
the myriad of social and environmental issues through targeted activity. Housing redevelopment and
renewal, promotion of improved transport links to other parts of Burnley, Manchester and the wider
regions, and provision of a supportive planning framework that protects and enhances local heritage
are essential ingredients of the Area Action Plan's strategy. The policies and proposals in the plan
constitute the most sustainable way of implementing the vision for the area in line with the Sustainable
Communities Strategy, and other planning frameworks at the local, regional, and national level.

3.2.4 The policies and site allocations set out in this section provide a planning framework that will
facilitate positive change.

POLICIES AND SITE ALLOCATIONS

3.2.5 This section includes the Council's spatial policies and site allocations for housing and local
neighbourhoods. Each policy is numbered (SWBT H1, SWBT H2 etc) and is followed by specific
allocations (numbered SWBT H1/1, SWBT H1/2 etc), which are also shown on the Proposals Map,
and a reasoned justification. The former policy and proposal numbers from the South West Burnley
and Piccadilly / Trafalgar Preferred Option Area Action Plans are shown in brackets. The reasoned
justification explains why the Council has included a particular policy in the Area Action Plan.

New Housing Development

3.2.6 Policies SWBT H1, SWBT H2 and SWBT H3 aim to achieve the following objectives which
can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives

To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area

To revitalise the housing market

To encourage a well integrated mix of decent homes of different types and tenures to support a
wide range of households that will help to create a buoyant housing market

To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all

To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services

To ensure the development and re-use of buildings that can meet different needs over time, and
that minimise the use of resources

To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a
sense of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West
Burnley and Trinity
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AAP Objectives

To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion
and to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their
management.

Table 3.2.1

Burnley Local Plan

The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to diversify SouthWest Burnley's housing
offer and regenerate the neighbourhood in the following policies:

GP1- Development within the urban boundary
GP3 - Design and quality
GP9 - Security and planning out crime
H2 - The sequential release of further housing land for development
H3 - Quality and design of housing in new development
H4 - Providing a choice of housing in new development
H5 - Local housing needs
H6 - Housing density
H8 - Environmental improvements in existing residential areas
H9 - Regenerating urban areas and neighbourhoods

New Housing Development - Cog Lane Area

SWBT H1: NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

In the period 2006 - 2021, the Area Action Plan makes provision for 753 houses over and
above the supply of 151 in extant planning permissions. These will be developed on the
following sites shown on the Proposals Map:
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/1

Land at Barclay Hills

(Formerly SWB H1/1)

Site Area: 6.28 ha No. of new units: 161

Land, including existing cleared sites and any sites coming forward through demolition of less
popular dwellings, will be developed for new housing in line with the Design Guidance for South
West Burnley SPD. This will be based on the principles of sustainable design and will use a
sustainable drainage system (SUDS) linked into the water course at Griffin Clough. The new
housing will be of a very high design standard with a strong frontage appropriate to the site's
strategic location on a gateway route into Burnley. New development will take full advantage
of the environmental opportunities afforded by the Clough, green routes and open space to the
west and south of the site, and facilitate access improvements to the estate.

Masterplanning work is ongoing and will form the basis for a development brief for the area to
enable comprehensive site planning in conjunction with Proposals SWBT H1/2 and SWBT
H1/10.

Development could come forward in the long term (2018 - 2021).

(Delivery: Calico, Burnley Borough Council and Lead Developer Partner Keepmoat with Harvest
Housing using Housing Market Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency funding).

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/2 - Land at Florence Avenue
SWBT H1/10 - Land at Harold Avenue
SWBT CS3/1 - Griffin Clough / Sweet Clough / Sunny Clough
Park

SWBT CS3 - Development and Open
Spaces

SWBT SIT3/1 - Cog Lane Heritage RouteSWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure
SWBT SIT5/1 - Accrington Road Area Highway ImprovementsSWBT SIT5 - Highway Improvements

Barclay Hills (Photograph supplied by Calderdale College)
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/2

Land at Florence Avenue

(Formerly SWB H1/2)

Site Area: 2.85 ha No. of new units: 142

Land consisting of previously cleared housing sites, together with properties on Tuscan Avenue,
Verona Avenue Florence Avenue and Brush Street will be redeveloped for new housing. The
new housing should be of a very high design quality taking into account the guidance set out in
the South West Burnley Design Guidance SPD. This site will be developed comprehensively in
conjunction with Proposal SWBT H1/1 and SWBT H1/10.

This site is planned to come forward in the medium term (2014 - 2017) and long term (2018
- 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council and Lead Developer Partner Keepmoat and Harvest Housing
using Housing Market Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency funding.)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/1 - Land at Barclay Hills
SWBT H1/10 - Land at Harold Avenue
SWBT EW1/1 - Brush StreetSWBT EW1 - New Employment

Development
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/3

Land at Hargher Street

(Formerly SWB H1/3)

Site Area: 2.67 ha No. of new units: 89

Land consisting of three housing clearance sites to the north and south of Howard Street, and
a housing clearance site to the east of Clough Street, together with properties on Perth Street,
Clough Street, Pollard Street, Hargher Street, Cog Street and Accrington Road will be redeveloped
for new housing in line with the South West Burnley Design Guidance SPD. The new housing
will be of a very high design quality, with a strong frontage appropriate to the site's strategic
location on a gateway into Burnley. It will be based on the principles of sustainable design and
will be sensitive to the historic character and street pattern of the neighbouring area of traditional
terraced housing.

The Council has adopted a Development Brief SPD for the area.

The site is planned to come forward in the short term (2010 - 2013) to medium term (2014 -
2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council and Lead Developer Partner Keepmoat with RSL Harvest
using Housing Market Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency funding.)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/4 - Land at Gardners Site
SWBT TAI1/1 - Targeted Area InitiativeSWBT TAI1 - Targeted Area Initiative

SWBT ENV5 - Gateways
SWBT SIT3/1 - Cog Lane Heritage RouteSWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure
SWBT SIT5/1 - Accrington Road Area Highway
Improvements

SWBT SIT5 - Highway Improvements
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/4

Gardners Site

(Formerly SWB H1/4)

Site Area: 1.9 ha. No. of new units: 95

The Gardners site off Hargher Street is currently in employment use with ancillary car parking.
If the site becomes vacant during the life time of the Area Action Plan, housing would be an
acceptable alternative use.

The site could come forward in the medium term (2014 - 2017) or long term (2018 - 2021).

(Delivery: Private Sector.)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/3 - Land at Hargher Street
SWBT TAI1/1 - Targeted Area InitiativeSWBT TAI1 - Targeted Area Initiative
SWBT CS3/2 - Hargher Clough Neighbourhood ParkSWBT CS3 - Development and Open Spaces
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/5

Land at Cog Lane and Clough Street / Burdett Street (2 sites)

(Formerly SWB H1/5)

Cog Lane - Site Area: 0.95 ha. No. of new units: 18

Burdett Street - Site Area: 0.33 ha. No. of new units: 11

Total Site Area: 1.28 ha.

Total No. of New Units: 29

Land including the former club on Jockey Street, and properties on Cowper Street and Jockey
Street, and the open space between Cowper Street and the rail line, will be developed for new
housing. Land, including two former car parks on Clough Street, and properties on Burdett
Street and Harcourt Street will be developed for new housing. The new development will be
based on the principles of sustainable design and will be sensitive to the setting of two historic
buildings in the area, the Grade II Listed former Wood Top School and the former Clough Street
Works. The new housing will be of a very high design quality.

The tunnel under the rail line and motorway will be improved for pedestrian and cycle access
(in line with policy SWBT SIT2) , and the water course will be protected and enhanced as an
environmental asset within an area of open space (in line with Policy SWBT ENV8).

Measures will be taken to reduce traffic impacts and to improve short stay parking associated
with the shops and businesses along Accrington Road.

These two sites will be developed comprehensively in conjunction with development associated
with planning application APP/2007/0847, as outlined in the Council's adopted Development
Brief for the area. Keepmoat has submitted a planning application for the two sites
(APP/2009/0612)

The sites are planned to come forward in the short term (2010 - 2013) andmedium term (2014
- 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council and Lead Developer Partner Keepmoat with Harvest Housing
using Housing Market Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency Funding.)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/3 - Land at Hargher Street
SWBT ENV4/3 - 149-181 Accrington RoadSWBT ENV4 - Environmental Improvements

SWBT ENV5 - Gateways
SWBT CS1/1 - Accrington RoadSWBT CS1 - District and Local Centres
SWBT SIT3/1 - Cog Lane Heritage RouteSWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure
SWBT SIT5/1 - Accrington Road Area Highway
Improvements

SWBT SIT5 - Highway Improvements
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Demolition of Terraced Housing - Cog
Lane area (Photograph supplied by

Calderdale College)
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/6

Land at Accrington Road

(Formerly SWB H1/6)

Site Area: 0.80 ha. No. of new units: 39

Land including existing cleared sites and properties on Accrington Road will be redeveloped for
new housing. This will be based on the principles of sustainable design and will be of a very
high design quality, with a strong frontage appropriate to the site's strategic location on a gateway
route into Burnley.

Measures will be taken to reduce traffic impacts and to improve short stay parking associated
with the shops, businesses, health and educational facilities in the Accrington Road / Tay Street
area. The design of the new housing development will take into consideration the proposed
environmental improvements under SWBT ENV4/1, in line with the Council's adopted
Development Brief.

The site is planned to come forward in the medium term (2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council and Lead Developer Partner Keepmoat with Harvest Housing
using Housing Market Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency Funding.)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV4/1 - Tay Street TrailSWBT ENV4 - Environmental Improvements

SWBT ENV5 - Gateways
SWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure

SWBT SIT5/1 - Accrington Road Area Highway
Improvements

SWBT SIT5 - Highway Improvements

SWBT TAI1/1 - Targeted Area InitiativeSWBT TAI1 - Targeted Area Initiative
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/7

Land at Duckett Street

(Formerly SWB H1/7)

Site Area: 0.18 ha. No. of new units: 9

Land including properties on Duckett Street, Blannel Street and Pomfret Street will be redeveloped
for housing. New development will be based on the principles of sustainable design and will be
of a very high design quality and sensitive to the setting of the neighbouring former church at
Trinity Towers, in line with the Council's adopted Development Brief for the area.

The site will be subject to innovative interim treatment as outlined in proposal SWBT ENV6/1 in
the short term 2010 - 2013.

Housing development is planned to come forward in the medium term (2014 - 2017)

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council and Lead Developer Partner Keepmoat using HousingMarket
Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency funding).

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV1 - Historic Environment

SWBT ENV4/2 - Tennyson StreetSWBT ENV 4 - Environmental Improvements
SWBT ENV5 - Gateways

SWBT ENV6/1 - Duckett Street / Southey StreetSWBT ENV 6 - Interim Treatment of Cleared Sites
SWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure

SWBT SIT5/1 - Accrington Road Area Highway
Improvements

SWBT SIT5 - Highway Improvements
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/8

Land at Melrose Avenue

(Formerly SWB H1/8 and SWB CS4/1)

Melrose Avenue Site Area: 5.09 ha. No. of new units: 70

This is a housing opportunity site suitable for infill development of new dwellings on previously
developed land on Melrose Avenue, Kinross Street and Airdrie Cresent.

The new housing will be based on the principles of sustainable design and will be of a very high
design quality in accordance with the South West Burnley Design Guidance SPD. The new
development will use a sustainable drainage system (SUDS) linked to the water courses running
under the site and at Chicken Hill. The water course will be protected and enhanced as an
environmental asset in line with Policy SWBT ENV8.

An interim treatment for the existing cleared site between Kinross Street and Airdrie Cresent will
be delivered in line with proposal SWBT ENV6/2 in the short term (2010 - 2013) and medium
term (2014 - 2017).

The site could come forward in the medium term (2014 - 2017) and long term (2018 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council with Lead Developer Partner Keepmoat and Harvest Housing
using Housing Market Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency Funding)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV5 - Gateways

SWBTENV6/2 - Melrose Avenue / Kinross Street
/ Airdire Crescent

SWBT ENV6 - Interim Treatment of Cleared Sites

SWBT CS2/4 - Chicken HillSWBT CS2 - Protected Open Spaces
SWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/9

Land at Clough Street (3 sites)

(Formerly SWB H1/9)

Site Area: 0.58 ha. No. of new units: 29

The three sites off Clough Street are currently occupied and in employment use. If the sites
become vacant during the lifetime of the Area Action Plan, housing would be an acceptable
alternative use, potentially involving conversion alongside redevelopment.

These sites could come forward in the medium term (2014 - 2017) and long term (2018 -
2021).

(Delivery: Private Sector.)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/5 Land at Cog Lane and Clough Street / Burdett
Street

SWBT ENV5 - Gateways
SWBT SIT5/1 - Accrington Road Area Highway ImprovementsSWBT SIT5 - Highway Improvements

Site Allocation SWBT H1/10

Land at Harold Avenue

(Formerly SWB H1/10)

Site Area: 0.94ha. No. of new units: 47

The former car park south of employment site SWBT EW1/1 will be developed for housing. As
required by the South West Burnley Design Guidance SPD, the new housing will be based on
the principles of sustainable design and will be of a very high design quality. This site will be
developed comprehensively in conjunction with SWBT H1/1 and SWBT H1/2.

The site is planned to come forward in the long term (2018 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council and Lead Developer Partner Keepmoat with Harvest Housing
using Housing Market Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency funding)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/2 - Land at Florence Avenue
SWBT H1/10 - Land at Harold Avenue
SWBT EW1/1 - Brush StreetSWBT EW1 - New Employment Development
SWBT CS2/2 - Harold Avenue play areaSWBT CS2 - Protected Open Spaces

SWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/11

Land at Austin Street/ Raglan Road/ Piccadilly Road

(Formerly PT H1/1)

Site Area: 0.77 ha

No. of new units: 39

Land, including cleared sites and properties on Austin Street, Raglan Road and Piccadilly Road,
will be redeveloped for new housing. It will be based on the principles of sustainable development
and will be of very high design quality which respects the heritage of the conservation area. The
site is planned to come forward in the long term, with a pleasant interim environmental treatment
of Austin Street and the rear of Piccadilly Road in line with SWBT ENV 6/3 and SWBT ENV 6/4
in the short (2010 - 2013) to medium term (2014 - 2017).

The existing children's play area will be re-provided within the new development, and the needs
of local young people will be considered carefully as part of the design of any green spaces.

The new development will be designed to ensure that any increase in local traffic is carefully
managed, particularly along Piccadilly Road, and particular regard will be paid to the provision
of safer pedestrian and cycle access from the new development to neighbouring parks and the
town centre.

Housing development is planned to come forward in the long term (2018 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, RSL partners and Private Sector using Housing Market
Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency funding).

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV4/5 - Rail Line EmbankmentSWBT ENV4 - Environmental Improvements
SWBT ENV6/4 - Rear of Piccadilly RoadSWBT ENV6 - Interim Treatment of Cleared Sites
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Site Allocation SWBT H1/12

Land at Raglan Road

(Formerly PT H1/2)

Site Area: 0.388 ha No. of new units:4

Land consisting of disused and derelict sites with extant planing permission for housing, together
with properties at 73 - 85 Raglan Road will be comprehensively developed for new housing.
The new housing will be based on the principles of sustainable design and will be of very high
quality.

The clearance of the short block on 73 - 85 Raglan Road will facilitate a comprehensive housing
redevelopment scheme, providing a strong frontage, to complement the planning permission
APP/2008/0586.

This site is planned to come forward in the short term (2010 - 2013).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, RSL partners and Private Sector using Housing Market
Renewal and Homes & Communities Agency funding).

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT TAI1/1 - Targeted Area InitiativeSWBT TAI - Targeted Area Initiative
SWBT ENV1/1 Palatine Square Conservation AreaSWBT ENV1 Historic Environment
SWBT CS2/8 - Holy Trinity Church of England Primary
School Playing Fields

SWBT CS2 - Protected Open Space

SWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure

3.2.7 All of the residential development proposed in this plan would use previously developed land.
Additional sites, not identified under Policy SWBT H1, may come forward within the plan period. These
will be assessed against the policies in this Area Action Plan and other relevant policies in the Local
Development Framework. In addition there are a number of sites in the area with planning permission
for housing:

APP/2006/0204 - Villiers Street

13 dwellings (under construction as at May 2010)

APP/2007/0582 Former Wood Top School

15 dwellings

APP/2007/0841 Smirthwaite Street

28 dwellings

APP/2007/0842 Southey Street

10 dwellings

APP/2007/0847 Cog Lane

56 dwellings (under construction as at May 2010)
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APP/2006/1119 Accrington Road

10 dwellings (under construction as at May 2010)

APP/2008/0859 Raglan Road

19 dwellings

Justification

3.2.8 Much of the existing stock in the east of the South West Burnley and Trinity area comprises
2 bed terraced houses, built at a density of approximately 100 dwellings per hectare, and a high
proportion are in the private rented sector. There are significant problems of abandonment in Trinity,
and the Housing Position Statement 2009 indicates that in some parts of the AAP area this is running
at over 20%. Vacant and abandoned properties are usually boarded up to protect against vandalism
and theft, and boarding up can lead to further abandonment and decline as this poor environment
impacts on the area's desirability as a residential location.

3.2.9 The 2009 Housing Stock Condition Survey for the Borough highlights some significant issues
within the South West Burnley and Trinity area. In the Piccadilly/Trafalgar part of the neighbourhood,
to the east of Coal Clough Lane, the survey estimates that 59% of the housing stock would fail current
decency standards, against a Borough wide estimate of 41.3%. For the South West Burnley part of
the AAP area, the survey identifies 42.8% of the stock as non-decent. Thermal comfort failure is a
significant issue in the Piccadilly/Trafalgar area, with an estimated 46.1% of the stock within this
category, against a Burnley figure of 30.7%.

3.2.10 The weak housing market is a result of a complex mix of inter-related factors including falling
population at the Borough and AAP levels, over provision of one particular type of housing (2 bedroom
terraced stock), low household incomes and changes in householders' expectations linked to the
availability of incentivised new housing products developed during the early 1990s. Redevelopment
allows the opportunity to develop at a lower density providing a more pleasant residential environment,
whilst still achieving an efficient use of land.

3.2.11 In the western part of the neighbourhood, there is large amount of social housing, built during
the twentieth century, which is of a low density set within a Radburn or cul-de-sac layout. It is likely
that the layout of the estates has contributed to social problems within the area as opportunities for
natural policing and surveillance are limited, and access across the area is constrained by a lack of
through routes and poor connectivity. Infill development on these estates will enable environmental
enhancements and access improvements to address some of these problems.

3.2.12 New housing in the boroughmakes provision for clearance replacement to re-provide housing
that has been cleared as part of the Council's Housing Market Renewal programme. The current
strategy is to develop housing in areas where it will support regeneration. New dwellings are directed
to brownfield sites within the urban boundary and clearance replacement dwellings to sites within the
Housing Market Intervention Area in line with the emerging planning framework set out in the AAPs.

3.2.13 The new dwelling requirement for Burnley as set out in the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)
was:

2340 dwellingsTotal Requirement - 2003 - 2021

130 dwellings per yearAnnual Average Dwelling Provision Rate 2003 - 2021

1210 dwellingsCompletions: 2003 - 2010

173 dwellings per yearAverage number of completions

794 dwellingsProperties cleared 2003 - 2010
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416 dwellingsNet dwelling completions 2003 - 2010

60 dwellingsAverage net completions

1924 dwellingsRequirement for 2010 - 2021

Table 3.1

3.2.14 The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) indicated that the borough should be providing 130
new dwellings per year and, although it has now been revoked, the Council considers that this is an
appropriate level of provision to deliver its objectives for housing. In the seven year period since the
start date of the RSS this equates to 910 dwellings. Housing monitoring for that period shows that
completions of new dwellings in the borough totals 1210. Over the same time period though, 794
properties have been cleared. This means that the number of net completions is 416. Housing
monitoring of the annual number of net completions shows that for the majority of years of the Plan
Period to date the number of residential demolitions has resulted in the number of net completions
falling below the 130 new dwelling requirement. This pattern is to be expected within the context of
the housing market renewal programme where it is necessary to assemble sites through acquisition
and clearance before development can take place on site. It is anticipated that over the lifetime of
the Plan the situation will be reversed as demolition numbers fall away and housing development
increases

3.2.15 The South West Burnley and Trinity area will contribute around 753 dwellings during the
plan period.

3.2.16 Affordable housing is an issue in this area. Wages in the borough are generally low and are
not growing as fast as in the wider region or country as a whole. In 2001, the average household
income across the wards within the AAP boundary was just over £18,000, with the median house
price in 2009 being £44,000 for Piccadilly/ Trafalgar and £52,750 for South West Burnley. (1) The
Joint Burnley and Pendle Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) highlights this as an issue
across the borough as a whole.

3.2.17 In the absence of affordable housing needs information at Area Action Plan level, the provision
of affordable housing on sites identified under Policy SWBT H1 will be determined with reference to
'saved' Local Plan Policy H5: Local Housing Needs, and any subsequent policy included within the
Local Development Framework. As such, the need for, and delivery of, affordable housing will be
considered on a site by site basis taking into account the type and character of housing in the local
area, proximity to local services and the latest housing needs assessment information.

SWBT H2: HOUSING MIX

New housing developments should contribute towards creating a wider mix of housing
types within the AAP boundary. Within new residential developments of 15 dwellings or
more, 75% of dwellings should have at least three bedrooms.

3.2.18 Justification

3.2.19 Two bedroom terraced dwellings account for a significant proportion of housing within the
area. According to the 2001 census, 42% of households in the Trinity ward occupy dwellings with 4
habitable rooms or less, against a national figure of 33%. One of the aims of new housing development
is to ensure a more balanced and mixed community. This can be encouraged by requiring the
incorporation of some larger dwellings that will help to attract families, who are likely to stay longer
in the area, and thereby create a more stable community.

1 Source: Based on HM Land Registry Data January to 31st July 2009
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3.2.20 The existing housing was built at a density of approximately 100 dwellings per hectare.
Redevelopment allows the opportunity to develop at a lower density providing a more pleasant
residential environment. However, the new residential density should be high enough to make efficient
use of land in this sustainable location.

3.2.21 There should be a reasonable mix of dwelling sizes in each new development. The Borough
Council will refuse planning permission for residential development that does not help achieve an
appropriate mix of dwellings as set out in this policy. This mix will equally apply to the affordable
housing element of a residential development. The need for a mix of sizes of affordable housing units
mirrors the overall pattern. It will be unacceptable for a scheme to meet the mix requirement but then
allocate only smaller units as the affordable element.

New Mixed Tenure Housing, Clough Street

SWBT H3: SUSTAINABLE ENERGY IN NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

Unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated by the developer that it is not feasible or
viable, residential development of 10 or more units should secure a minimum of 10% of
the predicted energy requirements from decentralised and renewable or low carbon
sources.

3.2.22 Justification

3.2.23 PPS1 Supplement: Planning and Climate Change indicates that there is a need to ensure
that a significant proportion of energy supply is gained from on-site renewable energy and/or from a
decentralised energy supply. In particular, local planning authorities should expect a proportion of the
energy supply of new development to be secured from decentralised and renewable or low-carbon
energy sources. In 2006, a Sustainable Energy Strategy for the North West was published by the
Regional Assembly and this provided the basis for Policy EM18 in the Regional Spatial Strategy, now
revoked. This stated that, in advance of local targets being set, all residential developments comprising
10 or more units should secure at least 10% of their predicted energy requirements from decentralised
and renewable or low carbon sources, unless it can be demonstrated by the applicant, having regard
to the type of development involved and its design, that this is not feasible or viable. Although this
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policy no longer forms part of the Development Plan for Burnley, it was discussed at length at the
Examination in Public and there is also support for this approach in Policy GP8 of the Burnley Local
Plan Second Review, which encourages the use of energy efficient technology.

Targeted Area Initiatives

3.2.24 Policy TAI1 aims to achieve the following objectives that can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives

To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area

To revitalise the housing market

To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all

To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services

To ensure the development and re-use of buildings that can meet different needs over time, and
that minimise the use of resources

To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion
and to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their
management.

Table 3.2.2

Burnley Local Plan

3.2.25 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to improve the existing residential
environment and regenerate the neighbourhoods in the following policies:

GP9 - Security and planning out crime

H8 - Environmental Improvements in existing residential areas

H9 - Regenerating urban areas and neighbourhoods

SWBT TAI1:

TARGETED AREA INITIATIVE

Action will be taken to improve living conditions and prevent further decline in existing
neighbourhoods where social and environmental problems have been identified.
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Site allocation SWBT TAI1/1

(Formerly SWB TAI1)

Trinity Landlord Licensing Area

In addition to ongoing implementation of the selective landlord licensing scheme, the area
identified on the Proposals Map is designated as a Targeted Area Initiative (TAI) area. This
designation is planned for the short to medium term

The TAI will draw together a range of existing physical, social and economic initiatives as a
toolkit to address problems within the area, steered by an inter agency and community
co-ordination panel. A detailed Neighbourhood Management Plan guiding the initiative will be
produced in the short term.
Housing at 20 - 38 Athol Street North will be cleared to facilitate temporary environmental and
street scene improvements within the area.
A Landlord Licensing Scheme is in place in this area. Under this scheme, every property rented
out through a private landlord or agency in the designation area will need a license, and tenants
will have to supply satisfactory references. Landlords and agents will need to prove that they
are fit to manage a property and that they have the proper management standards in place to
make sure they deal with problems. Landlords who rent properties without a license will be
committing a criminal offence andmay be subject to severe penalties. The impact of the Landlord
Licensing Scheme will be closely monitored and will be reviewed annually.

In addition to these initiatives, the toolkit could involve:

Monitoring and intelligence to determine the scope of works to be deployed within the area
The Council using the suite of powers it has available to get vacant property back in to use
where this is sustainable
Active targeting of advice to homeowners about energy efficiency and other housing
assistance such as Private Rented Sector enforcement to maximise grant uptake and
improve existing stock
Cross agency work to tackle the symptoms and causes of neighbourhood decline such as
fly tipping, noise nuisance, anti-social behaviour and drug related crime.
Working with partners within the County Council and Primary Care Trust to actively target
work on health and wellbeing initiatives in the area.
Complementary activity to address dilapidated and unsightly buildings, and untidy land will
be implemented as set out in Policy SWBT ENV7.

The proposal is already being implemented and is planned to come forward in the short term
(2010 - 2013) to medium term (2014 - 2017), with clearance of the Athol Street North Block in
the short term.

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, Lancashire County Council, Primary Care Trust, Lancashire
Constabulary, Fire Service, Voluntary Sector.)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/6 - Land at Accrington Road
SWBT H1/12 - Land at Raglan Road

SWBT H1 - New Housing Development

SWBT ENV4/1 - Tay Street TrailSWBT ENV4 - Environmental Improvements
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Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT CS2/4 - Chicken Hill

SWBT CS2/7 - Starkie Street

SWBTCS2/8 - Holy Trinity Church of England Primary School
Playing Fields

SWBT CS2 - Protected Open Space

SWBT SIT3/1 - Cog Lane Heritage RouteSWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure

Justification

3.2.26 The 2009 Annual Monitoring Report, and the spatial portrait show that the Super Output
Areas comprising South West Burnley and Trinity are amongst the most deprived in the country
according to the 2007 Index of Deprivation. Furthermore, the Stock Condition survey indicates that
the neighbourhood, at 70.8%, had the highest percentage of non decent dwellings with vulnerable
households of any AAP area, and 17.7% of households were living in fuel poverty.

3.2.27 In response to consultations, many residents have commented that action is needed to
tackle social and environmental issues such as anti-social behaviour, dirty back yards, fly-tipping,
long term vacant and/or abandoned properties, crime, nuisance neighbours, drugs and alcohol misuse.
Many of these issues are already being addressed through a range of existing initiatives and it is
envisaged that the 'Targeted Area Initiative’ toolkit would make use of these to provide a flexible,
co-ordinated and strategic approach to tackle social and environmental problems that have an adverse
effect on people’s daily lives. The Landlord Licensing Scheme is the principal intervention in the
‘Targeted Area Initiative’ toolkit, and this, coupled with the recently completed intensive Twelve Week
Action Plan focused on environmental issues, anti social behaviour (ASB) and criminal activity, are
already beginning to tackle the problems that have an adverse effect on the daily lives of residents.
In order to be granted a license, landlords are required to bring properties up to a given standard
and to manage those properties effectively, and this should have a positive impact on both the physical
condition of the properties and the behaviour of tenants.

3.2.28 Initiatives within the toolkit could be used individually, or put together, to help make a
neighbourhood a more desirable and attractive place in which to live. Not only will this help to sustain
existing local communities, but it will also help to improve neighbourhoods and meet the objective of
revitalising the housing market.

3.2.29 The Athol Street North block is largely empty, and in poor structural condition, and the location
of frequent fly tipping and other environmental health related issues.
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Evidence Base

PoliciesLinks with the policiesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

Supports the development of sustainable communities and
improved housing choice and indicates that local authorities should
promote communities which are inclusive, healthy, safe and crime
free.
A significant proportion of energy supply should be gained from
on-site renewable energy and/or from a decentralised energy
supply.

PPS1 - Delivering
Sustainable
Development and PPS1
Supplement Planning
and Climate Change SWBT H3

SWBT TAI1

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

Supports the need for a mix of house types and tenures.

Indicates that local planning authorities should develop positive
policies to identify and bring into use empty houses and buildings.

PPS3 - Housing

SWBT H3

SWBT TAI1

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

Provides an evidence base for the policies in RSS, now revoked.Regional Spatial
Strategy for the North
West

SWBT H3

SWBT TAI1

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

Supports the need to improve poor housing. Its aims include
tackling littering and fly tipping, and antisocial behaviour, reducing
drug and alcohol related crime and supporting and improving
community cohesion.

Lancashire Sustainable
Community Strategy -
Ambition Lancashire

SWBT H3

SWBT TAI1

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

SP2 - Places - Making the Borough clean, green and safe.

Places: 10 year transformational projects include tackling poor
housing conditions, falling property prices, and property
abandonment. New housing will be developed in Burnley's inner
neighbourhoods, alongside improvements to the existing residential
environment.

Sustainable Community
Strategy - Burnley's
Future

SWBT H3

SWBT TAI1

The Partnership will lead a sustained, targeted and robust
approach to tackling drug misuse, anti-social behaviour and
environmental crimes.

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

Identifies the need for a variety of house types to be developed
and the need for affordable housing.
Provides data related to wards within the AAP area.

Burnley and Pendle
Strategic Housing
Market Assessment
2008

SWBT H3
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PoliciesLinks with the policiesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

SWBT TAI1

Highlights issues affecting the AAP area.Burnley Annual
Monitoring Review
(2009)

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

SWBT H3

Supports the need to restructure the housing market and address
inappropriate supply.

Burnley Housing
Strategy 2006-09

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

SWBT H3

SWBT TAI1

Reviews the condition of housing across Burnley and supports
the need to tackle housing conditions in this area.

Housing Condition
Survey 2009

SWBT H1
SWBT H2

Analyses the viability of selected housing sites within South West
Burnley and Trinity and sets out potential phasing and delivery of
schemes required to deliver any development.

The Area Action Plan
Economic Viability
Assessments 2010

SWBT H1

SWBT H2

SWBT H3

SWBT TAI1

The area is regarded as a sought after residential location.
Housing markets within South West Burnley and Trinity are
buoyant and the area feels well integrated with neighbouring
regenerated areas.

South West Burnley &
Trinity Area Action Plan
Vision

Table 3.2

3.3 Economy and Work

INTRODUCTION

3.3.1 As well as residential areas and open space, South West Burnley and Trinity includes a mix
of employment uses. Most of the employment is concentrated along the Accrington Road corridor,
with Smallshaw and Chestnut business parks located to the north, a small area of commercial premises
off the Hameldon Approach / Accrington Road gateway, at Clough Street, and a brewery and
engineering company on sites set back from Accrington Road to the south. The former AIT site off
Brush Street is currently vacant and presents a significant investment opportunity for a small, but high
quality business park.
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Smallshaw Industrial Estate

3.3.2 Employment opportunities
which are accessible to local
residents are vital to the delivery of
a mixed use, sustainable
neighbourhood and will contribute
towards the regeneration of the
Borough as a whole. There is a
need to support and foster the
growth of existing businesses in the
area whilst at the same time
encouraging new employers to
locate in South West Burnley and
Trinity. The area has good links to
the national motorway network and
is fairly close to the town centre.

Provided that businesses do not impact adversely on local residential amenity, South West Burnley
and Trinity should continue to develop as a mixed use neighbourhood with a thriving local economy.

POLICIES AND SITE ALLOCATIONS

3.3.3 This section includes the Council's spatial policies and site allocations for economy and work.
Each policy is numbered (SWBT EW1 etc) and is followed by any specific site allocations (numbered
SWBT EW1/1 etc), which are also shown on the Proposals Map, and a reasoned justification. The
former policy and proposal numbers from the South West Burnley Preferred Option Area Action Plan
are shown in brackets. The reasoned justification explains why the Council has included a particular
policy in the Area Action Plan.

New Employment Development

Policy SWBT EW1 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West Burnley and
Trinity
To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and improve access to
employment opportunities

Table 3.3.1

Burnley Local Plan

3.3.4 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to protect sites for new
employment development in Policy:

EW1: Land for business (B1) and general industrial (B2) and warehousing (B8) development
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SWBT EW1:

NEW EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT

(Formerly SWB EW1)

The Area Action Planmakes provision for 2.1ha of land for new employment development,
in accordance with Local Plan Policy EW1, as shown on the Proposals Map.

Unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated by the developer that it is not feasible or
viable, new employment development over 1000 squaremeters should secure aminimum
of 10% of the predicted energy requirements from decentralised and renewable or low
carbon sources.

Site Allocation SWBT EW1/1

Brush Street

(Formerly SWB EW1/1)

Site area: 2.1 ha.

Land comprising the former AIT employment site is considered suitable for business (B1), general
industrial (B2) and warehousing (B8) uses and provides an ideal opportunity for smaller, flexibly
managed business units, for which there is demonstrable demand within the Borough. The site
of the former mill reservoir will be protected in any new development.

This site is planned to come forward in the short term (2010 - 2013) and medium term (2014
- 2017).

(Delivery: Private Sector)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/2 - Land at Florence AvenueSWBT H1 - New Housing Development
SWBT H1/10 - Land at Harold Avenue

SWBT ENV1 - The Historic Environment
SWBT SIT3/1 - Cog Lane Heritage RouteSWBT SIT 3 - Green Infrastructure

Former AIT Site and car park (Photograph supplied by Calderdale College)
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Justification

3.3.5 There is a critical need to provide additional sites for employment use within South West
Burnley and Trinity. In the lead up to the economic downturn, a number of local employers were
expanding rapidly and required additional space to stay within the area. As the economy begins to
stabilise and grow again, it is likely that demand for business space will increase once more, and the
AIT site presents a significant opportunity for business redevelopment, on a site with an established
employment use. A demand and feasibility study for business uses on the site identified a demonstrable
demand for smaller, flexibly managed units within the Borough, as part of an overall framework to
encourage land uses that help to attract more working age groups to live and work in Burnley. The
study identified that there is a critical need to create accessible employment opportunities to help to
address income deprivation within the area and to support the sustainable development of the local
neighbourhood.

3.3.6 The feasibility element of the study considered a range of options for the site and concluded
that all options would require an element of public subsidy to bring forward. Option 4: Smaller Flexible
Units and Residential was selected as the preferred option in the study, taking into consideration the
need for employment uses balanced against economic viability and the possible provision of gap
funding. However, the Borough Council considers that the South West Burnley and Trinity AAP
already makes sufficient provision for new housing development across the lifetime of the Plan. In
contrast, the former AIT site is the only site identified for new employment development and the
allocation should be protected as an essential ingredient in the development of a more sustainable
community. Development of the site for employment use would support and complement other
industrial uses at the western end of the Accrington Road corridor.

3.3.7 The existing brewery business (Moorhouses), which occupies the site on Moorhouse
Street/Accrington Road, has planning consent for a new development on the part of the site between
Moorhouse Street and Villiers Street. The proposal is for a brewery with warehousing, new brew
facilities, offices, visitors' centre, training room and car parking. Development is underway.

3.3.8 The former AIT site is considered to be high risk for development, and would be likely to
remain undeveloped for any after use for some time, without public intervention and support. The
Borough Council will work with partners to try and secure gap funding to bring the site forward for
redevelopment for employment use.

3.3.9 The mill reservoir is linked to a water course and is noted in the South West Burnley Heritage
Appraisal as the only surviving example of a reservoir or mill pond from the late 1800s remaining in
the area. It was drained for safety reasons in 2007.

3.3.10 PPS1 Supplement: Planning and Climate Change indicates that there is a need to ensure
that a significant proportion of energy supply is gained from on-site renewable energy and/or from a
decentralised energy supply. In particular, local planning authorities should expect a proportion of the
energy supply of new development to be secured from decentralised and renewable or low-carbon
energy sources. In 2006, a Sustainable Energy Strategy for the North West was published by the
Regional Assembly and this provided the basis for Policy EM18 in the Regional Spatial Strategy, now
revoked. This stated that, in advance of local targets being set, all non-residential developments of
1000 sq ms or more should secure at least 10% of their predicted energy requirements from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources, unless it can be demonstrated by the applicant,
having regard to the type of development involved and its design, that this is not feasible or viable.
Although this policy no longer forms part of the Development Plan for Burnley, it was discussed at
length at the Examination in Public and there is also support for this approach in Policy GP8 of the
Burnley Local Plan Second Review, which encourages the use of energy efficient technology.

Existing Employment Land
Policy SWBT EW2 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:
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AAP Objectives
To complement and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and improve access to
employment opportunities

Table 3.3.2

Burnley Local Plan

3.3.11 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to protect existing employment
sites in policies:

EW6 Economic Improvement Areas - EW6/6 - Smallshaw Industrial Estate, Accrington Road

SWBT EW2:

EXISTING EMPLOYMENT LAND

(Formerly SWB EW2)

Existing employment landwill continue to be protected for employment use in accordance
with Local Plan Policy EW6 on the following sites shown on the Proposals Map:
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Site Allocation SWBT EW2/1

Smallshaw and Chestnut Business Parks

(Formerly SWB EW2/1)

Site area: 14.18 ha.

The existing employment sites at Smallshaw Business Park and Chestnut Business Park are
fully occupied and provide a good quality business environment with excellent access to the
motorway network. The employment allocation continues to be safeguarded in accordance with
Local Plan Policy EW6: Economic Improvement Areas.

This site is already in employment use so will be protected in the short term (2010 - 2013),
medium term (2014 - 2017) and long term (2018 - 2021).

(Delivery: Private Sector, Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked with:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/1 - Land at Barclay HillsSWBT H1 - New Housing Development
SWBT H1/5 - Land at Cog Lane
SWBT CS1/1 - Accrington RoadSWBT CS1 - District and Local Centres

SWBT SIT3 - Green Infrastructure
SWBT SIT5/1 - Accrington Road Area Highway
Improvements

SWBT SIT5 - Highway Improvements

Justification

3.3.12 There is a need to safeguard existing sites for employment use within South West Burnley
and Trinity, as a thriving local economy provides jobs and training opportunities which are accessible
to residents, and this is key to the sustainable regeneration of a neighbourhood.

3.3.13 Older buildings can provide valuable low cost floor space for local businesses. In some
cases, they can present attractive opportunities for conversion from industrial to service uses.
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Evidence Base

PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Promotes the need to bring forward
sufficient land to meet the expected needs
of industrial/commercial development.

Highlights the need to provide a framework
for sustainable economic growth.

PPS1 - Delivering Sustainable Development

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Policy EC2 - plans should set out a clear
economic vision and strategy which
encourages sustainable economic growth,
identifying priority areas with high levels of

PPS4 - Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth

deprivation for prioritised regeneration
investment. Plans should support existing
business sectors taking account of whether
they are expanding or contracting and,
where possible, identify and plan for new
sectors.

Development plans should prioritise
previously developed land that is suitable
for re-use, taking account of the different
location requirements of businesses.

Site allocations should not be carried
forward without evidence of the need and
reasonable prospect of take up during the
plan period.

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Provides an evidence base for the policies
in RSS, now revoked.

Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Aims to achieve an economically
prosperous county through the
comprehensive redevelopment of the area.

Lancashire Sustainable Community Strategy -
Ambition Lancashire

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Identifies specific indicators which will help
to monitor progress made on the key
priorities set out in the Sustainable
Community Strategy, including tackling

Lancashire Local Area Agreement

issues such as worklessness and
increasing average earnings.

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Seeks to improve the economic
performance of the sub-region and reduce
the gap in economic growth rates between
regions

Pennine Lancashire Multi Area Agreement
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PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

SP1 Prosperity - seeks to secure the
Borough's economic future.

The Partnership wants the Borough to be
recognised as a centre of innovation and
ideas, as a place where manufacturing and
cultural industries can strive for national
and international success.

Strategic Priority 1– Securing the
Borough’s economic future includes the
following high level objectives:

- Supporting and promoting the advanced
manufacturing sector

- Creating a first class business
environment.

Sustainable Community Strategy - Burnley's Future

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Promotes access to quality employment
and training opportunities for local
residents. Local businesses are valued as
an important asset within the area, and
their retention and expansion are seen as
key to Burnley's future economic
prosperity. New businesses are also
attracted into the area.

South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan
Vision

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Considers the feasibility of different options
for the former AIT site and demonstrates
significant gaps in funding for any
redevelopment of the site in the current
economic climate.

Demand, Feasibility and Development Study, Former
AIT Site, Burnley, GVA Grimley, July 2009

SWBT
EW1
SWBT
EW2

Survey of local business attitudes and
concerns in the South West Burnley area.

SouthWest Burnley Business Survey Results, 2007,
Burnley Borough Council

Table 3.3

3.4 The Environment and Sustainable Development
INTRODUCTION

3.4.1 South West Burnley and Trinity has a number of potential environmental assets including
substantial areas of open space and proximity to Scott Park, attractive views out to the countryside
around Pendle Hill and the South Pennines, a Conservation Area and several historic buildings and
features of local heritage interest. However, the quality of the environment is often poor, with large
areas of underused amenity green space, abandoned properties which are left boarded up and in a
deteriorating condition, and widespread unauthorised tipping and vandalism.
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Amenity open space, Barclay Hills

3.4.2 There is a need to rationalise some of the more extensive areas of open space and use the
opportunity afforded by new residential development to invest in much needed local community
facilities such as play areas and ball courts. The buildings and features of historic interest should be
protected and enhanced for future generations to enjoy and as key environmental assets in the area's
regeneration.

3.4.3 South West Burnley and Trinity is located on the northern face of a steep hill, and several
watercourses flow through the area, largely as culverted, underground streams, but appearing at the
surface in areas such as Griffin Clough and Chicken Hill. These fast flowing Pennine streams were
key to Burnley's historic development as a mill town with an economy based on cotton spinning and
weaving and should be protected and celebrated as important features of natural and heritage interest.

POLICIES AND SITE ALLOCATIONS

3.4.4 This section includes the Council's spatial policies and site allocations for the environment
and sustainable development. Each policy is numbered (SWBT ENV1, SWBT ENV2 etc) and is
followed by any specific site allocations (numbered SWBT ENV1/1, SWBT ENV1/2 etc), which are
also shown on the Proposals Map, and a reasoned justification. The former policy and proposal
numbers from the South West Burnley and Piccadilly/Trafalgar Preferred Option Area Action Plans
are shown in brackets. The reasoned justification explains why the Council has included a particular
policy in the Area Action Plan.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Historic Environment

Policy SWBT ENV1 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:
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AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To encourage a well integrated mix of decent homes of different types and tenures to support a wide range
of households that will help to create a buoyant housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To ensure the development and re-use of buildings that can meet different needs over time, and that
minimise the use of resources
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West Burnley and
Trinity
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management.

Table 3.4.1

Burnley Local Plan

3.4.5 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to protect and enhance features
of local heritage interest and the special character of conservation areas in the following policies:

E12 - Development in, or adjacent to, Conservation Areas
E15 - Locally Important Buildings, Features and Artefacts
E16 - Areas of Traditional Construction
E17 - Historic Parks and Gardens
E20 - Views
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SWBT ENV1: HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT

(Formerly SWB ENV1 and PT ENV1)

New developmentmust respect the character and setting of Listed Buildings and buildings
of local interest, and the Canalside and Palatine Square Conservation Areas. It should
enhance features of existing local interest. Applicants should demonstrate in their Design
and Access Statement that new development has been designed with an understanding
of the area's heritage, street pattern, views, and important buildings.

Former Sunday School, Clough Street
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Site Allocation SWBT ENV1/1

Palatine Square Conservation Area

(Formerly PT ENV2/1)

The Borough Council will aim to raise public awareness of the special qualities of the Palatine
Square Conservation Area. The need for sympathetically designed maintenance of, and
improvements to, properties will be actively promoted, to ensure that the special heritage and
value of the Conservation Area is protected and enhanced.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the medium term (2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements

SWBT ENV5/1 Manchester RoadSWBT ENV5 Gateways
SWBT CS2/9 Piccadilly GardensSWBT CS2 Protected Open Spaces

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Piccadilly Road, Palatine
Square Conservation Area

Justification

3.4.6 There are a number of buildings and features of historic interest in South West Burnley and
Trinity, largely dating from the 19th Century when the town was experiencing rapid industrial expansion,
but with some buildings and roads dating from a much earlier period. The Palatine Square
Conservation area lies within the north east of the area, just off Manchester Road, and the northern
tip of the Area Action Plan area includes a small corner of the historic Weavers' Triangle regeneration
area, which lies within the Canalside Conservation Area and has attracted Townscape Heritage
Initiative funding. However, the Heritage Appraisal indicates that aspects of heritage interest, intrinsic
to the area, have not always been dealt with sensitively. It is therefore important to understand the
historic qualities of South West Burnley and Trinity as it is redeveloped. The key is to ensure the
positive combination of new 21st Century development with older, historic features. The area's historic
interest should not be seen as a negative constraint on development. Rather it should be seen as a
positive and valuable opportunity to ground new development in the historic fabric of a long established
part of Burnley.
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The Public Realm

Policy SWBT ENV3 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To ensure the development and re-use of buildings that can meet different needs over time, and that
minimise the use of resources
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West Burnley and
Trinity
To encourage the provision of a choice of local shops and services within easy reach of communities
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management.

Table 3.4.2

Burnley Local Plan

3.4.7 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to protect and improve the
intrinsic character of urban areas through policies:

H8 - Environmental Improvements in Existing Residential Areas
E12 - Development in, or adjacent to, Conservation Areas
E15 - Locally Important Buildings, Features and Artefacts
E16 - Areas of Traditional Construction
E20 - Views
E21 - Gateways and Throughroutes
E22 - Public Art

SWBT ENV3: THE PUBLIC REALM

Street furniture, such as benches, litter bins, signposts and railings can have a significant
impact on the streetscape. The design, materials and colour of the street furniture within
the Palatine Square Conservation Area and the neighbourhood as a whole should be
sympathetic and reflect local context.

The Council supports the retention and reinstatement of stone setts and York Stone
paving as they provide one of the strong environmental characteristics of the Piccadilly
area of Trinity. Their use and retention is also an important element in the character of
the Palatine Square Conservation Area.

Street furniture across the area should be improved in line with the Green Routes and
Gateways Studies completed in 2008 for South West Burnley and in 2009 for the
Piccadilly/Trafalgar area.

(Delivery: through the planning application process, promotion, planning contributions, and
Lancashire County Council, Burnley Borough Council, Regenerate Pennine Lancashire)

Justification
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3.4.8 The quality of the urban environment which is open to the public contributes to the character
and identity of an area and affects the way in which people enjoy an area and move within it. The
achievement of a safe and attractive public realm benefits residents, business and visitors alike. The
retention and reinstatement of traditional floorscape materials such as stone setts and York Stone
paving will help retain the character of the area, particularly the Palatine Square Conservation Area.

3.4.9 Improvements to the public realm within the Conservation Area should be undertaken
sympathetically using high quality materials and finishes.

Traditional stone setts, Piccadilly

Environmental Improvements

Policy SWBT ENV4 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:
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AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West Burnley and
Trinity
To promote healthy lifestyles through the development of opportunities for leisure, recreation and sport
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management.

Table 3.4.3

Burnley Local Plan

3.4.10 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to protect and improve the local
environment of urban areas through policies:

H8 - Environmental Improvements in Existing Residential Areas
E16 - Areas of Traditional Construction
E20 - Views
E21 - Gateways and Throughroutes
E22 - Public Art
E25 - Shop Fronts

SWBT ENV4: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS

(Formerly SWB ENV3 and PT ENV4)

Within the area defined on the Proposals Map, a programme of improvement of
environmental conditions will be promoted. This programme may involve:

a. the refurbishment of dwellings;

b. environmental improvements;

c. tree planting work and;

d. shop fronts improvements.
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Facelifting

Site Allocation SWBT ENV4/1

Tay Street

(Formerly SWB ENV3/2)

The area around Tay Street will be improved through the development of arts led environmental
projects to provide stronger physical linkages between residential areas and health and social
facilities. An improved path will be created to link the Sure Start centre to the day nursery and
community garden.

New housing development under proposal SWBT H1/6 will be required to support and enhance
the proposed environmental improvements.

This proposal is ongoing and is planned to be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013).

(Delivery: South West Burnley Sure Start working with Action Factory, various funding sources.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/6 Land at Accrington RoadSWBT H1 New Housing Development
TAI1/1 Targeted Area InitiativeSWBT TAI1 Targeted Area Initiatives

SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT CS2/5 Tay Street Play AreaSWBT CS2 Protected Open Spaces

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT ENV4/2

Tennyson Street

(Formerly SWB ENV3/3)

Site area: 0.09 ha.

The housing clearance site at the rear of 44-72 Accrington Road will be considered for a rear
garden / community garden scheme for residents.

This proposal should be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council working with local residents.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/7 Land at Duckett StreetSWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT ENV5/1 Accrington Road Area Highway
Improvements

SWBT ENV5 Gateways

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Site Allocation SWBT ENV4/3

149 - 181 Accrington Road

(Formerly SWB ENV3/11)

No. of units: 19

Improvements to shop fronts will be undertaken at 149 -181 Accrington Road. A "Living over
the Shop" scheme will be investigated.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the medium term (2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council and shop owners through "Finance for Growth" initiative,
Housing Capital Grant, Homes & Communities Agency)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/3 Land at Hargher Street

SWBT H1/5 Land at Cog Lane

SWBT H1/9 Land at Clough Street

SWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT SIT2 Cycling Network
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Shop front improvements - artist's impression

Site Allocation SWBT ENV4/4

Back Grant Street

(Formerly PT ENV4/4)

The pedestrian route at the rear of Grant Street to the open space will be closed and pedestrians
diverted to other existing routes and environmental improvements will be carried out. The
alternative route linking Buccleuch Street to Starkie Street will be enhanced through improved
lighting and surface treatment.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the medium term (2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, Housing Market Renewal Funding, developer contributions)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
TAI1/1 Targeted Area InitiativeSWBT TAI1 Targeted Area Initiatives

SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT CS2/7 Starkie StreetSWBT CS2 Protected Open Spaces

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT ENV4/5

Rail Line Embankment

(Formerly PT ENV4/5)

The recurrent unauthorised tipping along the railway embankment and related impact on the
wildlife corridor will be tackled through improved management, enforcement and a programme
of education and awareness raising.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, Housing Market Renewal Funding, Network Rail)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/11 Land at Austin Street / Raglan Road
/ Piccadilly Road

SWBT H1 New Housing Development

TAI1/1 Targeted Area InitiativeSWBT TAI1 Targeted Area Initiatives
SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT SIT1 Public Transport Provision
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

SWBT SIT4/1 Manchester Road Station
SWBT SIT4/2 Direct Rail Link to Manchester

SWBT SIT4 Manchester Road Station Improvements

Rail Line Embankment
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Justification

3.4.11 South West Burnley and Trinity has the potential to offer a high quality living and working
environment. However, at present many areas suffer from neglect, under investment and poor design.
The Area Action Plan provides an opportunity to tackle problems associated with poor environments
and to promote physical improvements as an integral part of the regeneration of the neighbourhood.

3.4.12 South West Burnley and Trinity is located on the north facing side of a steep hill and there
are few mature trees in the area to provide shelter belts. Tree planting and landscaping throughout
the area should provide shelter, improve the micro climate, and enhance the physical environment
across the neighbourhoods.

3.4.13 Environmental enhancements offer valuable opportunities for existing residents to become
involved in, and influence, the design of their neighbourhood. Community engagement in projects
can assist in developing a sense of ownership and pride, and should help reduce the potential for
vandalism. Environmental arts projects can make an interesting and unique contribution towards
public realm enhancements, and can provide additional layers of richness and diversity as part of an
area's urban design.

3.4.14 Facelifting of residential blocks and shop front improvements can increase investor confidence
in an area, and encourage individual property owners to invest in and better maintain their own
properties. Under existing housing policies, facelifting is undertaken on key routes and gateways,
and on blocks overlooking new development sites. Where the rears of blocks face on to new
development sites, rear elevations and gable ends can also be treated.

3.4.15 The shops on Accrington Road provide important local retail facilities which should be
supported as part of the regeneration of the area. High quality shop front improvements help in
maintaining the vitality and viability of the District Centres, and will provide a strong frontage along
the Accrington Road gateway.

3.4.16 Environmental improvements can also assist in terms of community safety. There are strong
linkages between degraded environments and crime, and poorly maintained environments can appear
threatening. The rears of properties on Grant Street are exposed to the open space on Starkie Street
and would become more secure if this short informal route was closed. In addition, the high levels
of unauthorised tipping along the rail line give a strongly negative impression of the area when viewed
from Burnham Gate and passing trains, and could have safety implications for rail users.

Gateways

Policy SWBT ENV5 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West and Trinity
To promote good public transport and other transport infrastructure to improve links to Burnley town centre,
regional centres such as Manchester and other employment opportunities
To promote healthy lifestyles through the development of opportunities for leisure, recreation and sport
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management.

Table 3.4.4
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Burnley Local Plan

3.4.17 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to improve gateways through
policies:

E21 - Gateways and Throughroutes
E22 - Public Art
E25 - Shop Fronts
TM5 - Footpaths and walking within the Urban Boundary
TM7 - Cycling Network

SWBT ENV5: GATEWAYS

(Formerly SWB ENV4, SWB ENV4/1, PT ENV5 and PT ENV5/1)

Environmental improvements will be supported and encouraged along all gateway routes,
in accordance with Local Plan Policies E21 and E22, as shown on the Proposals Map.

There will be a range of environmental improvements to sites along the Gateway Routes
of Rossendale Road, AccringtonRoad, BurnhamGate,Westway, HameldonApproach,Coal
Clough Lane, Manchester Road,and Trafalgar Street to provide active street frontages
including landscaped areas, green spaces, street furniture and signage, as well as
improvements to pedestrian crossings. These will be designed and developed with local
residents to promote a stronger local identity for the SouthWest Burnley and Trinity area.

A Transport Study for the area found that with the new housing and employment
development proposed, traffic volumes along gateway routes are likely to increase. In
order to improve the environment for pedestrians and cyclists along these routes the
following measures are proposed:

- Development of a more residential route along Trafalgar Street including improved
signage to discourage traffic, and "slow" and red texture flex road markings;

- Provision of a dedicated cycleway on Accrington Road and associated junction
improvements, including extension of cycleway onAccringtonRoad, public realm treatment
at Hameldon Approach, junction treatment at Burnham Gate to facilitate crossing
opportunities, treatment at Westway to direct cyclists on to off road provision and toucan
crossing facilities at Westway/Trafalgar Street;

- Removal of blocked accesses / cul-de-sacs on residential streets.

The Green Routes and Gateways studies for South West Burnley and Piccadilly/Trafalgar
areas will provide a framework for developing more detailed proposals across the South
West Burnley and Trinity area in consultation with residents throughout the lifetime of
the Plan.
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Accrington Road Gateway

Justification

3.4.18 The approaches to the town, or gateways, and the routes through the town, are where
people, especially those who live outside the town, form either a positive or negative impression of
the town. At, and on, all identified gateways and through routes the Council will expect all new
development to enhance its surroundings andmake a positive contribution to the image of the Borough.

The Interim Treatment of Cleared Sites

Policy SWBT ENV6 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To promote healthy lifestyles through the development of opportunities for leisure, recreation and sport
To protect and enhance the natural environment, biodiversity and habitats
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management.

Table 3.4.5

Burnley Local Plan
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3.4.19 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to improve gateways through
policies:

H8 - Environmental Improvements in Existing Residential Areas, part (e) the treatment of untidy
and vacant land
H9 - Regenerating Urban Areas and Neighbourhoods, particularly H9/1 South West Burnley,
part (f) environmental improvements such as landscaping and the treatment of untidy land and
(k) schemes for landscaping and the conservation and enhancement of existing land or features
of ecological, historical or archaeological value

SWBT ENV6: THE INTERIM TREATMENT OF CLEARED SITES

The quality of the temporary treatment of sites cleared for redevelopment has a significant
impact on the public realm and the image of areas undergoing change. Innovative interim
treatment of these sites will therefore be sought. Environmental improvements and public
arts projects will be supported and encouraged on cleared sites, and where practicable,
temporary features should be incorporated into future developments. The interim treatment
of cleared sites should be set out in an Action Plan in accordance with Local Plan Policy
H9.

Cog Sculpture, Vacant Site on Cog Lane / Accrington Road
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Site Allocation SWBT ENV6/1

Duckett Street / Southey Street

A temporary environmental improvement project to create community gardens / allotments will
be developed in consultation with local residents on cleared sites to the rear of 8 - 42 Accrington
Road and 1 Pomfret Street.

This proposal will be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, Groundwork Pennine Lancashire, Housing Market Renewal
funding)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/7 Land at Duckett StreetSWBT H1 New Housing Development
TAI1/1 Targeted Area InitiativeSWBT TAI1 Targeted Area Initiatives

SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT ENV1 The Historic Environment
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Site Allocation SWBT ENV6/2

Melrose Avenue / Kinross Street / Airdrie Crescent

A temporary environmental improvement project will be developed in consultation with local
residents on the cleared former housing sites off Melrose Avenue / Kinross Street / Airdrie
Crescent.

This proposal will be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013) andmedium term (2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, Groundwork Pennine Lancashire, Housing Market Renewal
funding)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/8 Land at Melrose AvenueSWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT CS2/4 Chicken HillSWBT CS2 Protected Open Spaces

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT ENV6/3

Austin Street

The cleared site on Austin Street will be a focus for a creative interim use project, following
demolition of the housing. The local community will be involved in design and delivery of interim
treatments to the site.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013) and medium term
(2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council).

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/11 Land at Austin Street / Raglan Road
/ Piccadilly Road

SWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV1/1 Palatine Square Conservation AreaSWBT ENV1 The Historic Environment
SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT ENV6/4

Rear of Piccadilly Road

The site to the rear of 35-81 Piccadilly Road will be a focus for a creative interim use project.
The local community will be involved in the design and delivery of interim treatments to the site.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013) and medium term
(2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBTH1/11 Land at Austin Street / Raglan Road
/ Piccadilly Road

SWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Site to rear of Piccadilly Road

Justification

3.4.20 South West Burnley and Trinity includes a number of sites where housing has been cleared
under previous regeneration programmes, and which have lain vacant and undeveloped for a number
of years. In addition, the Area Action Plan identifies additional areas for clearance and redevelopment
for new housing.

3.4.21 It may be several years before sites cleared for redevelopment are developed. In the past,
the interim treatment of cleared sites has been limited to boundary works to deter vehicular access,
followed by laying turf or seeding with grass, to allow for low cost and effective maintenance. It is
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recognised that cleared sites are potential future development sites, but the weak housing market in
the area means that the temporary use of the sites as incidental green space, can extend into the
medium and even long term. The quality of the temporary treatment of cleared sites can therefore
have a significant impact on the environmental quality of a neighbourhood for several years and affect
confidence in it as a place in which to live and invest.

3.4.22 Cleared sites offer significant opportunities for environmental improvement schemes,
supported by community engagement, and public arts projects. Such schemes can increase the
quality of the public realm, by adding to visual interest, and making a positive contribution towards
the identity and image of the local neighbourhood.

3.4.23 The Austin Street site will be the first clearance area to be completed in the Piccadilly area
for some time, and may lie vacant for a number of years. An interim treatment would enhance the
environment of the area until new development is delivered on this site.

3.4.24 The Piccadilly Road site has been targeted for community led environmental improvements
in the past, and a children's play area was installed in the 1990s. Over time, however, the environment
has deteriorated, and dog fouling has become a significant issue. Constraints on public funding,
together with continued weakness in the housing market, may mean that the site will continue to lie
vacant for some time. There is, therefore, an even greater need to find a use for the site which
improves the quality of life for local residents.

Dilapidated and Unsightly Commercial Buildings

Policy SWBT ENV7 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To ensure the development and re-use of buildings that can meet different needs over time, and that
minimise the use of resources
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management

Table 3.4.6

Burnley Local Plan

3.4.25 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to improve untidy land and
buildings through policies:

H8 - Environmental Improvements in Existing Residential Areas, part (e) the treatment of untidy
and vacant land and (g) measures to reduce the impact of business and commercial properties
on residential amenity
H9 - Regenerating Urban Areas and Neighbourhoods, particularly H9/1 South West Burnley,
part (a) approval for measures to repair, improvement and conversion of existing property
E33 - Vacant and Untidy Land
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SWBT ENV7: DILAPIDATED AND UNSIGHTLY COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

Dilapidated and unsightly buildings across the Area Action Plan area will be improved
where these detract from ongoing investment in redevelopment, facelifting and
environmental improvement. Neglected buildings within the Targeted Area Initiative area
will be an early focus for action.

A sequential approach will be developed, ranging from partnership with, and
encouragement of, landowners through to enforcement action, and possible acquisition
should the amenity of the buildings not improve. Where appropriate, the Council will
consider potential works in default, and will seek to recover associated costs, ahead of,
or instead of, acquisition or the use of compulsory purchase orders.

Dilapidated building,
Coal Clough Lane area
(Photograph supplied
by Calderdale College)

Justification

3.4.26 Within the South West Burnley and Trinity area there are several examples of unsightly or
dilapidated buildings which detract from ongoing investment and regeneration. In order to secure an
improvement to these buildings, a sequential approach will be pursued. In the first instance, the
Council will write to the owners of such properties to raise awareness of the ongoing regeneration
programme, to achieve buy-in to its aims, and to suggest ways that the buildings could be improved
to enhance their visual amenity.

3.4.27 If this is unsuccessful in achieving improvements, follow up contact will inform property
owners of the statutory powers which the Council has to enforce an improvement to buildings. If this
does not deliver an improvement, the Council will consider the proactive use of Section 215 notices,
under the Town & Country Planning Act 1990, in line with the ODPM Best Practice Guide for Section
215 (2005).

3.4.28 If these steps do not lead to visible improvement, the Council will consider possible acquisition
and/or potential Planning Act CPO as a power of last resort to deal with eyesore buildings, and to
bring them into beneficial use.

3.4.29 The implementation of this policy will be phased to complement delivery of wider
redevelopment and environmental improvement projects.
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Evidence Base

PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
ENV1

Promotes policies which seek to protect and
enhance the quality, character and amenity
value of the urban area. The effects of

PPS1 - Delivering Sustainable Development

SWBT
ENV3

declining environmental quality should be
mitigated through positive policies on issues
such as design, conservation and the
provision of public space. SWBT

ENV4
Development plans should deliver safe,
healthy and attractive places to live. SWBT

ENV5
Vacant and underused previously developed
buildings should be brought back into
beneficial use.

SWBT
ENV6

SWBT
ENV7

SWBT
ENV7

A key objective is that local authorities should
make effective use of land by re-using land

PPS3 - Housing

that has been previously developed, including
vacant/derelict buildings or land.

SWBT
ENV4

Policy EC3 - Local planning authorities
should encourage residential or office

PPS4 - Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth

development above ground floor retail
facilities within centres.

SWBT
ENV1
SWBT
ENV3

States that heritage assets can be used to
ensure continued sustainability of an area
and promote a sense of place.

PPS5 - Planning for the Historic Environment

SWBT
ENV7

Spatial planning is a process of place shaping
and delivery. It should create a framework
for private investment and regeneration that
is promotes economic, environmental and
social well being for the area.

PPS12 - Local Spatial Planning

SWBT
ENV5

Supports policies in plans which encourage
walking and cycling.

PPG13 - Transport

SWBT
ENV6

Recognises the importance of small areas of
open space in urban areas that provide

PPG17 - Planning for Open Space, Sport and
Recreation

amenity, recreation and play facilities as well
those that provide a community resource for
informal and formal events, and open spaces
that benefit wildlife and biodiversity.

SWBT
ENV7

Promotes the proactive use of Section 215
notices to support neighbourhood renewal
initiatives.

Town & Country Planning Act s.215 Best Practice
Guidance (ODPM, 2005)

SWBT
ENV7

Local Authorities have the power to promote
economic, social and environmental
wellbeing.

Wellbeing Power Local Government Act 2000 s2.
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PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
ENV5

Promotes national cycle routes. Local
proposals should provide opportunities for
linking into national network.

National Cycle Network 68

SWBT
ENV1

SWBT
ENV3

SWBT
ENV4

SWBT
ENV5

SWBT
ENV6

Provides an evidence base for the policies
in RSS, now revoked.

Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West

SWBT
ENV1

SWBT
ENV3

SWBT
ENV4

SWBT
ENV5

SWBT
ENV6

Supports the need to conserve and protect
Lancashire's natural and built heritage. Aims
to raise the standard of the public realm in
residential neighbourhoods.

Promotes the need to protect and manage
the environment and to make the most of the
opportunities it provides. Includes ambitions
to improve the image of East Lancashire and
encourage a strong and positive identity.

Supports an increase in active travel,
including walking and cycling.

Lancashire Sustainable Community Strategy -
Ambition Lancashire

SWBT
ENV5

Identifies walking and cycling development
as important programmes for Burnley,
particularly in HMR areas.

Lancashire Local Transport Plan 2

SWBT
ENV1

SWBT
ENV3

SWBT
ENV4

SWBT
ENV5

SWBT
ENV6

Suggests that Burnley's industrial heritage
opens up exciting opportunities for the future.

Aims to tackle long standing environmental
and social problems through the promotion
of high quality design.

Places - 3 year delivery pledge to facelift key
terraces of houses and make the Borough
clean, green and safe.

By 2017 aims to have an increased amount
of people travelling to work by public
transport, walking or cycling.

Sustainable Community Strategy - Burnley's Future
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PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
ENV3
SWBT
ENV4

Identifies that development during the
Industrial Revolution gave the town its
distinctive terraces, built of local stone in
grid-iron street patterns.

Highlights issues affecting South West
Burnley and Trinity.

Reviews the condition of housing across
Burnley and supports the need to tackle
housing conditions in the Piccadilly/Trafalgar
area (east of Coal Clough Lane).

Burnley Annual Monitoring Report (2009)

SWBT
ENV1
SWBT
ENV3

Identify features of local heritage interest
which contribute towards the area's overall
character and special qualities.

South West Burnley and Piccadilly/Trafalgar
Heritage Appraisals

SWBT
ENV5

Identifies the need for a more residential
route along Trafalgar Street, and provision
of a dedicated cycleway and associated
junction improvements on Accrington Road.

South West Burnley Transport Study

SWBT
ENV5

Proposes range of environmental
improvements on gateways and along green
routes in Piccadilly / Trafalgar.

Green Routes and Gateways, Piccadilly / Trafalgar
Proposals, Groundwork Pennine Lancashire,March
2009

SWBT
ENV5

Proposes range of environmental
improvements on gateways and along green
routes in SW Burnley.

Gateways and Green Routes in South West
Burnley, Proposals for Future Public Artworks,
Action Factory, 2008

SWBT
ENV1

SWBT
ENV3

SWBT
ENV4

SWBT
ENV6

Local features of heritage interest will have
been retained and enhanced and new
development is designed to respect the local
context.

The area is regarded as a sought after
residential location. Housing markets are
buoyant and the area feels well integrated
with neighbouring regenerated areas.
Residents enjoy high quality landscaping
schemes and attractive open spaces on their
doorsteps.

South West Burnley is a key gateway into
Burnley with an attractive townscape along
all major routes.

SouthWest Burnley/Trinity Area Action Plan Vision

Table 3.4

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Water Courses

Policy SWBT ENV8 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:
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AAP Objectives
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West Burnley and
Trinity
To protect and enhance the natural environment, biodiversity and habitats
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management

Table 3.4.7

Burnley Local Plan

3.4.30 The adopted Burnley Local Plan supports the need to improve and conserve the natural
water environment in policies:

E4 - Protection of Other Features of Ecological Value
E7 - Water Bodies and Water Courses
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SWBT ENV8: WATERCOURSES

(Formerly SWB ENV5)

The routes of all known watercourses and ponds, including underground or culverted
streams andmill lodges, will be protected from development, and where possible, opened
up and naturalised. New development will be permitted where it does not contribute
towards reducing water quality, or restrict access to the watercourse for the purposes of
maintenance and / or repair.

The routes of watercourses will be promoted locally through environmental arts projects,
and landscaping schemes will be designed to enhance local biodiversity.

Culverted Watercourse - Cog Lane

Justification

3.4.31 As stated earlier, several watercourses flow through the area, largely as culverted,
underground streams, but appearing at the surface in areas such as Griffin Clough and Chicken Hill.
Increases in extreme weather events associated with climate change, have led to added pressures
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on the existing, often historic, infrastructure for surface water drainage, and high intensity rainfall can
result in surface water flooding. Water courses should therefore be protected, and where possible
improved, to reduce the risk of flooding in built up areas.

3.4.32 The Water Framework Directive states that new development should not have a negative
effect on water quality.

3.4.33 In addition, these fast flowing Pennine streams were key to Burnley's historic development
as a mill town and should be protected and celebrated as important features of natural and heritage
interest.

Evidence Base

PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
ENV8

Planning policies should seek to protect and
enhance the quality, character and amenity
value of urban areas and the local
environment and help to mitigate the effects
of declining environmental quality through
positive policies

The sustainable use of water resources and
the use of sustainable drainage systems
should be promoted.

PPS1 - Delivering Sustainable Development

SWBT
ENV8

Development plans will conserve and
enhance regional and local distinctiveness
and seek to restore damaged and lost
environmental features wherever possible

Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West

SWBT
ENV8

Ambition to conserve and protect
Lancashire's natural and built heritage.
Promotes the need to protect and manage
the environment and to make the most of
the opportunities it provides.

Lancashire Sustainable Community Strategy -
Ambition Lancashire

SWBT
ENV8

Burnley's industrial past opens up exciting
opportunities for the future

SP2: Places - Making the borough clean,
green and safe

Sustainable Community Strategy - Burnley's Future

SWBT
ENV8

Indicates that local features of heritage
interest will have been retained and
enhanced and new development has been
designed to respect the local context.

South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan
Vision

Table 3.5
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3.5 Community Services
INTRODUCTION

3.5.1 South West Burnley and Trinity is reasonably well served by community facilities, but many
of the existing facilities are concentrated in the north eastern part of the neighbourhood, some distance
away from housing estates such as Griffin and Stoops. There is a need to improve accessibility
across the area, and to improve links between neighbourhoods and all local facilities.

Howard Street Community Health Centre

3.5.2 There is a Sure Start centre, day nursery and community health centre located in the Tay
Street area, and primary schools on Cog Lane (Cherryfold Community Primary School) and Raglan
Road (Holy Trinity Church of England Primary). A second day nursery is provided on Piccadilly
Road. The area also has several other educational facilities and two community centres off Rossendale
Road and Burnham Gate, and is reasonably well served by local retail provision with a District Centre
on Accrington Road and a Local Centre on Coal Clough Lane, where there is also a library.

3.5.3 A new secondary school is being built on an existing secondary school site at the junction of
Coal Clough Lane and Rossendale Road. It is proposed that the education campus will also include
a new health centre where local people will be able to access a range of services including support
for mental and sexual health, smoking cessation, help with drug and alcohol problems, parenting and
healthy eating.

3.5.4 Such local facilities should be protected and improved for the benefit of existing local residents
as well as future households who may be moving into the neighbourhood as new development and
regeneration gathers pace.

POLICIES AND SITE ALLOCATIONS

3.5.5 This section includes the Council's spatial policies and site allocations for community services.
Each policy is numbered (SWBT CS1, SWBT CS2 etc) and is followed by any site allocations
(numbered SWBT CS 1/1, SWBT CS 1/2 etc), which are also shown on the Proposals Map, and a
reasoned justification. The former policy and proposal numbers from the South West Burnley and
Piccadilly/Trafalgar Preferred Option Area Action Plans are shown in brackets. The reasoned
justification explains why the Council has included a particular policy in the Area Action Plan.
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District and Local Centres

3.5.6 Policy SWBT CS1 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter
2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and improve access to
employment opportunities
To encourage the provision of local shops and services within easy reach of communities

Table 3.5.1

Burnley Local Plan

3.5.7 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to define and improve the vitality
and viability of district and local centres in the following Policy:

CF11 - District and Local Centres

SWBT CS1: DISTRICT AND LOCAL CENTRES

(Formerly SWB CS1 and PT CS1)

The Council will, together with partners, seek to improve the vitality and viability,
environmental quality and accessibility of the District and Local Centres at Accrington
Road and Coal Clough Lane, as shown on the Proposals Map, in accordance with 'saved'
Local Plan Policy CF11.

Development in the District and Local Centres will only be permitted for uses that maintain
or improve their vitality and viability. Proposals for purely residential schemes will be
unacceptable.
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Site Allocation SWBT CS1/1

Accrington Road

(Formerly SWB CS1/1)

The Accrington Road District Centre has a range of local shops and services, including a chemist,
hairdressers and local convenience store.

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Private sector and Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/3 Land at Hargher Street
SWBT H1/5 Land at Cog Lane and Clough Street /
Burdett Street

SWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV1 Historic Environment
SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm

SWBT ENV4/3 149-181 Accrington RoadSWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT ENV5/1 Accrington RoadSWBT ENV5 Gateways

SWBT ENV7 Dilapidated and Unsightly Commercial
Buildings

SWBT SIT1/1 Public Transport ProvisionSWBT SIT1 Public Transport Provision
SWBT SIT5/1 Accrington Road Area Highway
Improvements

SWBT SIT5 Highway Improvements
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Site Allocation SWBT CS1/2

Coal Clough Lane

(Formerly SWB CS1/2 and PT CS1/1)

The Coal Clough Lane Local Centre has a range of local shops and services, including a library,
florist and chemist.

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Private sector and Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/11 Land at Austin Street / Raglan Road
/ Piccadilly Road

SWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV1 Historic Environment
SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm

SWBT ENV5/1 Coal Clough LaneSWBT ENV5 Gateways
SWBT ENV7 Dilapidated and Unsightly Commercial
Buildings

SWBT CS1/3 Former Kwik Save Site
SWBT SIT1/1 Public Transport ProvisionSWBT SIT1 Public Transport Provision

Coal Clough Lane Shops
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Site Allocation SWBT CS1/3

Former Kwik Save Site, Accrington Road / Cog Lane

(Formerly SWB CS1/3)

Site Area: 0.39 ha.

The former Kwik Save supermarket site at the junction of Accrington Road and Cog Lane will
be retained for retail use, to assist with consolidating and strengthening the Accrington Road
District Centre.

This site is planned to come forward in the short term (2010 - 2013).

(Delivery: Private sector.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/3 Land at Hargher StreetSWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV1 Historic Environment
SWBT ENV3 The Public Realm
SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements

SWBT ENV5/1 Accrington RoadSWBT ENV5 Gateways
SWBT ENV7 Dilapidated and Unsightly Commercial Buildings

SWBT SIT 1/1 Public Transport ProvisionSWBT SIT1 Public Transport Provision
SWBT SIT3/1 Cog Lane Heritage RouteSWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Justification

3.5.8 District Centres are defined as usually containing at least one food supermarket and non-retail
uses such as banks and restaurants. Local centres are described as small groups of shops usually
comprising a newsagent, grocery store, sub-post office and other local shops. Accrington Road is
listed as a District Centre because of the former presence of a Kwik Save supermarket but this site
is currently vacant and offers an opportunity for a modest new retail facility.

3.5.9 District and Local Centres perform an important role in providing a range of facilities within
walking and cycling distance of where people live and work. In this way they support the Area Action
Plan’s sustainability and regeneration objectives. It is recognised, however, that traditional centres
will continue to face considerable competition as people choose to do more of their shopping in large
superstores and retail warehouses, or experiment with e-tailing (ordering goods and services online
through the internet). It will be important for District and Local Centres to provide a range of shops
and a quality of environment that will enable them to compete more effectively.

3.5.10 According to the Census, the percentage of households without cars within the Rosegrove
with Lowerhouse (38%) and Trinity (48%) wards is well in excess of the regional (30%) and national
figures (27%), meaning that access to fresh food is limited, particularly for residents to the west of
Cog Lane. The area also includes a higher proportion of residents with poor health, with 27% of people
having a limiting long term illness compared with national (18.2%) and Burnley (22.1%) averages.
The retention of the Kwik Save site for retail use offers the opportunity to address this issue, and
contribute towards wider sustainable communities objectives such as encouraging residents to walk
to shops and services as part of maintaining healthy lifestyles, and supporting the local economy.
Over the next few years, proposed new housing within the area should assist with improving the
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viability of local shops and services; as the area's local population begins to stabilise and increase,
and households' disposable incomes start to rise, the former Kwik Save site should become attractive
to retail operators once more.

Protected Open Spaces

3.5.11 Policy SWBT CS2 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter
2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To promote healthy lifestyles through the development of opportunities for leisure, recreation and sport
To protect and enhance the natural environment, biodiversity and habitats
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management

Table 3.5.2

Burnley Local Plan

3.5.12 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to protect and enhance open
spaces in the following Policies:

CF1 - Protection, enhancement and replacement of playing pitches
CF2 - Intensification of use of existing sports and recreation provision
CF3 - Protection of existing public parks, informal recreation areas
CF4 - Allotments and community gardens

SWBT CS2: PROTECTED OPEN SPACES

(Formerly SWB CS2 and PT CS2)

The following sites are identified as open spaces on the Proposals Map and will be
protected and enhanced.

In addition, planning permission will not be granted for the development of open spaces
which make an important contribution to the neighbourhood.

Only if no alternative sites exist will proposals which would result in the loss of important
open space be considered and, in such cases, proposals may also be required to include
provision for replacement open space.
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Site Allocation SWBT CS2/1 - Lawrence Avenue / Barclay Hills

(Formerly SWB CS2/1)

Site area: 5.27 ha.

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/1 Land at Barclay HillsSWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT CS3/1 Griffin Clough / Sweet Clough /
Sunny Clough Park

SWBT CS3 Development and Open Spaces

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Site Allocation SWBT CS2/2 - Harold Avenue play area

(Formerly SWB CS2/2)

Site area: 0.7 ha

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/1 Land at Barclay Hills

SWBT H1/2 Land at Florence Avenue

SWBT H1/10 Land at Harold Avenue

SWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT CS2/3 - Cherry Fold playing field

(Formerly SWB CS2/3)

Site area: 5.06 ha

The site of the former Blessed Trinity Roman Catholic College and Cherryfold Community Primary
School playing fields is being developed for a new 750 place secondary school, "Hameldon
College". The new school will include enhanced provision of playing fields within the site, and
the sports facilities will be available for shared community use.

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements

SWBT ENV5/1 Rossendale Road, Coal Clough
Lane

SWBT ENV5 Gateways

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Site Allocation SWBT CS2/4 - Chicken Hill

(Formerly SWB CS2/4)

Site area: 0.88 ha

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/8 Land at Melrose AvenueSWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT CS2/5 - Tay Street play area

(Formerly SWB CS2/5)

Site area: 0.42 ha

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/6 Land at Accrington RoadSWBT H1 New Housing Development
SWBT ENV4/1 Tay StreetSWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Site Allocation SWBT CS2/6 - Wilfield Street

(Formerly SWB CS2/6)

Site area: 0.44 ha

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV1 Historic Environment
SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements

SWBT ENV5/1 Accrington Road, WestwaySWBT ENV5 Gateways
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

SWBT SIT5/1 Accrington Road Highway
Improvements

SWBT SIT5 Highway Improvements
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Site Allocation SWBT CS2/7 - Starkie Street

(Formerly PT CS2/1)

Site area: 1.02 ha

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements

SWBT ENV5/1 Burnham GateSWBT ENV5 Gateways
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
SWBT SIT5 Highway Improvements

Site Allocation SWBT CS2/8 - Holy Trinity Church of England Primary School Playing
Fields

(Formerly PT CS2/2)

Site area: 0.77 ha

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/12 Land at Raglan RoadSWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Site Allocation SWBT CS2/9 - Piccadilly Gardens

(Formerly PT CS2/3)

Site area: 0.65 ha

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV1 Historic Environment

SWBT ENV4/5 Rail Line EmbankmentSWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Piccadilly Gardens
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Site Allocation SWBT CS2/10 - Vanguard Community Park

(Formerly PT CS2/4)

Site area: 0.5 ha

This proposal will be delivered across the lifetime of the Area Action Plan (over the short,
medium and long term 2010 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV4/5 Rail Line EmbankmentSWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT ENV5/1 Burnham Gate, Trafalgar StreetSWBT ENV5 Gateways

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure

Justification

3.5.13 In and around South West Burnley and Trinity, specific areas of open space are identified
on the Proposals Maps, and these are considered particularly worthy of protection. The value of this
should be taken into account when assessing development proposals and, only if no alternative sites
exist, will proposals which would result in the loss of areas of important open space be considered.
In such cases, proposals may also be required to include provision for replacement open space.

3.5.14 Lancashire County Council has secured funding from the Government's 'Building Schools
for the Future' programme to reorganise the provision of secondary education in Burnley and Pendle.
Lancashire County Council’s ambitious plans will see the discontinuation of the 11 existing schools
in the area and the establishment of 8 new schools including a new further education centre for 16-19
year-olds. The new schools are being developed in three phases that started in Autumn 2006. The
Cherryfold playing field site is currently being developed with completion for the school programmed
for 2010-2011.

3.5.15 School facilities have considerable potential for dual use with the community. This ranges
from sport and recreational purposes to venues for public events. It will be expected that the new
school at Coal Clough Lane will provide a range of facilities for the benefit of the local community.

Development and Open Spaces

3.5.16 Policy SWBT CS3 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter
2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement, and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To promote healthy lifestyles through the development of opportunities for leisure, recreation and sport
To protect and enhance the natural environment, biodiversity and habitats
To promote a diverse, vibrant and creative local culture encouraging pride and community cohesion and
to seek community involvement in planning the future of neighbourhoods and in their management

Table 3.5.3
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Burnley Local Plan

3.5.17 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to protect and enhance open
spaces in the following Policies:

CF1 - Protection, enhancement and replacement of playing pitches
CF2 - Intensification of use of existing sports and recreation provision
CF3 - Protection of existing public parks, informal recreation areas
CF4 - Allotments and community gardens

SWBT CS3: DEVELOPMENT AND OPEN SPACES

(Formerly SWB CS3)

Existing areas of open space will be retained, and where possible enhanced, for their
recreation and/or amenity value. In areas where there is new development taking place,
consideration will be given to the rationalisation of some areas of open space, in order
to maximise opportunities for natural surveillance, to develop a sense of ownership
amongst residents, and to promote high quality urban design.
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Site Allocation SWBT CS3/1

Griffin Clough / Sweet Clough / Sunny Clough Park

(Formerly SWB CS3/1)

The area known variously as "Griffin Clough" or "Sweet Clough" or "Sunny Clough Park" will
be targeted for a range of environmental improvements including re-profiling the stream to provide
a more naturalised water course and a Sustainable Drainage System (SUDS) solution for
neighbouring Barclay Hills, which will be redeveloped under proposal SWBT H1/1. Tree cover
along the clough will be thinned and the area will be opened out to provide a high quality amenity
open space, which supports a diversity of wildlife.

These physical improvements will be supported by an intensive programme of education and
awareness raising with local residents to tackle longstanding problems of unauthorised tipping.
The open space to the south of the area will be redefined and designed to incorporate an area
of higher quality open space, overlooked by new housing development.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in two phases: Phase 1 will involve public consultation,
feasibility and design work and should be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013), with Phase
2, the delivery of the physical improvements, taking place over themedium term (2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council in partnership with the Environment Agency, Calico, local
residents and Lead Developer Partners.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/1 Land at Barclay HillsSWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT CS2/1 Lawrence Avenue / Barclay HillsSWBT CS2 Protected Open Spaces

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Griffin Clough / Sweet Clough / Sunny Clough Park
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Site Allocation SWBT CS3/2

Hargher Clough Neighbourhood Park

(Formerly SWB CS3/2)

The South West Burnley and Trinity Neighbourhood Park will be developed on the existing open
space off Harold Street / Venice Street. The new neighbourhood park will be designed in close
consultation with local residents, and will be developed as a priority. The new park will include
a range of uses such as a children's playground, fenced and floodlit ball courts, and a "teenzone"
comprising skate / BMX facilities and a youth shelter. There will also be seating and landscaping
and a level grassed area for ball games and community events. Improved security will include
CCTV coverage.

Part of the area may be developed for high quality new housing, but the site should be designed
as a whole and in a way that maximises opportunities for overlooking open space.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the short term (2010 - 13) and medium term (2014
- 17).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council in consultation with local residents, and Lead Developer
Partners using funding from sources such as the Housing Market Renewal Programme, National
Lottery and developer contributions.)

This proposal is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Mosaic Compass, Hargher Clough Park

Justification

3.5.18 Green spaces play a vital role in the sustainability of neighbourhoods, as they contribute
towards the physical and mental health and well being of local residents, by offering opportunities for
fresh air and exercise, relaxation and quiet enjoyment. Green spaces can also support local wildlife
and help to introduce biodiversity into the daily lives of residents in urban areas.

3.5.19 Sport England has prepared planning guidance on the promotion of urban and building
design which encourages physical activity. Active Design uses three objectives to frame advice on
positive design: improving accessibility; enhancing amenity; and increasing awareness.

3.5.20 In SouthWest Burnley, there are widespread social problems associated with the high levels
of deprivation. The provision of areas of high quality, accessible open space will be an important
part of the regeneration of the neighbourhood, serving the needs of existing residents of all ages, as
well as providing a high quality residential environment to attract new households into the area.
Facilities for young people will provide a particularly valuable resource, as the results of public
consultations have consistently demonstrated that youth boredom and associated high levels of anti
social behaviour are significant issues for local residents.

3.5.21 The proposed neighbourhood park is a priority for early investment. The park will be of a
sufficient scale to attract residents of all ages from across the area and should also contribute towards
tackling community cohesion issues, by providing one central facility in the very heart of the
neighbourhood.
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Evidence Base

PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
CS1

SWBT
CS2

Promotes improved access to shops and
local facilities. Plans should focus
developments that attract large numbers
of people such as retail in existing centres
and reduce need to travel by securing
more sustainable patterns of
development.

PPS1 - Delivering Sustainable Development

SWBT
CS3

The effects of declining environmental
quality should be mitigated through
positive policies on issues such as design,
conservation and the provision of public
space.

SWBT
CS3

Policy EC1: When assessing need for
retail facilities, local planning authorities

PPS4 - Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth

should give additional weight to meeting
qualitative deficiencies in deprived areas
which lack access to a range of services
and facilities. Planning authorities should
assess whether the provision and
distribution of shopping, leisure and local
services allows choice to meet the needs
of the whole community, especially for
those living in deprived areas.

Policy EC3: Local planning authorities
should define the pattern of provision and
hierarchy of centres to meet the needs of
the local catchment.

SWBT
CS2
SWBT
CS3

Open space and sports and recreation
facilities of high quality or of particular
value to the local community should be
protected through appropriate policies in

PPG17 - Planning for Open Space, Sport and
Recreation

plans. This may include small areas of
open space in urban areas that provide
amenity, recreation and play facilities and
areas of opens space that can be used
for formal and informal events.

SWBT
CS2
SWBT
CS3

Includes 3 objectives to frame advice on
positive design: improving accessibility,
enhancing amenity and increasing
awareness.

Active Design - Sport England

SWBT
CS1

SWBT
CS2

Provides an evidence base for the policies
in RSS, now revoked.

Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West

SWBT
CS3
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PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
CS1

SWBT
CS2

SWBT
CS3

Ambition to provide the infrastructure to
deliver a renaissance of Lancashire's
towns, cities and rural areas.

Jobs, homes, shops, leisure facilities and
other services should be within easy
reach.

Aims to ensure that everyone has access
to green open spaces in their local area.

Lancashire Sustainable Community Strategy -
Ambition Lancashire

SWBT
CS2

SWBT
CS3

Identifies specific indicators which will
help to monitor progress made on key
principles, including people from different
backgrounds getting on well together;
young peoples' participation on positive
activities; obesity among primary school
age children in reception year and
improved street and environmental
cleanliness.

Lancashire Local Area Agreement

SWBT
CS2
SWBT
CS3

The borough's well maintained parks,
greenspaces and green routes provide
real health benefits, offering opportunities
for walking, cycling and play.

SP2 - Making the Borough clean, green
and safe. Key interventions include
improving access to high standard parks,
playing fields and other green spaces in
the Borough.

Sustainable Community Strategy - Burnley's Future

SWBT
CS2
SWBT
CS3

PG6 - Seek funding from Elevate and
other sources to provide small
"neighbourhood parks" in SW Burnley to
replace the existing poor quality provision
of play areas and ball courts.

NSN4 - Identify opportunities to link
natural and semi natural; green spaces
into the network of green corridors

.

AGS6 - Based on quality and level of use,
subject to securing funding, improvements
should be prioritised in the following
areas: Melrose Avenue.

Burnley Green Spaces Strategy

SWBT
CS2

SWBT
CS3

The Hargher Clough area is identified as
a priority area of need in terms of play
provision, ranking 14th worst out of 51
named residential areas across the
Borough. TheHargher CloughRecreation
Ground is identified as a neighbourhood
park / play area where development
needs to be progressed as a priority for
improvement

Burnley Play Strategy
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PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
CS1

Provides information about the concerns
of local retailers in the Piccadilly /
Trafalgar area.

Piccadilly and Trafalgar Retail Survey Results,
Burnley Borough Council, March 2007

SWBT
CS1

Provides information about the concerns
of local retailers and businesses in the
South West Burnley area.

South West Burnley Business Survey Results,
Burnley Borough Council, 2007

SWBT
CS1

SWBT
CS2

SWBT
CS3

There will be a good choice of local shops
and services along Accrington Road and
Coal Clough Lane, sustained by a stable
and diverse community.

The area comprises a number of linked,
well integrated, and mixed
neighbourhoods, all enjoying a choice of
good quality residential accommodation,
attractive open spaces and access to
quality employment and training
opportunities on their doorsteps

South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan
Vision

Table 3.6

New Children's Play Area, Hargher Clough Park
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3.6 Sustainable and Inclusive Transport
INTRODUCTION

3.6.1 South West Burnley and Trinity is located on the edge of Burnley with good access to the
motorway network. The area is served by three main roads, Accrington Road, Rossendale Road and
Manchester Road. Manchester Road rail station has an hourly service to Leeds and Blackpool, but
passenger facilities are poor and there is a need for major investment, both in the station itself and
in terms of the rail service, particularly to Manchester. There are two further rail stations just outside
the area at Burnley Barracks and Rosegrove.

3.6.2 There is a frequent bus service to Manchester from bus stops on Manchester Road, and there
are bus services to the town centre from stops on Accrington Road, Rossendale Road, Coal Clough
Lane, Burnham Gate and Trafalgar Street. However, most bus services through the area are poor,
particularly in the evening and at off peak times.

3.6.3 The area has low levels of car ownership and there are barriers to movement across the area
and between neighbourhoods due to the cul-de-sac design of the road network, poor pedestrian and
cyclist provision, and the generally unappealing nature of large, windswept areas of amenity green
space which do little to encourage social interaction and pedestrian activity. The eastern part of the
area around Trinity lies close to the town centre but a number of physical barriers impact on the area's
accessibility such as steep topography, the rail line, the canal, and main roads with busy junctions
and few pedestrian crossings.

Underpass - Cog Lane

3.6.4 There is a need to improve connectivity and accessibility both between the area and other
areas such as the town centre, Weavers' Triangle, other neighbourhoods, and the open countryside,
and between neighbourhoods within the area.
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POLICIES AND SITE ALLOCATIONS

3.6.5 This section includes the Council's spatial policies and site allocations for sustainable and
inclusive transport. Each policy is numbered (SWBT SIT1, SWBT SIT2 etc) and is followed by any
site specific proposals (numbered SWBT SIT 1/1, SWBT SIT1/2 etc), which are also shown on the
Proposals Map, and a reasoned justification. The former policy and proposal numbers from the South
West Burnley and Piccadilly/Trafalgar Preferred Option Area Action Plans are shown in brackets. The
reasoned justification explains why the Council has included a particular policy in the Area Action
Plan.

Public Transport Provision

Policy SWBT SIT1 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To promote good public transport and other transport infrastructure to improve links to Burnley town centre,
regional centres such as Manchester and other employment opportunities
To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and improve access to
employment opportunities
To encourage the provision of a choice of local shops and services within easy reach of communities

Table 3.6.1

Burnley Local Plan

3.6.6 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to protect and enhance public
transport provision and linkages in Policy:

TM9 - Rail and Railway Stations, including TM9/1 Manchester Road Station and TM9/3 Burnley
Barracks Station
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SWBT SIT1: PUBLIC TRANSPORT PROVISION

(Formerly SWB SIT2 and PT SIT2)

The Council will work with Lancashire County Council and public transport operators to
ensure that high quality public transport is provided to support the redevelopment of
South West Burnley and Trinity, including bus and rail services.

Bus routes identified on the Proposals Map will be developed and protected under
Policy TM8 of the "saved" Local Plan.

There will be a range of improvements to the provision of public transport across South
West Burnley and Trinity in order to assist with the sustainable redevelopment of the
neighbourhoods. A Transport Study for the area suggested a number of identified
solutions to improve public transport provision. It is proposed that the followingmeasures
be implemented:

- Bus service enhancements tomeet deficits at evenings andweekends, through provision
of a dedicated bus service from Burnley Bus Station, along Accrington Road and to
Padiham;

- Improved bus penetration within South West Burnley, including increased frequency of
services during evening, peak and weekends and provision of bus gates on roads to
enable through movement on roads that have been stopped up;

- Enhancements to the Burnley BEST network through provision of additional vehicles
to support expansion of local employment opportunities;

- Improvements to public transport infrastructure on Accrington Road including upgrades
to bus stops, raised kerbs, modern pole and flag arrangements with timetable information,
and provision of appropriate shelter and lighting;

- Improved pedestrian and cycle access to RoseGrove Station including crossing facilities,
cycle storage and cycling facilities;

- Improved pedestrian and cycle access to Barracks Station including improvements to
walking and cycling routes from South West Burnley, the station waiting environment,
crossing facilities at Westway and information and signage;

- Improved access to Burnley Bridge by public transport including provision of a dedicated
bus service and upgrades to all bus stops on Accrington Road.

Justification

3.6.7 Providing high quality public transport is essential to achieving the sustainable regeneration
of South West Burnley and Trinity. Development will therefore be expected to encourage bus use
as much as possible for trips to and from external destinations. The neighbourhood has the advantage
of containing existing bus routes, but the area would benefit from an enhanced service, in terms of
frequency and routes and improved links to existing routes within and outside of the area.

Cycling Network

Policy SWBT SIT2 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:
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AAP Objectives
To complement and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To promote good public transport and other transport infrastructure to improve links to Burnley town centre,
regional centres such as Manchester and other employment opportunities
To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and improve access to
employment opportunities
To encourage the provision of a choice of local shops and services within easy reach of communities
To promote healthy lifestyles through the development of opportunities for leisure, recreation and sport

Table 3.6.2

Burnley Local Plan

3.6.8 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to improve cycle routes and
facilities in Policy:

TM7 - Cycling Network

SWBT SIT2: CYCLING NETWORK

(Formerly SWB SIT3 and PT SIT3)

Cycling routes identified on the Proposals Map will be developed and protected under
Policy TM7 of the "saved" Local Plan.

There will be a range of improvements to the cycling network as identified in the Transport
Study for South West Burnley and the Green Routes and Gateways Study for
Piccadilly/Trafalgar. It is proposed that the following measures be implemented:

- Provision of a shared footway / cycleway alongside the southern side of Accrington
Road between Rosegrove Lane and Hameldon Approach;

- Provision of a dedicated cycleway and associated junction improvements on Accrington
Road as an alternative to the existing subways at Cavalry Way;

- Improvements to subway cycle routes including improved lighting, improved signage
of routes, improved drainage of routes, removal of graffiti, and removal of obstructions
and replacement with off road, multi user gate / access control system;

- Provision of a cycle path along Trafalgar Street from Sandygate, with a ramp up to Keppel
Place, and linking into Starkie Street. A linking path to Coal Clough Lane and Accrington
Road will also be created.

Justification

3.6.9 The level of cycling to work in Burnley is the second lowest in Lancashire. This is largely a
reflection of the local topography, but the number of motor vehicles on the roads also deters cycle
use. Improving cycle links between housing areas and services and employment areas is one way
to encourage cycle use.
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3.6.10 Historically, there has been little investment in both on- and off-road cycle-ways or in facilities
such as cycle parking. This has done little to alleviate the stated concern of many potential users
about safety on roads and the lack of secure cycle parking facilities. There have been attempts to
tackle this, such as cycle lanes on Colne and Padiham Roads, and the development of a route along
the canal, and cycle lanes have been incorporated into road junction improvement schemes. However
such measures have given rise to criticisms that improvements are undertaken in an incremental,
rather than an integrated, manner.

3.6.11 The Local Plan’s Strategic Cycle Network is intended to indicate where both public and
private investment should be focused in order to develop an integrated network of routes throughout
the Borough. The introduction of cycle stands, and where appropriate, changing facilities, will be
encouraged wherever feasible.

Green Infrastructure

Policy SWBT SIT3 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West Burnley and
Trinity
To promote good public transport and other transport infrastructure to improve links to Burnley town centre,
regional centres such as Manchester and other employment opportunities
To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and improve access to
employment opportunities
To promote healthy lifestyles through the development of opportunities for leisure, recreation and sport

Table 3.6.3

Burnley Local Plan

3.6.12 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to improve pedestrian and cycle
routes and facilities in Policies:

TM5 - Footpaths and Walking within the Urban Boundary

TM7 - Cycling Network
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SWBT SIT3: GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

(Formerly SWB SIT4, SWB SIT4/1, PT SIT4 and PT SIT4/1)

The Council will improve the safety, convenience and attractiveness of footpaths and
cycle routes across South West Burnley and Trinity. A strategic network of routes will
be established with priority being given to those routes shown on the Proposals Map.

A network of "GreenRoutes" will be developed linking existing and proposed open spaces,
and connecting residential areas to open spaces, Scott Park, the canal and the open
countryside. The Green Routes will also link residential areas to local facilities and public
transport infrastructure. The Routes will be created through environmental enhancements
such as tree planting, landscaping and improvements to existing roads and footpaths for
the benefit of pedestrians and cyclists. Signage and street furniture will be designed in
close consultation with residents and community groups to promote the local identity of
the South West Burnley Green Routes Network. The Green Routes will be landscaped to
encourage biodiversity, and will link into the existing Wildlife Corridors.

The Transport Study for SouthWest Burnley suggested a range of solutions. It is proposed
that the following measures will be implemented:

- Upgrading of Smallshaw Lane (between Gannow Lane and Accrington Road) including
improved lighting, improved signage of routes, improved drainage of routes, removal of
graffiti, and removal of obstructions and replacement with off road, multi user gate /
access control system;

- Upgrading of theWildlife Corridor betweenAccringtonRoad andHarold Avenue including
improved drainage, provision of better lighting and pedestrian facilities (e.g. benches,
litter bins etc) and improvements to visibility along the route;

- Rossendale Road / Coal Clough Lane - provision of measures to reduce speed and
improve pedestrian safety within the context of the Hameldon College development.
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Proposed pedestrian and cycle link improvements - SW Burnley Transport Study
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Site Allocation SWBT SIT3/1

Cog Lane Heritage Route

(Formerly SWB SIT4/2)

The historic character of Cog Lane will be enhanced and strengthened through the sympathetic
improvement of local buildings and townscape features, and through the provision of a high
quality public realm including landscaping and signage to encourage pedestrians and cyclists.

The Transport Study for South West Burnley suggested a range of solutions. It is proposed that
the following measures will be implemented:

Measures to reduce the speed of vehicles approaching the Cog Lane / Coal Clough Lane
junction through provision of uncontrolled pedestrian crossing facilities on northern and
southern arms of the junction, in association with narrowing of traffic lanes.
Improvements to the environment along Cog Lane including removal of graffiti, provision
of litter bins and improvements to the housing environment.

This proposal is ongoing and is planned to be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, HousingMarket Renewal Programme, Road safety scheme
funding.)

This is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/5 Land at Cog LaneSWBT H1 New Housing Development
SWBT H1/3 Land at Hargher Street
SWBT H1/10 Land at Harold Avenue

SWBT ENV1 Historic Environment
SWBT CS3/2 Hargher Clough Neighbourhood ParkSWBT CS3 Development and Open Space

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Cog Lane Heritage Route Mosaics

Justification

3.6.13 Every journey involves an element of walking, including journeys by public transport and the
private car. Improvements to footpaths are therefore essential to facilitate pedestrian movement
around the Borough. Walking is the main mode of transport for journeys under one mile in length,
such as those to local shops and schools. However, even for short distances, the number of pedestrian
journeys is decreasing as motor vehicles are increasingly used.

3.6.14 As a mode of travel, walking is particularly important for those without access to a car. This
includes women, young people, the elderly and those unable to afford a car. Yet pedestrians are often
the most vulnerable highway users due to factors such as poor lighting, speed, noise and pollution
from vehicles and difficulty crossing the road.

3.6.15 Cycling is also increasingly recognised as an important means of low cost, healthy and
sustainable form of transport, and improved provision for cyclists will encourage higher levels of
activity even in hilly areas such as South West Burnley.

3.6.16 In order to improve the attractiveness of walking and cycling as a means of transport, it is
essential that footpaths and cycleways are addressed as a network. The development of Green
Infrastructure offers opportunities to link neighbourhoods together, and to local facilities such as the
town centre, Weavers' Triangle, parks and the canal, and then out to the wider countryside and other
towns.

Manchester Road Station Improvements

Policy SWBT SIT4 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:
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AAP Objectives
To complement and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To revitalise the housing market
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West Burnley and
Trinity
To promote good public transport and other transport infrastructure to improve links to Burnley town centre,
regional centres such as Manchester and other employment opportunities
To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and improve access to
employment opportunities

Table 3.6.4

Burnley Local Plan

3.6.17 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports development which will improve the
quality, attractiveness and safety of stations in Policy:

TM9 - Rail and Railway Stations and TM9/1 Manchester Road Station

SWBT SIT4: MANCHESTER ROAD STATION IMPROVEMENTS

(Formerly PT SIT5, PT SIT5/3, PT SIT5/4)

Development which will improve the quality, attractiveness and safety of Manchester
Road Station will be permitted. Such development may include provision of passenger
facilities, kiosk, a booking office, additional car parking, bus turning area and a taxi rank.

Bus services linking the station to the town centre and other neighbourhoods will be
improved, to encourage transport to the station by means other than the private car.

Pedestrian and cycle access from the Piccadilly/Trafalgar area and Manchester Road
station, through the Weavers' Triangle and to the town centre, will be improved through
environmental enhancements and traffic management.
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Site Allocation SWBT SIT4/1

Manchester Road Station

(Formerly PT SIT5/1)

Funding will be sought to comprehensively redevelop Manchester Road station in order to provide
a high quality rail passenger facility. Several sites have been defined on the Proposals Map to
indicate potential opportunities for possible development, as part of the new station proposals.

The former station buildings and associated neighbouring sites will be redeveloped to meet the
current operational requirements and passenger needs. These can be summarised as:

A single Disability Discrimination Act compliant ticket window
Self sufficient rear office for Transport Operating Company staff to service the ticket window
A small indoor waiting area for passengers
A small covered area on the platform to shelter passengers using the westbound and
eastbound platforms
A more substantial car parking area, cycle storage, taxi rank and "pick up / drop off" area
A new pedestrian footbridge and Disability Discrimination Act compliant lift.

A development brief will be prepared for this area to provide more detail and support a potential
Compulsory Purchase Order.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013) and medium term
(2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, Lancashire County Council, Network Rail, Northern Rail,
North West Development Agency, Department for Transport)

This is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV4/5 Rail Line EmbankmentSWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT ENV5/1 Manchester Road and Trafalgar Street
areas

SWBT ENV5 Gateways

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Manchester Road Station

Site Allocation SWBT SIT4/2

Direct Rail Link to Manchester

(Formerly PT SIT5/2)

The Council will support and promote the creation of a direct rail link to Manchester Victoria
station through the re-instatement of a short section of decommissioned track in Todmorden,
West Yorkshire (the "Todmorden East Curve"). This will provide a journey time from Burnley to
Manchester city centre of between 44 and 48 minutes.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the short term (2010 - 2013) and medium term
(2014 - 2017).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, Lancashire County Council, Department for Transport, North
West Development Agency, Network Rail, Northern Rail)

This is linked to:

Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT ENV4/5 Rail Line EmbankmentSWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements
SWBT ENV5/1 Manchester Road and Trafalgar Street
areas

SWBT ENV5 Gateways

SWBT SIT3 Green Infrastructure
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Train pulling into Manchester Road Station

Justification

3.6.18 Burnley is served by two principal railway stations, Burnley Central and Burnley Manchester
Road, located on opposite sides of the town centre. Other stations are located at Hapton, Rose Grove
and Burnley Barracks. Local topography means that the lines through the borough diverge at Gannow
Junction, about half a mile west of the town centre. This makes integration of rail services within the
town, and with other modes of transport, difficult.

3.6.19 Manchester Road station is not located within the defined town centre boundary, but is on
a major route into the town centre. Served by limited stop “Transpennine Express” services between
Blackpool North / Preston and Leeds / York, it has increasingly become perceived as the main station
in Burnley. The station facilities are, however, sparse with no booking office and an extremely small
car park which is usually full. Proposals to re-instate a direct rail service to Manchester Victoria are
at an advanced stage and Burnley Manchester Road will be the main station for this service.
Pedestrian, bus and taxi links to the town centre also require enhancement.

3.6.20 The Lancashire Local Transport Plan 2 proposed the preparation of a bid to the then Strategic
Rail Authority to provide a booking office, possibly utilising the former station building which is in
private ownership. Burnley Borough Council is committed to working to acquire land and buildings
for this purpose. The Burnley Local Plan allocates land in the vicinity of the station for increased car
parking and bus/taxi facilities. This also supported proposals in the East Lancashire Rapid Transit
Pre-Feasibility Study for the X43 bus service to call at the station, which have since been implemented.

3.6.21 Proposals to improve the station facilities at Manchester Road are closely interrelated with
the need to improve rail services linking Burnley to other centres. Burnley currently has no direct rail
service to Manchester via Todmorden and Rochdale. Possible re-instatement of the “Todmorden
East Curve” is being investigated by Network Rail to provide a new service with a journey time from
Burnley to Manchester Victoria Station of between 44 and 48 minutes. Further feasibility work is
ongoing to consider the engineering options and cost implications of the proposal and a decision is
likely to be made in 2010, with a view to undertaking the work by 2014.
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3.6.22 The proposals for new station facilities and a direct rail connection to Manchester have been
included in the Multi Area Agreement as a priority for action, and resources from the North West
Development Agency have been allocated to take forward the proposals for new station facilities,
subject to the outcome of the feasibility studies on the re-instatement of the Todmorden East Curve.

Highway Improvements

Policy SWBT SIT5 aims to achieve the following objectives which can be found in Chapter 2.4:

AAP Objectives
To complement and be complementary to, regeneration activity in the wider area
To create a safe, secure, welcoming and healthy local environment for all
To develop sustainable neighbourhoods that will support basic amenities and services
To secure development that meets the principles of good urban design and that helps to create a sense
of place whilst protecting and enhancing the historic heritage and character of South West Burnley and
Trinity
To promote good public transport and other transport infrastructure to improve links to Burnley town centre,
regional centres such as Manchester and other employment opportunities
To foster economic growth within a more diverse and modern local economy and improve access to
employment opportunities
To encourage the provision of a choice of local shops and services within easy reach of communities

Table 3.6.5

Burnley Local Plan

3.6.23 The Burnley Local Plan, adopted in 2006, supports the need to improve the highways network
in Policy:

TM2 - Transport Assessments (TAs) whereby developers will be expected to provide or contribute
to on- or off-site improvements necessary to accommodate the proposed development

SWBT SIT5: HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS

(Formerly SWB SIT5)

The Council will improve the safety, convenience and attractiveness of highways and
infrastructure in South West Burnley and Trinity with priority being given to those routes
shown on the Proposals Map.
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Site Allocation SWBT SIT5/1

Accrington Road Area Highway Improvements

(Formerly SWB SIT5/1)

Consideration will be given to improving traffic management on the approach from Accrington
Road to the roundabout at the junction of Cavalry Way, Westway, Barracks Road and Hameldon
Approach, in order to improve the environment for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists.

The Transport Study for South West Burnley suggested a range of solutions. It is proposed that
the following measures will be implemented:

- Investigation into improvements at M65 Junction 10 including partial signalisation of the
roundabout at Junction 10 to regulate the flow of traffic from the eastbound off-slip and enable
safe egress from Padiham Road and provision of right turn on to the westbound carriageway of
M65;

- Investigation into the creation of "Access only" to the section of Accrington Road between Perth
Street and Burnham Gate together with surface treatment and public realm improvements on
Accrington Road, reducing its attractiveness as a through route to Tay Street for traffic and
promoting it as an off road cycle route;

- Junction treatment at the Accrington Road / Cog Lane junction, including measures to reduce
the width of the current arrangement and improve crossing opportunities for pedestrians and
cyclists;

- Westway / Trafalgar Street - provision of pedestrian and cyclist crossing facilities to reflect the
identified north-south / east-west routes for walking and cycling;

- Shared surface treatment on Accrington Road between Perth Street and Burnham Gate to
reduce vehicle speeds and rat running from Burnham Gate via Elmwood Street, Athol Street
North, and Nairne Street and the creation of formalised drop-off and collection bays for Taywood
Nursery. Downgrading of the roundabout at Accrington Road / Burnham Gate junction to a
priority junction.

- Widening of footways along Accrington Road together with provision of dropped kerbs, tactile
surfaces and colour contrast;

- Provision of additional crossing facilities along Accrington Road at junctions reflecting the Green
Routes along Smallshaw Lane and Cog Lane;

- Improvements to Accrington Road / Rossendale Road / Rosegrove Lane junction including
removal of right turn lane on southern approach to junction / 2 lane approach from Accrington
Road west on to Rossendale Road and provision of pedestrian crossing facilities on the southern
arm of the junction.

This proposal is planned to be delivered in the medium term (2014 - 2017) and longer term
(2018 - 2021).

(Delivery: Burnley Borough Council, Lancashire County Council, Lead Developer Partners,
Sustrans, Highways Agency, LTP3, Road Safety / Accident Scheme Funding.)

This is linked to:
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Site AllocationsPolicies
SWBT H1/1 Land at Barclay Hills

SWBT H1/3 Land at Hargher Street

SWBT H1/5 Land at Cog Lane

SWBT H1/6 Land at Accrington Road

SWBT H1/7 Land at Duckett Street

SWBT H1/9 Land at Clough Street

SWBT H1 New Housing Development

SWBT EW2/1 Smallshaw and Chestnut Business ParksSWBT EW2 Existing Employment Land
SWBT ENV4/3 149-181 Accrington RoadSWBT ENV4 Environmental Improvements

SWBT ENV5 Gateways
SWBT CS1/1 Accrington RoadSWBT CS1 District and Local Centres

Junction - Accrington Road / Cog Lane

Justification

3.6.24 Different transport modes have varying impacts on the environment. The private car has
brought benefits to many people and greatly increased choice of workplace, shopping and leisure
destinations. However, high levels of car usage are at the cost of increased congestion, pollution and
road accidents. In addition, the location of development that is difficult to access by modes other than
the car, together with designs and layouts which neglect other forms of transport has exacerbated
problems of social exclusion.

3.6.25 The purpose of these proposals is to enhance the quality of the local environment as an
integral part of the regeneration of the area.
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3.6.26 Although South West Burnley and Trinity traditionally have had low levels of car ownership,
this is likely to change as a result of the proposed scale of new development and changes in tenure
mix, as there are likely to be more owner occupiers and households with access to one or more cars.
The Accrington Road roundabout area already suffers from congestion and backing up of vehicles
to the District Centre, and this has a negative impact on the physical environment. Improved traffic
management could assist with reducing congestion in this area and should help to tackle issues such
as local air quality, fumes, noise and dust from passing vehicles.
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Evidence Base

PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

Promotes improved access to shops and
local facilities. Supports the need to provide
sustainable transport modes.

Plans should include clear, comprehensive
and inclusive access policies. They should
encourage accessible public transport

PPS1 - Delivering Sustainable Development

SWBT
SIT3provision, reduced energy use and

emissions and contribute towards tackling
the potential impacts of climate change SWBT

SIT4

SWBT
SIT5

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

Supports the need for development plans
to:

- identify key routes for bus improvements
and priority measures,

PPG13 - Transport

SWBT
SIT3

- identify proposals for improving rail
travel;and

SWBT
SIT4

- identify the potential for improved
interchange between different transport
services.

SWBT
SIT5Plans should include any policies which are

directly related to the management of traffic.

Supports the encouragement and
development of walking and cycling.

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

Includes 5 broad transport goals:

- to support economic growth

- to reduce transport emissions of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases, with
the desired outcome of tackling climate
change

Dept for Transport - Delivering a Sustainable
Transport Strategy DaSTS

SWBT
SIT3

- to contribute to better safety, security and
health

SWBT
SIT4

- to promote greater equality of opportunity SWBT
SIT5

- to improve quality of life and promote a
healthy natural environment.
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PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

SWBT
SIT3

SWBT
SIT4

SWBT
SIT5

Provides an evidence base for the policies
in RSS, now revoked.

Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

SWBT
SIT3

SWBT
SIT4

SWBT
SIT5

Identifies public transport, walking and
cycling development as important
programmes for Burnley, particularly in HMR
areas.

Safer roads are a priority in HMR areas and
neighbourhood improvements will reduce
traffic speeds and make travel safer for
pedestrians and cyclists.

The reinstatement of the Todmorden East
Curve in association with WYPTE and
GMPTE is identified as 1 of 2 schemes not
considered to be sufficiently developed to
form part of LTP2 .

Lancashire Local Transport Plan 2

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

SWBT
SIT3

SWBT
SIT4

SWBT
SIT5

Ambition to provide the infrastructure to
deliver a renaissance of Lancashire's towns,
cities and rural areas.

Supports the need to have a highly effective
and efficient transport system, including the
reduction of barriers to public transport and
increasing active travel, including walking
and cycling

Lancashire Sustainable Community Strategy -
Ambition Lancashire

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

SWBT
SIT3

SWBT
SIT4

SWBT
SIT5

Identifies specific indicators which will help
to monitor progress on key principles,
including per capita CO2 emissions, obesity
among primary school age children in
Reception Year; and healthy life expectancy
at age 65.

Lancashire Local Area Agreement
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PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
SIT4
SWBT
SIT5

Government Action 5 - Secure DFT
/Network Rail funding to reinstate a Direct
Rail Route from Manchester to Burnley and
Accrington via Todmorden (Todmorden
Curve).

Pennine Lancashire Multi Area Agreement (MAA)

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

SWBT
SIT3

SWBT
SIT4

SWBT
SIT5

Vision: After years of lobbying, there will be
improved east-west and north-south rail
links, with direct connections to Manchester
city centre and Manchester Airport. Local
rail stations will have been improved and
integrated into the public transport
infrastructure. Within the Borough, rising
affluence will increase car use but this will
be checked by improvements in local public
transport, including services to business
hubs. Quality public transport services will
provide popular alternatives to private
transport, as will improved cycling facilities.

Strategic Priority 2 - Making the whole
Borough clean, green and safe.

Prosperity: 3 year delivery pledge:

We will have improved Burnley's image and
connectivity by improving Manchester Road
station and getting sign off for the
Todmorden Curve from Network Rail.

Sustainable Community Strategy - Burnley's Future

SWBT
SIT3
SWBT
SIT5

GC1 Improve the management of green
routes through provision of signs, bins,
seats, enforcement of dog fouling and
littering.

GC2 - Use green corridors to enhance
access to green space.

GC3 - Progress opportunities and attempt
to secure external funding to create new
green corridor routes.

Burnley Green Spaces Strategy

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

SWBT
SIT4

SWBT
SIT5

The area comprises a number of linked, well
integrated, and mixed neighbourhoods, all
enjoying ... access to quality employment
and training opportunities.

Residents enjoy good pedestrian and cycle
access to Burnley town centre. Manchester
Road station has been developed to provide
high quality passenger facilities and a direct
rail link to Manchester city centre.

South West Burnley and Trinity Area Action Plan
Vision
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PoliciesLinks with the PoliciesPolicy / Strategy

SWBT
SIT1

SWBT
SIT2

SWBT
SIT3

SWBT
SIT5

Includes proposals for improvements to
public transport provision and for improving
the environment around Accrington Road,
and proposals for improving the cycling
network.

Includes proposals for improving the Green
Routes and Heritage Route in South West
Burnley.

South West Burnley Area Action Plan Transport
Evidence Base Report, JMP Consultants Ltd, 2010

SWBT
SIT4

Feasibility study into direct rail connections
between Burnley and Manchester.

Manchester Direct Railway Scheme Report, Colin
Buchanan & Partners Ltd, 2008

SWBT
SIT4

Design and feasibility study into station
improvements at Manchester Road Station.

Burnley Stations Feasibility Study, Brock Carmichael
Architects, Jan 2007

SWBT
SIT4

Feasibility study into the Todmorden Curve
and possible direct rail connection between
Burnley and Manchester.

The Caldervale Line Study, Faber Maunsell, 2007

SWBT
SIT2

Includes proposals for improvements to the
cycle network in Piccadilly/Trafalgar.

Piccadilly/Trafalgar Green Routes and Gateways
Study 2009

Table 3.7

SW Burnley Strategic Public Transport and Cycle Network - SW Burnley Transport Study
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Delivery Strategy
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4 Delivery Strategy
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 A key focus of Area Action Plans is implementation (PPS12). Delivery of the proposals in
this AAP is a key consideration and their development, in discussion with partners and others, has
been based on the need to balance what is deliverable with what might be desirable. It is ambitious
but realistic in terms of what might be achieved and not overly cautious.

4.1.2 The AAP sets out a framework for co-ordinated intervention and development within which
there is flexibility to accommodate changes in circumstances in a way that still meets the vision and
aspirations of the plan over the plan period. It will be part of the borough's statutory planning framework
and form the basis for project co-ordination between the Council and its various partners and it will
help to guide investment by identifying a range of development / redevelopment / improvement
opportunities. It will help to give certainty to investors about the types of proposals that would be
permitted and when they are considered likely to come forward. It also identifies improvements that
will be largely funded by the public sector.

4.1.3 This section sets out how the Council envisages progression from the vision set out in the
AAP to the delivery of projects on the ground.

4.2 Implementation and Delivery
4.2.1 Delivery of the AAP will require the involvement of a range of public, private and voluntary
sector partners and stakeholders. The Council is committed to enabling and co-ordinating the
regeneration programme, including early negotiation with land owners and others with an interest in
the area. Although the community and others have been involved in the development of the Area
Action Plan, there should be further community involvement in schemes as they are being developed.
The Council's Statement of Community Involvement provides some guidance about this and creative
community engagement is encouraged.

4.2.2 Delivery within the former South West Burnley AAP area will be assisted by the involvement
of a committed developer partner, Keepmoat plc, which has a track record of delivering housing
market renewal regeneration programmes. The Overarching Development Agreement sets out the
terms for this partnership working. At the same time, the Council is working in partnership with a
Lead Registered Social Landlord (RSL), Harvest Housing Group, in this area.

4.2.3 The Area Action Plan will provide the basis for land assembly. It is envisaged that the public
sector will take the lead on this and that, although the Council's approach will be to acquire land and
property through negotiation, it might be necessary to use compulsory purchase powers. The Area
Action Plan, linked to a more detailed CPO programme, the Burnley Housing Regeneration Strategy,
provides a robust planning framework to support this.

4.2.4 It is important that local communities are sustained through the regeneration process, and,
for this reason, the Council will support existing residents through phased delivery of the AAP.
Furthermore, opportunities to secure local labour should be taken so that investment in the area
benefits the local economy.

4.3 Phasing
4.3.1 Proposed development is identified on the Area Action Plan Proposals Map. The phasing of
this is set out in the table below (Table 4.1). However, it must be borne in mind that the regeneration
of South West Burnley and Trinity is complex and is likely to take over ten years to implement. The
phasing strategy sets a broad direction with flexibility to respond to changes in circumstances over
the plan period.
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4.3.2 It is based on a number of factors, including the likely availability of public sector funding for
interventions, assumptions about the housing market over future years, and the need to manage the
release of development sites in a way that will deliver the successful regeneration, not only of South
West Burnley, but also the other areas of Burnley where the housing market does not function normally.
The indicative clearance programme has been drawn up on the basis that in the period up to 2021
approximately £6 million a year will be made available across the 3 Burnley AAP areas (Burnley
Wood/Healey Wood, Daneshouse/Duke Bar/Stoneyholme and South West Burnley and Trinity) for
this purpose. The underlying principle is that early projects should set the standard, thereby creating
investor and community confidence and establishing clear benchmarks for design quality.

Housing, Population and Local Neighbourhoods

Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Long Term

2018 - 2021Predominantly
infill
development on

Housing Market Renewal

Homes and Communities
Agency

Development Brief

Planning Applications

Burnley Borough
Council

Calico

SWBT H1/1
Barclay Hills

previouslyRSLsKeepmoat
cleared sites
with noPrivate SectorHarvest
additional
clearance
proposed

Build Costs:

Open Market:
£10,395,186

Intermediate
Affordable
Housing:
£971,072

Medium - Long
Term

2013-2021

Acquisition &
Clearance:

Approximately
£3,347,000

Housing Market Renewal

Homes & Communities
Agency

Planning Application
Compulsory Purchase Order
(CPO)

Burnley Borough
Council

Keepmoat

SWBT H1/2
Florence
Avenue

KeepmoatHarvest Housing Demolition -
2013-2015Remediation:

£99,750Harvest HousingCalico
Redevelopment
- 2018-2021Build costs:Private Sector

Open Market:
£4,278,950

Intermediate
Affordable
Housing:

£530,104

Short Term

2010-2013

Acquisitions and
clearance:
£592,308

Remediation:
£339,500

Housing Market Renewal
Homes & Communities
Agency

Development Brief

Planning Application

Compulsory Purchase Order
(CPO)

Burnley Borough
Council

Keepmoat

Harvest

SWBT H1/3
Hargher
Street

Medium Term

2014- 2017
Build Costs:

Demolition -
2011-2012Open Market:

£6,537, 838
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Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Redevelopment
- 2014-2017

Intermediate

Affordable
Housing:

£389,159

Social Rent:
£386,685

Short - Medium
Term

2010-2017

Clearance &
Site
Remediation

C. £978,500

Private SectorRelocation of Gardners

Planning Application

Potential Compuslory
Purchase Order (CPO) to
support site assembly if
necessary

Burnley Borough
Council

Private Sector

NWDA

SWBT H1/4
Gardners

Demolition -
Dependent on
relocation
intentions of
Gardners

Build Costs:

Open Market:
£5,435,826

Redevelopment
- Dependent on
relocation
intentions of
Gardners

Intermediate
Affordable:
£632,688

Short to
Medium Term

2010-2013

Acquisitions and
clearance:£730,769

Remediation:
£42,750

Housing Market Renewal

Homes and Communities
Agency

Development Brief

Planning Applications

Compulsory Purchase Order
(CPO)

Burnley Borough
Council

Keepmoat

Harvest

SWBT H1/5

Cog Lane /
Clough
Street /
Burdett
Street

Demolition -
2011Build Costs:

Redevelopment
- 2012-2015

Open Market:
£2,097,974

Intermediate
Affordable:
£77,703

Social Rented:
£71,834

Short to
medium term

2010-2017

Acquisitions and
clearance:
£76,923

Remediation:
£71,250

Housing Market Renewal

Homes and Communities
Agency

Planning Application
Compulsory Purchase Order
(CPO)

Burnley Borough
Council
Keepmoat
Harvest

SWBT H1/6
Accrington
Road

Demolition -
2012-2013

Build Costs:
Redevelopment
- 2015-2017Open Market:

£1,561,402

Short - Medium
Term
2010-2017

Demolition -
2011

Acquisitions and
clearance:

£269,231

Remediation:
£121,250

Housing Market RenewalCompulsory Purchase Order
(CPO) (Housing)
Planning Application

Burnley Borough
Council

Keepmoat

Harvest

SWBT H1/7
Duckett
Street

Redevelopment
- 2014-2017Build costs:
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Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Open Market
£601,390

Medium - Long
Term
2013-2021

Redevelopment
2013-2021

(Infill
development
only - No
acquisitions or
clearance
proposed)

Build Costs:

Housing Market RenewalPlanning ApplicationBurnley Borough
Council

Keepmoat

Harvest

SWBT H1/8
Melrose
Avenue /
Kinross
Street /
Airdrie
Crescent

Open Market:
£4,229,442

Intermediate
affordable:

£469, 938

Short, Medium
and Long term
2010-2021

Dependent
upon relocation
plans of local
businesses

Build costs
could include
refurbishment
and/ or
redevelopment

Housing Market Renewal/
Private Sector

Burnley Borough Council's
Strategic Acquisitions
Programme
Planning Application

Burnley Borough
Council

Keepmoat

Harvest

SWBT H1/9
Clough
Street

Medium - Long
term 2013-2021

Redevelopment
2013-2021

Possible
remediation
costs

Build Costs:

None - site cleared and in
Burnley Borough Council
ownership

Planning ApplicationBurnley Borough
Council

Keepmoat

Harvest

SWBTH1/10
Former AIT
Car Park

Open Market:
£2,819,682

Social Rented:

£287,336

Long term
2018-2021

Property
Acquisitions in
2010 and
2016/17

Acquisitions &
Clearance;
£2,733,000

Remediation:
£363,750

Housing Market Renewal/
Housing Capital Grant/
HCA investment

Compulsory Purchase Order
Planning Application

Burnley Borough
Council, Private
Sector, RSLs

SWBT
H1/11-
Austin Street,
Raglan
Road,
Piccadilly
Road

Build Costs:
Demolition 2011
& 2018Open Market:

£2,349,690
Redevelopment
2018-2021Social Rented:

£287,336

Medium term
2014- 2017

Acquisition
2012

Acquisitions &
Clearance:
£560,000

Remediation:
£97,000

Housing Market Renewal/
Housing Capital Grant/
HCA investment

Compulsory Purchase Order

Planning Application

Burnley Borough
Council, Private
Sector, RSLs

SWBT
H1/12-
Raglan Road

Demolition 2012
Build Costs:
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Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Redevelopment
2013-2017

Open Market:
£217,000

Short, Medium
and Long term

2010-2021

£0

(nil additional
costs for
targeted multi
agency actions)

Existing Burnley Borough
Council and other agency
budgets

Selective Landlord Licensing
Area

Advice on Home Energy
Efficiency grants etc

Burnley Borough
Council

SWBT
TAI1/1

Acquisition &
Clearance
2012-2013£829,000

acquisitions and
clearance for
Athol Street
North Block

Targeted multi agency action
on environmental problems,
anti social behaviour etc

Neighbourhood Investment
Plan

Initiatives all
ongoing.

Economy and Work

Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Short -
Medium term
2010 -2017

Site
Remediation:
£450,000

Private sectorPlanning Application and gap
funding support

Private sector with the
support of Burnley
Borough Council and
PLACE

SWBT
EW1/1
Brush Street

Site Clearance
Costs:

£200,000

Indicative Build
Costs:£11,141,870
for smaller
flexible units

Short, Medium
and Long term
2010-2021

£0Planning application feesDevelopment Control processBurnley Borough CouncilSWBT
EW2/1
Smallshaw
andChestnut
Business
Parks

The Environment and Sustainable Development

Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Medium term
2014-2017

£10,000Existing Burnley Borough
Council budgets

Local Development
Framework

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBT
ENV1/1
Palatine Development Control
Square
Conservation
Area

Ongoing -
Short term
2010-2013

£92,038Various and ongoing
including Community
Spaces, Lancashire

Development of a range of
individual environmental
improvement projects through

Sure Start South West
Burnley, Taywood
Nursery School, Howard

SWBT
ENV4/1
Tay Street

County Council Smallconsultation with localStreet Community Health
Centre,
Lancashire County
Council and Action
Factory Community Arts

Sites capital programme,
Arts Council Grants for the
Arts, Lancashire County
Council Arts Unit.

residents and children,
supported by artists Action
Factory.
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Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Short term
2010-2013

Approximately
£5,000 -
£10,000
Depending on
final scheme

Housing Market Renewal

Environmental improvement
programme

Burnley Borough Council
working with Pennine
Lancashire Community
Farm

SWBT
ENV4/2
Tennyson
Street

Community consultation and
involvement to develop
project

Planning application

Medium term
2014-2017

Approximately
£200,000

Homes and Communities
Agency

Shop front schemeBurnley Borough CouncilSWBT
ENV4/3
149 - 181
Accrington
Road

Medium term
2014-2017

£10,000Existing Burnley Borough
Council budgets

Developer contributions

Green Spaces Strategy
Environmental Improvement
programme

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBT
ENV4/4
Back Grant
Street

Housing Market Renewal

Short term
2010- 2013

£10,000Housing Market RenewalEnvironmental improvement
programme

Burnley Borough Council
Network Rail

SWBT
ENV4/5
Rail Line
Embankment

Short term
2010-2013)

Approximately
£5,000 -
£10,000

Depending on
final scheme

Housing Market RenewalEnvironmental improvement
programme

Community consultation and
involvement to develop
project

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBT
ENV6/1
Duckett
Street /
Southey
Street

Planning application

Short and
medium term
2010-2017

Approximately
£5,000 -
£10,000

Depending on
final scheme

Housing Market RenewalEnvironmental improvement
programme

Community consultation and
involvement to develop
project

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBT
ENV6/2
Melrose
Avenue /
Kinross
Street /
Aidrie
Crescent Planning application

Short and
medium term
2010-2017

£10,000Housing Market RenewalEnvironmental Improvement
Programme

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBT
ENV6/3
Austin Street

Short and
medium term
2010-2017

£25,000Housing Market RenewalEnvironmental Improvement
Programme

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBT ENV
6/4
Rear of
Piccadilly
Road

Community Services

Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Planning application feesDevelopment Control processBurnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS1/1
Accrington
Road
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Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Short, medium
and long term
2010- 2021

£0Planning application feesDevelopment Control processBurnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS1/2
Coal Clough
Lane

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Planning application feesDevelopment Control processBurnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS1/3
Former Kwik
Save Site,
Accrington
Road / Cog
Lane

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/1
Lawrence
Avenue /
Barclay Hills

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/2
Harold
Avenue play
area

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/3
Cherry Fold
playing field

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/4
Chicken Hill

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/5
Tay Street
play area

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/6
Wilfield
Street

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/7
Starkie
Street

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/8
Holy Trinity
Church of
England
Primary
School
Playing
Fields

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS2/9
Piccadilly
Gardens

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

£0Existing maintenance
budgets

Green Space Strategy and
Development Control
Process

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBT
CS2/10
Vanguard
Community
Park

Short -
medium term
2010-2017

£31,487Housing Market Renewal

Developer contributions

Environmental improvement
programme

Community consultation and
involvement to develop
project

Burnley Borough Council

Environment Agency

Calico

SWBTCS3/1
Griffin
Clough /
Sweet
Clough /
Sunny
Clough Park

Planning application

Short -
medium term
2010-2017)

Approximately

£250,000

Housing Market Renewal

Developer contributions

Environmental improvement
programme

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBTCS3/2
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Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Hargher
Clough
Neighbourhood
Park

Sustainable and Inclusive Transport

Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

Total Unknown
at this stage -
further detailed

LTP3
Operational budgets

LTP3Lancashire County
Council

Burnley Borough Council

SWBT SIT1
Public
transport
Provision feasibility

required. (LCC
estimates thatPublic transport

operators increases in bus
frequency in
region of
£50,000 pa.)

Rose Grove
Stn: £100,000

Short, medium
and long term
2010-2021

Total Unknown
at this stage -
further detailed
feasibility
required

LTP3

Sustrans

Safe Routes to School

LTP3Lancashire County
Council
Burnley Borough Council

SWBT SIT2
Cycling
Network

Accrington Rd:
£290,000

Smallshaw
Lane: £365,000

Kepple
Pl-Sandygate:
£130,000

Short, term
2010-2013

Improvements
to subway,

Housing Market Renewal

Road safety scheme
funding

Continuation of Heritage
Route project (ongoing)

Burnley Borough CouncilSWBT
SIT3/1
Cog Lane
Heritage
Route

toucan
crossing,
£170,000

Developer contributions

Short -
medium term
2010-2017

£2,298,200

(Option M1
Burnley Stations
feasibility study
Jan 2007)

Multi Area Agreement
North West Development
Agency

Development Brief

Compulsory Purchase Order
(CPO)

Planning Application

Burnley Borough
Council, Lancashire
County Council, Network
Rail, Northern Rail, North
West Development
Agency, Dept for
Transport

SWBT
SIT4/1
Manchester
Road Station

Crossing
improvements:

£100,000

Short -
medium term
2010-2017

£4,050,000
(Manchester
Direct Railway
SchemeReport,

Burnley Borough Council

Lancashire County
Council

Network Rail Lancashire and
Cumbria Rail Utilisation Study
Network Rail Discretionary
Fund

Network RailSWBT
SIT4/2
Direct Rail
Link to
Manchester Colin

Buchanan,
March 08)

Network Rail
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Phasing
Timescale

Associated
Costs

Delivery FundingDelivery MechanismDelivery AgencyAAP
Proposal

Medium and
Long term
2014-2021

Cycle / footway,
mini roundabout
crossing, toucan

Highways Agency

Housing Market Renewal

LTP3

Burnley Cycling Strategy

Burnley Borough Council
Lancashire County
Council

SWBT
SIT5/1
Accrington
Road
Highway
Improvements

crossings:
£290,000LTP3 funding

Developer contributions

Road safety / accident
scheme funding

2021202020192018201720162015201420132012201120102009AAP Proposals

SWB H1/1 Barclay Hills

SWB H1/2 Florence Avenue

SWB H1/3 Hargher Street

SWB H1/4 Gardners

SWBH1/5 Cog Lane / Clough Street
/ Burdett Street

SWB H1/6 Accrington Road

SWB H1/7 Duckett Street

SWBH1/8 Melrose Avenue / Kinross
Street / Airdrie Crescent

SWB H1/9 Clough Street

SWB H1/10 Former AIT Car Park

SWB H1/11 Austin Street, Raglan
Road, Piccadilly Road

SWBT H1/12- Raglan Road

SWB TAI1/1 Selective Landlord
Licensing Area

SWBT EW1/1 Brush Street

SWBT EW2/1 Smallshaw and
Chestnut Business Parks

SWBT ENV2/1 Palatine Square
Conservation Area

SWBT ENV4/1 Tay Street

SWBT ENV4/2 Tennyson Street

SWBT ENV4/3 149 - 181 Accrington
Road

SWBT ENV4/4 Bank Grant Street

SWBT ENV4/5 Rail Line
Embankment

SWBT ENV6/1 Duckett Street /
Southey Street

SWBT ENV6/2 Melrose Avenue /
Kinross Street / Aidrie Crescent

SWBT ENV6/3 Austin Street
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2021202020192018201720162015201420132012201120102009AAP Proposals

SWBT ENV6/4 Rear of Piccadilly
Road

SWBT CS1/1 Accrington Road

SWBT CS1/2 Coal Clough Lane

SWBT CS1/3 Former Kwik Save
Site, Accrington Road / Cog Lane

SWBT CS2/1 Lawrence Avenue /
Barclay Hills

SWBT CS2/2 Harold Avenue play
area

SWBCS2/3 Cherry Fold playing field

SWBT CS2/4 Chicken Hill

SWBT CS2/5 Tay Street play area

SWBT CS2/6 Wilfield Street

SWBT CS2/7 Starkie Street

SWBT CS2/8 Holy Trinity Primary
School Playing Fields

SWBT CS2/9 Piccadilly Gardens

SWBTCS2/10 Vanguard Community
Park

SWBT CS3/1 Griffin Clough / Sweet
Clough / Sunny Clough Park

SWBT CS3/2 Hargher Clough
Neighbourhood Park

SWBT SIT1 Public Transport
Provision

SWBT SIT2 Cycling Network

SWTB SIT3/1 Cog Lane Heritage
Route

SWBT SIT4/1 Manchester Road
Station

SWBT SIT4/2 Direct Rail Link to
Manchester

SWB SIT5/1 Accrington Road
Highway Improvements

Table 4.1 Phasing Summary

Key

CPO and Site Assembly

Development and Implementation

Indicative development timescales for
housing opportunity sites

Table 4.2

In summary, the rationale behind the phasing is to:
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Focus on the completion of the housing development to the north of Accrington Road, including
the completion of land assembly for housing, further facelifting of properties around the new
housing site and improving the frontage commercial properties on the Accrington Road gateway;

In parallel, complete clearance to the south of Accrington Road and consultation with the
community and other stakeholders on a suitable interim use for the site pending its
redevelopment. Continue the programme of public realm improvements in the area.

Proposals for improvements to public transport, walking, cycling and the highway network will
be taken forward in tandem with with proposed new housing development to ensure that
sustainability is built into the fabric of the neighbourhood's regeneration and renewal.

Council officers from Planning and Environment, Economic Regeneration and Business Support
and Property Consultancy will continue to work with private landowners and developers to assist
in bringing forward their sites for development, including investigating additional sources of
funding to support development.

Complementary work will be undertaken to implement the Neighbourhood Management Plan.

4.3.3 The phasing shown is based on the assumptions that the housing market will stabilise and
start to become more buoyant in the period up to 2011, and that the Council will continue to receive
central Government funding (though at significantly reduced levels from the amounts received 2004-
2010) to finance housing regeneration work.

4.4 Funding and Delivery Strategy
'Area Action Plans will need to be realistic in terms of implementation but this should not result in an
overly cautious approach. Area Action Plans should aim high, identifying the mechanisms needed
and options for delivery.' (ODPM, 2004)

This Area Action Plan identifies the interventions that the Council considers are required to support
the regeneration of South West Burnley and Trinity. An assessment has been undertaken in relation
to the likely funding and deliverability of the proposals and, where relevant, this is included in the
written justification. In general terms, the estimated expenditure and income is set out in the following
table:

Committed
2010-11

Expenditure

£2,194,290£9,385,926Site assembly / acquisitions/ demolition

£900,188£2,113,750Residential Site remediation

£629,776£854,776Environmental improvement (including facelifting improvement not proposed in the AAP, but
carried out as part of gateway enhancements or TAI improvement)

£162,038Public realm improvements

£33,333£281,487Public open space and other green infrastructure

£7,843,200Transport Improvements

£4,780,000£45,304,380New Build construction - Open Market Housing (Including £4,780,000 committed for initial
redevelopment on APP/2007/0847)

£1,127,500£2,160,691New Build construction - Social Rented Housing (including £1,127,500 committed to social
housing on APP/2007/0847)

£1,127,500£4,198,164New Build Construction- Intermediate Affordable Housing (including £1,127,500 committed
to social housing on APP/2007/0847)
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Committed
2010-11

Expenditure

£650,000Site Remediation & Clearance- Employment Allocation EW1/1

£11,141,870Build costs- Smaller Flexible Units EW 1/1

£10,792,587£84,096,282Total Expenditure

Income

Capital receipts

£4,127,274£13,050,000Housing Market Renewal, Housing Capital Programme, HCA Gap funding

£2,255,000
(Funding

£3,692,794HCA indicative NAHP contribution (30% of Total Scheme Costs for Intermediate Affordable
Housing, 50% of Total Scheme Costs for Social Rented Housing)

Committed
for Cog
Lane
Phase I-
APP/2007/0847)

£4,780,000
(Funding
Committed
for Cog

£47,970,441Private Sector Housing (Including Open Market build costs and remainder of Total Scheme
Costs for Social Rented and Intermediate Affordable Housing)

Lane
Phase I-
APP/2007/0847)

£11,791,870Private Sector Employment Development

£7,843,200Other public sector (e.g DfT and NWDA funding for railway improvements and allocations
from Local Transport Plan)

£11,162,274£84,348,305Total Income

Table 4.3 Key Elements of Project Expenditure and Income

Indicative costs for the scale of investment required to implement the proposals in the AAP suggest
that in the region of £73,186,031 will be needed, from a variety of public and private sources. Delivery
of the identified interventions is likely to involve several funding partners. The Council will use the
AAP as a framework for continuing discussions with potential funding partners such as the Homes
and Communities Agency, NWDA, Lancashire County Council, those who have access to other
funding streams such as Sure Start and critically, the private sector.

South West Burnley and Trinity has previously received funding from the Single Regeneration Budget
and this has been used for a number of projects, including land assembly. Public sector funding is
still needed to carry out works that will facilitate private investment, such as land assembly (including
home loss and disturbance payments); enhanced public realm; transport infrastructure improvements;
business relocations and facelifting. It is important that new development is coordinated with the
infrastructure it requires. In terms of this Area Action Plan, much of the infrastructure already exists.
Generally speaking, improvements are likely to be required to create more sustainable communities,
rather than to meet basic needs. For example, the Plan identifies transport improvements and
measures to reduce the effects of climate change. As a general principle, new developments will be
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expected to fund the service and infrastructure improvements that are required to meet the needs of
new residents. The Council is committed to stimulating regeneration by investing money gained from
the sale of Council-owned land back into the area. The redevelopment phasing in the plan will maximise
capital receipts from sites that will developed later in the plan period, which can be ploughed back
into the area's physical regeneration.

Burnley Council has prepared a Housing Regeneration Strategy, which outlines in more detail the
phasing and delivery of clearance and redevelopment. Based on detailed economic viability modelling,
and realistic estimates of the amount of public funding available over the plan period, this document
coordinates the housing delivery elements of the AAP. Working in tandem with the AAP's monitoring
framework, the Strategy is flexible and responsive to change.

HMR/Housing Capital Grant funding commitments are based on the indicative budget as at April
2010. The NAHP commitment is taken from HCA Regional Allocation statements, and the private
sector funding is an estimate based on appraisals seen by the Council's Property Consultancy Unit.
The total committed HMR funding in the income table includes committed expenditure on AAP
production and consultation (£33,333), neighbourhood management (£115,688), and the Vacant
Property Initiative (£220,666) which are not shown on the expenditure part of the table, but aid the
delivery of key AAP objectives such as community engagement, revitalisation of the housing market
and implementation of the TAIs.

A commitment to private sector funding has been secured through the appointment of a Lead Developer
partner who will deliver new homes for sale. There will also be a requirement for Section 106
contributions.

4.5 Risks and Mitigation
4.5.1 The AAP delivery strategy is considered to set out the most realistic phasing for the
interventions identified to regenerate the area. However, it is recognised that this cannot be guaranteed
and that the AAP must be flexible to mitigate against potential risks to deliver:

Downturn in the Housing Market

It is difficult to assess when the current downturn may end. This affects the timing of, and funding
for, development and is a major uncertainty. It has been mitigated by considering a number of different
housing market scenarios. The phasing identified is built on an assessment of the expected housing
market conditions but this will be subject to regular review leading to possible changes in the
programme to reflect changes in housing market conditions.

The plan is based on detailed economic viability modelling, and key sensitivities have been tested,
including differing estimates of house price growth over the plan period, variations in interest rates,
and changes in build cost inflation. The model is dynamic and variables can be changed to monitor
progress over time, and inform any re-phasing.

Land Assembly

Although it is the Council's intention to buy by agreement, it may be necessary to resort to the use of
compulsory purchase powers. This is mitigated by basing the phasing on the Council's Housing
Regeneration Strategy, which assumes the need to use CPO powers, and has been timetabled in
the light of the resources available to undertake this work. The Strategy has been based on a realistic
estimate of public sector funding availability over the lifetime of the programme.

The Council's adopted Housing Regeneration Strategy, which outlines the plan's land assembly and
redevelopment phasing in more detail, is based on the 'worst case scenario' in terms of timescales
for progressing planning CPOs. There are significant housing opportunity sites within the AAP (namely
H1/1 and H1/8) on previously developed land with existing services. These could be brought forward
ahead of their projected phasing if there are delays to the land assembly timetable.
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Availability of Funding

The Council will manage its assets to support the delivery strategy set out in the AAP but it is necessary
to make assumptions about the likely level of public funding that can be secured through the Housing
Market Renewal pathfinder initiative and other public sector funding streams. The regular monitoring
of the AAP will show whether progress is being made as planned. If the anticipated levels of external
funding do not materialise, there will be implications in relation to the timing and scale of the proposed
interventions. A significant reduction in Government funding would trigger a review so that delivery
is slowed and projected housing completions put back. However, assumptions in the plan are based
on best estimates of the availability of public funding at this time. The projected £6million annual
amount of HMR funding is less than half of the annual settlement received by the Council in previous
years.

Proactive management of the contractual relationship with the Council's lead developer and RSL
partners will enable the monitoring of private sector resources necessary to sustain the redevelopment
programme, and identify if any re-phasing or re-profiling of sites is necessary. A significant contraction
in the amount of private sector funding available to our partners would trigger a review of the plan.

Planning process

Delivery is dependent upon the submission of timely planning applications and securing consent.
The AAP will establish principles for developments and the South West Burnley Design Guidance
provides an indication as to the design quality that is expected. Further community engagement at
pre-submission stage in line with the Council's Statement of Involvement should mitigate against the
risk that planning applications will not reflect the aspirations for the area.

Lack of Community "Buy in"

It is important that the existing community is not alienated through the process of change envisaged.
Engagement in the AAP and related processes should help to mitigate against this with further
involvement in more detailed proposals as they are planned and implemented.
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Monitoring
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5 Monitoring
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Monitoring provides information on the performance of policy, the delivery of development
and impacts on the environment. Monitoring will help the Council to assess whether the plan remains
sound or whether adjustments need to be made in order to meet the Area Action Plan’s objectives.

5.1.2 As part of the Local Development Framework process, local planning authorities are required
to produce Annual Monitoring Reports (AMRs). The Annual Monitoring Report will test how the
regeneration of the neighbourhood is performing overall against key policy requirements for the Area
Action Plan. To do this, a set of indicators has been developed specifically for monitoring the South
West Burnley Area Action Plan. These include Core Indicators similar to those applying within the
Borough, for example, the monitoring of housing completions against the policy requirements of the
Area Action Plan, and also a number of specific Local Indicators to enable monitoring of those policies
in the Area Action Plan that set specific requirements for development in South West Burnley, e.g.
housing mix and sustainable design and construction standards. The set of indicators are set out
below.

5.1.3 In the event that the Annual Monitoring Report identifies delivery issues in SouthWest Burnley,
where key policy targets are not being met, these would need to be assessed as part of the Council's
AMR process and a decision reached as to whether any change is required to the Area Action Plan
or through other mechanisms.

Table 5.1 AREA ACTION TARGETS

HOUSING (SWBT H1)

TargetIndicator

During the plan period 753
new homes will be
constructed in the AAP area

Number of new houses constructed in the plan
period

SWBT H1

All new housing development
of 5 units or more will be

Amount of new housing development of 5 units
or more within 400m of existing local shops
and community facilities

SWBT H2

within 400m of existing local
shops and community
facilities

100% of new dwellings to be
built on brownfield land

New and converted dwellings on previously
developed land

SWBT H3

15% of all new dwellings in
schemes of 15 or more to be

Gross affordable housing completionsSWBT H4

affordable homes for social
rent in tenure blind
developments

All new housing
developments of qualifying

Housing Quality - Building for Life
Assessments

SWBT H5

size to achieve at least BFL
silver standard
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100% of new dwellings to
meet at least Code for

Percentage of new dwellingsmeeting Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 3 or higher

SWBT H6

Sustainable Homes Level 3
up to end of 2015

That 100% of new dwellings
in schemes of 5 dwellings or

Housing densities: for schemes of 5 dwellings
or more, percentages of new (gross) dwellings

SWBT H7

more are completed at a
density of 50dph or more

completed, between 30-50 dph; and above
50dp

Baseline for SW Burnley &
Trinity 57% 2008. Target
35% by 2016/17.

Gap in average house price between Elevate
areas and the Borough as a % of Regenerate
Pennine Lancashire area average

SWBT H8

Table 5.2

HOUSING MIX (SWBT H2)

TargetIndicator

75%Percentage of housing within new housing
development of over 15 units with three or more
bedrooms

SWBT H9

Table 5.3

TARGETED AREA INITIATIVES (SWBT TAI1)

TargetIndicator

Rate of fly - tipping incidents
within the TAI per 100

Recorded incidents of fly - tipping within the TAISWBT
TAI1

properties to fall to 10% by
2013 and 5% by 2016.

Rate of dirty back yards
incidents within the TAI per

Recorded incidents of dirty back yards within the TAISWBT
TAI2

100 properties to fall to 20%
by 2013 and 10% by 2016.

Rate of open to access
incidents within the TAI per

Recorded incidents open to access within the TAISWBT
TAI3

100 properties to fall to:15%
by 2013 and 5% by 2016.

Reduce rate of Serious
Acquisitive Crime (SAC)

Recorded incidents of burglary within the TAISWBT
TAI4

within the TAI by 10% by
2011 in line with the
Borough target.

Reduce incidents of criminal
damage within the TAI by

Recorded incidents of criminal damage within the TAISWBT
TAI5
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20% by 2016/17 in line with
SCS Target.

Monitor.Recorded incidents of violent crime within the TAISWBT
TAI16

Reduce rate of Serious
Acquisitive Crime (SAC)

Recorded incidents of auto crime within the TAISWBT
TAI7

within the TAI by 10% by
2011 in line with the
Borough target.

Reduce rate of Serious
Acquisitive Crime (SAC)

Recorded incidents of theft within the TAISWBT
TAI8

within the TAI by 10% by
2011 in line with the
Borough target.

Reduce rate by 25% by
2012 in line with Borough

Recorded incidents of anti-social behaviour within the
TAI

SWBTTAI9

target of reducing % of
people who perceive ASB as
a serious problem in their
neighbourhood from 34% to
below 25% by 2012.

Reduce the number of
properties vacant in the TAI

Number of properties vacant in the TAISWBT
TA110

to 10% by 2013 and to 5%
by 2016.

2% of households in the TAI
area per annum

Percentage of households receiving an energy
efficiency improvement grant in the TIA area

SWBT
TAI11

Borough target from SCS:
13% 2010/11 to 9%
2016/17.

% of sites surveyed which are below Grade B for litterSWBT
TAI12

To accredit 250 properties
over a 5 year period (up to
October 2013)

Number of GLAS applications (SL6)SWBT
TAI13

To increase residents'
perceptions of improved

The number of badly managed private rented
properties in the area

SWBT
TAI14

properties from 2.7% to 64%
by 2013.

Table 5.4

NEWEMPLOYMENTDEVELOPMENT (SWBTEW1)

TargetIndicator

No employment land
allocated in SWBT EW1 lost
to other uses

Amount of employment land by type (B1, B2 and B8)
allocated in SWBT EW2 lost to other uses

SWBT
EW1
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100% of completed non
residential development to

Car parking standards - % of completed non
residential development complying with car parking

SWBT
EW2

comply with car parking
standards set out in LDF

standards set out in the Local Development
Framework

100% of non-residential
development to meet

% of new non residential developments meeting
BREEAM standards

SWBT
EW3

BREEAM 'Very Good'
standard, increasing to
'Excellent' for any planning
application approved after
2012.

Table 5.5

EXISTING EMPLOYMENT LAND (SWBT EW2)

TargetIndicator

Core indicator in AMR.Total amount of additional employment floorspace by
type

SWBT
EW4

To decrease the amount of
vacant employment
floorspace

Total amount of vacant employment floorspaceSWBT
EW5

Table 5.6

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT (SWBT ENV1)

TargetIndicator

No statutorily and locally
listed buildings artefacts and
features considered at risk.

Number of statutorily or locally listed buildings
artefacts and features considered to be at risk ie by
BBC Design and Conservation Team or on English
Heritage Buildings at Risk Register

SWBT
ENV1

No of statutorily and locally
listed buildings artefacts and
features demolished

Number of statutorily or locally listed buildings
artefacts or features demolished

SWBT
ENV2

Table 5.7

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS (SWBTENV4)

TargetIndicator

To increase tree cover in AAP
area from 3% (2010) to 8%
by 2021

Percentage tree cover in the AAP areaSWBT
ENV3
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100% of shop fronts in the
Accrington Road District

Number of shop fronts improved in the District and
Local Centres

SWBT
ENV4

Centre and Coal Clough Lane
Local Centre improved during
the plan period.

Table 5.8

THE INTERIM TREATMENT OF CLEARED SITES
(SWBT ENV6)

TargetIndicator

100% cleared sites
enhanced through interim

Number of cleared sites where enhanced interim
treatment undertaken

SWBT
ENV5

site treatment during plan
period

Table 5.9

WATER COURSES (SWBT ENV8)

TargetIndicator

Monitor land adjoining water
courses improved for amenity

Area of land adjoining local water courses improved
for amenity and biodiversity

SWBT
ENV6

or biodiversity during plan
period

Table 5.10

DISTRICT AND LOCAL CENTRES (SWBT CS1)

TargetIndicator

Monitor Health Check criteria.Other local indicators as part of a mini 'health check'
to be carried out by officers/site visit. PPS4 Health

SWBT CS1

check criteria: diversity of uses, retailer
representation, retailer floorspace requirements,
rental levels, accessibility, perception of safety,
quality of centre environment, pedestrian flows and
also percentage of vacant retail units.

Table 5.11

PROTECTED OPEN SPACE (SWBT CS2)

TargetIndicator
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No protected greenspaces lost
to development

Number of protected greenspaces lost to
development

SWBTCS2

Monitor protected
greenspaces enhanced for
amenity or biodiversity

Number of protected greenspaces enhanced for
amenity or biodiversity

SWBTCS3

Table 5.12

PUBLIC TRANSPORT PROVISION (SWBT SIT1)

TargetIndicator

100% of all new development
to be nomore than 400m from

Amount of new housing development with good
public transport accessibility (within 400m of bus stop

SWBTSIT1

nearest bus stop with at leastwith at least 15 minute bus service Monday to
Saturday) 15 minute bus service

(Monday to Saturday).

100% of new residential
development within 30

Percentage of new residential development within
30 minutes public transport time of a GP, hospital,

SWBTSIT2

minutes public transport timeprimary and secondary school, employment and a
major health centre of a GP, hospital, primary and

secondary school,
employment and a major
health centre.

To annually increase the
number of cyclists using all 3
Railway Stations

Number of cyclists using Rose Grove, Burnley
Barracks and Manchester Road railway stations

SWBTSIT3

Table 5.13

CYCLING NETWORK (SWBT SIT2)

TargetIndicator

To add 10 walking and/or
cycling links to the network

Number of new (on road and off road) links added
to the walking/and or cycle network within the AAP
area

SWBTSIT4

within the AAP over the plan
period.

Table 5.14

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE (SWBT SIT3)

TargetIndicator

To add 10 walking and/or
cycling links to the network

Number of new (on road and off road) links added
to the walking/and or cycle network within the AAP
area

SWBT SIT5
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within the AAP over the plan
period.

Table 5.15

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS (SWBT SIT5)

TargetIndicator

To limit the growth in traffic
along Accrington Road to
below Borough average

Traffic flows along Accrington RoadSWBT SIT6

Borough target - reduction
to 7 by 2016/17.

NI48 Children killed or seriously injured in road traffic
accidents

SWBT SIT7

Table 5.16

5.1.4 In the event that the AMR identifies delivery issues in South West Burnley, where key policy
targets are not being met, these would need to be assessed as part of the Council’s annual monitoring
process and a decision reached on whether any change was required to the Area Action Plan or
through other mechanisms.
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Next Steps
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6 Next Steps
6.1 Consultation
6.1.1 This Pre - Submission Publication Area Action Plan for South West Burnley and Trinity is one
of a number of development plan documents which form the Local Development Framework setting
out the spatial planning framework for the Borough. It has been published to enable residents and
other interested parties to comment on the plan before it is submitted to the Secretary of State and
has been disseminated in the following ways:

summary booklets delivered to all residents and businesses in the area;
letters to key stakeholders and organisations and individuals on the Council's consultation
database;
dedicated pages on the Council's website - www.burnley.gov.uk;
documents made available at Contact Burnley, Burnley Central Library and Padiham Library;
press releases and notices in the Burnley and Padiham Express;
drop-in sessions where planning officers and volunteers from Planning Aid will be in attendance
to answer questions and assist with representations.

6.1.2 This is not an additional stage of consultation. An independent Planning Inspector will consider
the AAP, along with any comments made, at an Examination in Public, and may propose changes to
the plan following this process. The process for this is set out in the following sections.

6.2 Commenting on the Submission Version
6.2.1 Any comments that are made will be considered alongside the published Area Action Plan,
by a Planning Inspector at an independent public examination. The Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 states that the purpose of the examination is to consider whether the Area Action
Plan complies with the legal requirements and is "sound".

6.2.2 Representations on the way in which the Council has prepared the published Area Action
Plan are likely to relate to a matter of legal compliance. Representations on the actual content are
likely to relate to whether the Area Action Plan is justified, effective or consistent with national policy.

Legal Compliance

6.2.3 The Inspector will first check that the AAPmeets the legal requirements under Section 20(5)(a)
of the 2004 Act before moving on to test for soundness.

6.2.4 You should consider the following before making a representation on legal compliance:

• The AAP should be within the current Local Development Scheme (LDS) and the key stages should
have been followed. The LDS is effectively a programme of work prepared by the Council, setting
out the Local Development Documents it proposes to produce over a 3 year period. It will set out the
key stages in the production of any development plan documents which the Council propose to bring
forward for independent examination. If the AAP is not in the current LDS it should not have been
published. The LDS is on the Council’s website and available at Contact Burnley.

• The process of community involvement for the AAP should be in general accordance with the
Council’s Statement of Community Involvement. The Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) is
a document which sets out a Council’s strategy for involving the community in the preparation and
revision of Development Plan Documents such as the AAP, and in the consideration of planning
applications.
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• The DPD should comply with the Town and County Planning (Local Development) England
Regulations 2004 as amended. On publication, the Council must publish the documents prescribed
in the regulations, and make them available at their principal offices and on their website. The Council
must also place local advertisements and notify the various bodies specified in the regulations and
any persons who have requested to be notified.

• The Council is required to provide a Sustainability Appraisal Report when they publish the AAP.
This should identify the process by which the Sustainability Appraisal has been carried out, and the
baseline information used to inform the process and the outcomes of that process. Sustainability
Appraisal is a tool to understand how policies will impact social, environmental, and economic issues.

• The AAP should have regard to national policy and conform generally to the Regional Spatial Strategy
(RSS). The RSS sets out the region’s policies in relation to the development and use of land.

• The AAPmust have regard to the Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS) for Burnley and Lancashire.
The SCS is usually prepared by the Local Strategic Partnership which is representative of a range of
interests in the area. The SCS is subject to consultation but not to an independent examination.

Soundness

6.2.5 To be sound, an AAP should be:

6.2.6 • Justified

This means that the AAP should be founded on a robust and credible evidence base involving:

- Evidence of participation of the local community and others having a stake in the area

- Research/fact finding: the choices made in the plan are backed up by facts

6.2.7 The AAP should also provide the most appropriate strategy when considered against
reasonable alternatives. These alternatives should be realistic and subject to sustainability appraisal.
The AAP should show how the policies and proposals help to ensure that the social, environmental,
economic and resource use objectives of sustainability will be achieved.

6.2.8 • Effective

This means the AAP should be deliverable, embracing:

- Sound infrastructure delivery planning - showing how new development will be supported by transport,
water, power supply, schools etc.

- Having no regulatory or national planning barriers to delivery

- Ensuring that the Council and partners such as the County Council, Regional Development Agency,
Homes and Community Agency and housing developers are signed up to implementing the plan and
that the proposals are "deliverable". The AAP should indicate who is responsible for making sure
that the policies and proposals happen and when they will happen.

- Coherence with the strategies of neighbouring authorities

6.2.9 The AAP should also be flexible and able to be monitored, to understand how well the plan
is meeting its objectives.

6.2.10 The plan should be flexible enough to deal with changing circumstances, which may involve
minor changes to respond to the outcome of the monitoring process or more significant changes to
respond to problems such as lack of funding for major infrastructure proposals. Although it is important
that policies are flexible, the AAP should make clear that major changes may require a formal review
including public consultation.
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6.2.11 Any measures which the Council has included to make sure that targets are met should be
clearly linked to the Annual Monitoring Report. This report is produced each year and will show whether
the AAP needs amendment.

6.2.12 • Consistent with national policy

6.2.13 The AAP should be consistent with national policy. Where there is a departure, the Council
must provide clear and convincing reasoning to justify their approach. Conversely, you may feel that
the Council should include a policy or policies which would depart from national policy to some degree
in order to meet a clearly identified and fully justified local need, but they have not done so. In this
instance, it will be important for you to say in your representations what the local circumstances are
that justify a different policy approach to that in national policy and support your assertion with evidence.

6.2.14 If you think the content of a AAP is not sound because it does not include a policy where it
should do, you should go through the following steps before making representations:

• Is the issue with which you are concerned already covered specifically by any national planning
policy? If so, it does not need to be included.

• Is what you are concerned with covered by any other policies in the AAP on which you are seeking
to make representations or in any other DPD in the Council’s Local Development Framework (LDF)?
There is no need for repetition between documents in the LDF.

• If the policy is not covered elsewhere, in what way is the AAP unsound without the policy?

• If the AAP is unsound without the policy, what should the policy say?

6.2.15 If you wish to make a representation seeking a change to the Area Action Plan or part of
the Area Action Plan you should make clear in what way the Area Action Plan or part of the Area
Action Plan is not sound having regard to the legal compliance check and three tests set out above.
You should try to support your representation by evidence showing why the Area Action Plan should
be changed. It will be helpful if you also say precisely how you think the Area Action Plan should be
changed. Representations should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested change, as there will
not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further submissions based on the original
representation made at publication. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request
of the Inspector, based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

6.2.16 Where there are groups who share a common view on how they wish to see the Area Action
Plan changed, it would be very helpful for that group to send a single representation which represents
the view, rather than for a large number of individuals to send in separate representations which
repeat the same points. In such cases, the group should indicate how many people it is representing
and how the representation has been authorised.

6.2.17 Further detailed guidance on the preparation, publication and examination of DPDs is provided
in Planning Policy Statement 12: Local Spatial Planning and in The Plan Making Manual.

6.3 Sustainability Appraisal
6.3.1 In line with both the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and European Directive
2001/42/EC, a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) has been an integral part of the Area Action Plan production
process. The purpose of the SA is to highlight the environmental and socio-economic impacts of
policies and proposals in the Plan. The Pre-Submission Publication AAP SA Report is available as
a separate document.
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Appendix A Glossary
AREA ACTION PLANS – GLOSSARY

The ability of everybody to go conveniently where they want.Accessibility

Housing provided at a cost considered affordable in relation to
average incomes or the price of general market housing.
Sometimes considered as falling into two sub-categories: “social

Affordable housing

housing” - where rent levels are set in line with the Governments
rent influencing regime; and “intermediate housing” – a mix of
low cost home ownership products (for example shared
ownership) and other reduced cost rental housing.

A report prepared annually by the Borough Council to assess
progress on the preparation of the new planning framework for
Burnley and the extent to which planning policies are achieving
the desired outcomes

Annual Monitoring Report
(AMR)

ADevelopment Plan Document (DPD) that sets out the planning
framework for a specific area, usually one of significant change
or conservation

Area Action Plan (AAP)

The national standard for well-designed homes and
neighbourhoods. There are 20 criteria that can be used to assess
the design quality of new housing proposals

Building For Life

The Government’s programme for investment in secondary
school buildings in England

Building Schools for the
Future programme (BSF)

A partnership of organisations from the private, public, voluntary,
community and faith sectors that work to promote the well-being
of Burnley citizens

Burnley Action Partnership
(BAP)

Community BASE is a model that offers residents the opportunity
to consider options that might be available to tackle the problems
associated with an ageing housing stock and out-dated
environment

C- BASE

A large demographically representative group of local residents
regularly used to assess public preferences and opinions.

Citizens’ Panel

An area comprising a central, or Core City, or a series of
interlinked city/town centres that, together with a network of other
urban centres and rural hinterlands form a functional geographic
area.

City Region

A single national standard to guide industry in the design and
construction of sustainable housing. The Code measures the
design of a home against design categories, rating the ‘whole
home’ as a complete package

Code for Sustainable Homes

An order issued by a local authority to acquire land or buildings
for public interest purposes. For example the redevelopment of
certain housing areas.

Compulsory Purchase Order
(CPO)
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Areas of special architectural or historic interest, the character,
appearance or setting of which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance.

Conservation Area

Land that has been polluted or harmed in some way making it
unfit for safe development and use unless cleaned.

Contaminated Land

A Development Plan Development setting out the spatial vision
and objectives of the planning framework for an area, having
regard to the Community Strategy (see also Development Plan
Document).

Core Strategy (CS)

The standard that housing must meet in order to be defined as
a Decent Home. There are 4 criteria that must be met:

Decent Homes Standard

the current statutory minimum standard for housing must
be achieved
it should be in a reasonable state of repair
it should have reasonably modern facilities and services
and
it should provide a reasonable degree of thermal comfort

This is the successor department to the Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister (ODPM). Its remit is to promote community
cohesion and equality, as well as covering housing, urban
regeneration, planning and local government

Department for Communities
and Local Government (CLG)

A document providing guidance on how high quality design can
be achieved in new development

Design Guidance

A site-specific planning framework that seeks to positively shape
future development.

Development Brief

A document setting out Burnley’s policies and proposals for the
development and use of land and buildings in the authority's
area. In Burnley’s case, it includes the Regional Spatial Strategy

Development Plan

and the Burnley Local Plan and will include new Development
Plan Documents prepared under the Planning & Compulsory
Purchase Act of 2004 e.g. the Area Action Plans.

DPDs are Local Development Documents that haveDevelopment
Plan status. Once adopted, development control decisions must
be made in accordance with them unless material considerations

Development Plan Document
(DPD)

indicate otherwise. There are a number of DPDs which local
planning authorities must prepare - the Core Strategy,
Site-Specific Allocations of Land and, where needed, Area Action
Plans. There will also be a Proposals Map, which shows the
spatial extent of policies. This must be prepared and maintained
to accompany all DPDs. All DPDsmust be subject to community
involvement, consultation and independent examination, and
adopted after receipt of an inspector’s binding report.

District centres provide a wide range of shopping, retailing,
financial and professional services, as well as food and drink
outlets.

District Centre
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Existing employment areas in Burnley that have the greatest
potential to contribute towards the improvement of the borough’s
economy

Economic Improvement Area

An assessment and evaluation of the level and quality of
employment land in the borough

Employment Land Review
(ELR)

Elevate East Lancashire is the former name of the Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder covering Pennine Lancashire. It has
now been assimilated into an economic development company
called Regenerate Pennine Lancashire

Elevate

Government body with responsibility for all aspects of protecting
and promoting the historic environment.

English Heritage (EH)

A governmental body that aims to prevent or minimise the effects
of pollution on the environment. It also issues permits to monitor
and control activities that handle or produce waste, and deals
with other matters such as water issues including flood protection
advice.

Environment Agency (EA)

External improvements to properties that help to lift the
appearance of the wider area. Works include stone cleaning,
pointing and gutter replacement

Facelifting

Community involvement in the production of Local Development
Documents to gain public input and seek consensus from the
earliest opportunity.

Front loading

This is said to occur where a household needs to spend more
than 10% of its income on fuel in order to heat a home adequately

Fuel poverty

Public sector investment to support the delivery of suitable
projects by the private sector that show a deficit between project
costs and development value

Gap funding

Themain ‘arrival’ routes in the borough, where the environmental
appearance should be exemplary in order to provide a positive
impression of the borough and its neighbourhoods to local
residents, visitors and potential investors

Gateways

A designation for land around certain cities and large built-up
areas, which aims to keep this land permanently open or largely
undeveloped. The purposes of Green Belt are to:

Green Belt

check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas;
prevent neighbouring towns from merging;
safeguard the countryside from encroachment;
preserve the setting and special character of historic towns;
and
assist urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of
derelict and other urban land

A planned network of high quality open spaces and other
environmental features. It includes parks, playing fields,
woodland, allotments and private gardens

Green Infrastructure (GI)
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An assessment of the historic elements in an area that give them
their distinctive character and the identification of opportunities
to retain, strengthen and enhance local character

Heritage Appraisal

A non-departmental national body that is the national housing
and regeneration agency for England

Homes and Communities
Agency (HCA)

Residential streets in which the use of road space is shared
between motor vehicles and other road users, with the wider
needs of residents, including pedestrians, children and cyclists,
being accommodated.

Home Zone

Public sector intervention (in partnership with others) to sustain
areas in which housing market failure, or low demand housing,
is evident.

Housing Market Renewal
(HMR)

The process by which an Independent Planning Inspector may
publicly examine a ‘Development Plan Document’ and any
representations before issuing a binding report.

Independent examination

A ward level index made up from indicators such as income,
employment, health deprivation, education and housing. The
IMD can help to identify areas for regeneration

Index of Multiple Deprivation
(IMD)

Roads, drains, gas, electricity and other servicesInfrastructure

A report issued by an Independent Planning Inspector regarding
the planning issues debated at the independent examination of
a development plan or a planning inquiry. Reports into DPDs
are binding upon local authorities.

Inspector’s Report

The area within which funding under the HousingMarket Renewal
Pathfinder initiative is focused.

Intervention Area

Homes designed to meet the changing needs of the population
from young children to the elderly, meeting the varying needs of
numerous changes of occupiers in the same home.

Lifetime Homes

A building of special architectural or historic interest. Graded I
(highest quality), II* or II.

Listed Building

A Locally Listed Building is a building, structure or feature which,
whilst not listed by the Secretary of State, the Council feels to
be an important part of Burnely's heritage due to its architectural,
historic or archaeological significance

Locally Listed Building

Local Area Agreements (LAAs) set out the priorities for a local
area agreed between central government and a local area (the
local authority and Local Strategic Partnership) and other key
partners at the local level.

Local Area Agreement (LAA)

The collective name given to all planning documents –
Development Plan Documents and Supplementary Planning
Documents. The role of LDDs is to set out the spatial strategy
and planning policies for the District

Local Development Document
(LDD)
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A portfolio of all Local Development Documents that provide the
planning framework for the area. This portfolio also includes the
Local Development Scheme (LDS) and the Annual Monitoring
Report (AMR)

Local Development
Framework (LDF)

The 3 year programme and project plan for producing the Local
Development Framework

Local Development Scheme
(LDS)

The development plan for Burnley prepared and adopted by the
Borough Council

Local Plan

An overall partnership of people that brings together
organisations from the public, private, community and voluntary
sector within a local authority area, with the objective of improving
people’s quality of life.

Local Strategic Partnership
(LSP)

A five-year integrated transport strategy, prepared by local
authorities in partnership with the community, seeking funding
to help provide local transport projects. The plan sets out the
resources predicted for delivery of the targets identified in the
strategy.

Local Transport Plan (LTP)

Private housing for rent or for sale, where the price is set in the
open market.

Market housing

A plan which shows how a proposed development might look
when complete, showing proposals for buildings, spaces,
movement strategy and land use

Masterplan

A multi-area agreement (MAA) is designed to be a
cross-boundary local area agreement (LAA). It brings together
key players in order to tackle issues that are best addressed in
partnership at a regional and sub-regional level.

Multi Area Agreement (MAA)

A comprehensive national network of safe and attractive routes
for cyclists.

National Cycling Network

The discouragement to wrongdoing by the presence of
passers-by or the ability of people to be seen out of surrounding
windows. Also known as passive surveillance (or supervision).

Natural surveillance

Informal planning documents that were prepared to guide the
future development of Burnley Wood/Healey Wood,
Daneshouse/Duke Bar/Stoneyholme and South West Burnley

Neighbourhood Action Plan
(NAP)

A cross-regional strategy created by the three Northern Regional
Development Agencies (RDAs) and their partners in response
to the ODPM's ‘Sustainable Communities Plan’progress report
‘Making it Happen: the Northern Way’. Its purpose is to increase
economic growth across the North of England.

Northern Way

Pennine Lancashire Leaders and Chief Executives Joint
Committee (PLACE) is responsible for overseeing the allocation
of resources made available through the Multi Area Agreement
(MAA) for Pennine Lancashire

PLACE
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Planning Aid provides free and independent advice and support
to community groups and individuals unable to employ a planning
consultant. North West Planning Aid can be contacted at:

Planning Aid

2nd Floor Friars Court

Sibson Road

SALE

M33 7SF

By calling the Advice Line on 0870 850 9804

By emailing nwco@planningaid.rtpi.org.uk

By going to www.planningaid.rtpi.org.uk

The benefits or safeguards, often for community benefit, secured
as part of a planning approval and usually provided at the
developer's expense. For example, affordable housing,
community facilities or mitigation measures.

Planning Gain

The Government body responsible for:Planning Inspectorate (PINS)
the processing of planning and enforcement appeals;
examinations of development plan documents listed
building consent appeals;
various compulsory purchase orders, rights of way cases

Issued by central Government and set out national land use
policies for England on different aspects of planning. These are
gradually being replaced by Planning Policy Statements.

Planning Policy Guidance
(PPG)

Issued by Central Government to replace the existing Planning
Policy Guidance notes, in order to provide guidance on spatial
planning

Planning Policy Statement
(PPS)

The component of a development plan, or LDF, showing the
location of proposals in the plan, on an Ordnance Survey base
map.

Proposals Map

Permanent or temporary physical works of art visible to the
general public, whether part of a building or free-standing, for
example sculpture, lighting effects, street furniture, paving,
railings and signs.

Public art

The parts of a village, town or city (whether publicly or privately
owned) that is accessible to all. It includes streets, squares and
parks.

Public realm

High quality, high frequency bus route usually operated by low
floor vehicles along routes often with a higher degree of bus
priority measures installed to speed up journey times.

Quality bus
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An economic development company that is owned by the 7
Pennine Lancashire authorities. It delivers major development
on behalf of local authorities and continues the housing market
renewal work initiated by Elevate

Regenerate Pennine
Lancashire (RPL)

NorthWest Regional Development Agency. One of nine Regional
Development Agencies (RDAs) set up in the English Regions
as non-departmental public bodies. Their primary role is as a
strategic driver of regional economic development in their region.
The RDAs aim is to:

Regional DevelopmentAgency
(NWDA)

co-ordinate regional economic development and
regeneration;
enable the regions to improve their relative competitiveness;
and
reduce the imbalances that exist within and between
regions

The plan prepared by the regional planning body that set out
planning policies for the development and use of land in the
region. This has now been revoked.

Regional Spatial Strategy
(RSS)

Government-funded, not-for-profit organisations that provide
affordable housing. They include housing associations, trusts
and cooperatives. They work with local authorities to provide

Registered Social Landlord
(RSL)

homes for people meeting the affordable homes criteria. As well
as developing land and building homes, RSLs undertake a
landlord function by maintaining properties and collecting rent.

REMADE – the Reclamation and Management of Derelict land
is a multi million pound project, managed by Lancashire County
Council, with a target to reclaim 25% of this derelict land by

REMADE

2011. It is aimed at larger areas of derelict land which has been
left spoilt by previous development. This will be cleaned up and
turned into quality public spaces like parks, sports and play areas,
cycle paths and bridleways and informal recreation facilities for
people to enjoy.

Policies of the adopted Burnley Local Plan that are still applicable
until they are replaced by new DPD policies

‘Saved’ policies

A legal agreement under section 106 of the 1990 Town &Country
Planning Act. See also: Planning Obligations

Section 106 Agreement

An agreement between a developer and Lancashire County
Council to undertake works to the existing adopted highway

Section 278

A planning principle that seeks to identify, allocate or
development certain types or locations of land before the
consideration of others. For example, brownfield housing sites

Sequential Test

before greenfield sites: town centre retail sites before
out-of-centre sites; sites with a lower risk of flooding before those
with a higher risk.
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In traditional street layouts, footways and carriageways are
separated by a kerb. In a street with a shared surface, this
demarcation is absent and pedestrians and vehicles share the
same surface. Shared surface schemes work best in relatively
calm traffic environments. The key aims are to:

Shared Surface

• encourage low vehicle speeds;

• create an environment in which pedestrians can walk, or stop
and chat, without feeling intimidated by motor traffic;

• make it easier for people to move around; and

• promote social interaction.

A term referring to the justification of a Development Plan
Document. A DPD is considered “sound” and based upon good
evidence unless it can be shown to be unsound.

Soundness

Planning which goes beyond traditional land use planning to
integrate policies for the development and use of land with other
policies and programmes which influence the nature of places
and how they function

Spatial planning

A brief summary setting out the spatial characteristics of a
particular area

Spatial portrait

A statement that sets out the Council’s processes for involving
the community in the preparation and revision of Local
Development Documents and in the planning application process.

Statement of Community
Involvement (SCI)

A report or statement issued by local planning authorities
explaining how they have complied with their SCI (see above)
during consultation on Local Development Documents.

Statement of Consultation

An environmental assessment of certain plans and programmes,
including those in the field of planning and land use, which
complies with the EU Directive 2001/42/EC. The environmental
assessment involves the:

Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA)

preparation of an environmental report;
carrying out of consultations;
taking into account of the environmental report and the
results of the consultations in decision making;
provision of information when the plan or programme is
adopted; and
showing that the results of the environmental assessment
have been taken into account

A cross boundary study of the Burnley and Pendle housing
market. It provides the basis for developing housing and planning
policies by considering the characteristics of the housing market,
how key factors work together, and the probable scale of change
in housing need and demand.

Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA)
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The Council service that is responsible for the provision of
services that affect the ‘street’. This includes refuse collection,
street cleansing and community safety

Streetscene

An old-style development plan, which sets out strategic planning
policies and forms the basis for detailed policies in Local Plans
The Joint Lancashire Structure Plan no longer provides this
context as this is now provided by the Regional Spatial Strategy.

Structure Plan

A Development Plan Document submitted to the Secretary of
State for independent examination before a Government
appointed Planning Inspector.

Submission Document

A group of inter-linked local authorities that form part of a region
e.g. the Pennine Lancashire grouping of Blackburn, Burnley,
Hyndburn, Pendle, RibbleValley and Rossendale

Sub-region

A service aimed at improving the health and well-being of families
with children under 4 so that children are ready to flourish when
they go to school.

Sure Start

Local Development Documents that provide support or amplify
policies in a DPD. They are not the subject of independent
examination and do not have Development Plan status

Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD)

The process of weighing and assessing the policies in a Local
Development Document for their social, environmental and
economic implications. (See also Strategic Environmental
Assessment).

Sustainability Appraisal

A long-term programme of action, published in February 2003,
to tackle the shortage of housing in London and the South East
and low demand and abandonment in the North and Midlands
and to create sustainable communities.

SustainableCommunities Plan

Local authorities are required by the Local Government Act 2000
to prepare these. Their aim is to improve the social,
environmental and economic well being of an area. Through the
Community Strategy, authorities are expected to co-ordinate the
actions of local public, private, voluntary and community sectors

Sustainable Community
Strategy (SCS)

A widely used definition drawn up by the World Commission on
Environment and Development in 1987: "development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of

Sustainable development

future generations to meet their own needs". The Government
has set out four aims for sustainable development in its strategy
“A Better Quality of Life, a Strategy for Sustainable Development
in the UK”. The four aims, to be achieved at the same time, are:
social progress which recognises the needs of everyone; effective
protection of the environment; the prudent use of natural
resources; and maintenance of high and stable levels of
economic growth and employment.

An approach to managing rainfall and surface water in
developments in a way that replicates natural drainage.

Sustainable drainage system
(SUDS)

The UK's leading sustainable transport charity.Sustrans
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Where it is not possible, for the external appearance, to tell the
difference between social rented, intermediate and private homes

Tenure blind

A short, disused section of rail track in Todmorden, which, if
reinstated, would provide the opportunity for a direct rail service
between Burnley and Manchester

Todmorden Curve

A form of traffic restraint aimed at improving the quality of the
environment by providing a safer and more satisfactory
environment for residents/pedestrians, and to ensure that a better
balance is created between the needs of pedestrians/cyclists
and motorists

Traffic calming

A legal order that councils can use to introduce traffic
management controls on their roads. They can regulate, restrict
or prohibit the use of roads by vehicles or pedestrians.

Traffic RegulationOrder (TRO)

A travel plan aims to promote sustainable travel choices (for
example cycling) as an alternative to single occupancy car
journeys that may impact negatively on the environment,
congestion and road safety. Travel Plans can be required when
granting planning permission for new developments.

Travel Plan

The Burnley Vision Board is a group of public sector and private
sector representatives who are working together to improve the
local economy

Vision Board

A linked series of sites for species migration and dispersal, often
comprising diverse semi-natural habitats and linear features such
as canals, railways, major roads, rivers and streams

Wildlife Corridor

Table A.1
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Appendix B Supporting Documents
Piccadilly/Trafalgar and South West Burnley Area Documents

The Area Action Plan Economic Viability Assessments, GVA Grimley 2010

Burnley Station Feasibility Study Report, Brock Carmichael Associates, 2007

The Caldervale Line Study, Faber Maunsell, 2007

Demand, Feasibility and Development Study Former AIT Site, Burnley, GVA Grimley, Dec 2008

AIT Site Viability Appraisal, GVA Grimley, June 2010

Gateways and Green Routes South West Burnley - Proposals for for Future Public Artworks, Action
Factory Community Arts, 2008

Greenspace Strategy, Burnley Borough Council, 2006

Manchester Direct Rail Scheme Report, Colin Buchanan & Partners, 2008

Piccadilly/Trafalgar Green Routes andGateways Project, Groundwork Pennine Lancashire, 2008-2009

Piccadilly & Trafalgar Heritage Appraisal, Burnley Borough Council, 2007

Piccadilly/Trafalgar Area Action Plan Preferred Option, Burnley Borough Council, 2006

Piccadilly/Trafalgar Retail Survey, Burnley Borough Council, 2007

SouthWest Burnley - Area Action Plans Transport Evidence Base Report, JMP Consultants Ltd, 2010

South West Burnley Area Action Plan Preferred Option, Burnley Borough Council, 2006

South West Burnley Barclay Hills Feasibility and Development Study, CBase, Trinity Architecture,
Scott Wilson, 2010

South West Burnley Business and Retail Survey, Burnley Borough Council, 2007

South West Burnley Heritage Appraisal, Burnley Borough Council, 2007

South West Burnley Youth Vision Pilot, Report and CD Rom, KD Creative Management, 2007

Burnley Documents

Burnley and Pendle Strategic Housing Market Assessment, 2008

Housing Regeneration Strategy, 2010

Burnley Annual Monitoring Report, 2009

Burnley Housing Strategy, 2006 - 2009

Housing Condition Survey, 2009

Sustainable Community Strategy, Burnley's Future, 2010

Burnley's Green Space Strategy, 2007 - 2012

A Play Strategy for Burnley, 2007 - 2011

Sub-Regional / Pennine Lancashire
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Pennine Lancashire Multi Area Agreement (MAA), 2009

Lancashire

Lancashire Local Transport Plan 2, 2006

Lancashire Sustainable Community Strategy Ambition Lancashire, 2008

National Policy

Active Design Sport England

Delivering a Sustainable Transport Strategy, Dept for Transport, 2008

Local Government Act, 2000

PPS1 - Delivering Sustainable Development, 2009

PPS3 - Housing, 2006

PPS4 - Planning for Sustainable Development, 2009

PPS5 - Planning for the Historic Environment, 2010

PPS12 - Local Spatial Planning, 2008

PPG13 - Transport, 2001

PPG 17 - Planning for Open Space. Sport and Recreation, 2002

National Cycle Network Route 68

Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West, 2008

Town and Country Planning Act 1990

European Policy

European Community (EC) Water Framework Directive (Directive 2000/60/EC)
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Superseded Policies and Proposals
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Appendix C Superseded Policies and Proposals
The following proposals in the Local Plan will be superseded by the South West Burnley Area Action
Plan:

CF11/2 – Accrington Road District Centre

TM9/1 - Manchester Road Station
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Visit the Council’s website:  
www.burnley.gov.uk/areaactionplans
Call Burnley Council on 01282 425011  
extension 2543 or 4737


